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Letter of transmittal

Hon Jay Weatherill MP
Minister for Families and Communities
Minister for Housing
Minister for Ageing
Misnister for Disability

Dear Minister,
I am pleased to present to you the Annual Report for the Department for Families and Communities for
the year ended 30 June 2007
The Annual Report provides a summary of our department’s achievments for the 2006-07 financial year
expanding on highlights as stated in the Budget Portfolio Statements, and reportd on progress against
targets of South Australia’s Strategic Plan.
The Annual Report complies with the Public Sector management Act 1995 and the Public Finance and
Audit Act 1987, and I commend the report to you as a fair and accurate representation of our efforts and
achievements of the past year.

Ms Sue Vardon AO
Chief Executive
Department for Families and Communities
30 September 2007
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Chief Executive’s report

The Department for Families and Communities
is now three years old. The governance reform
program is nearly settled after significant change
to bring disparate agencies within one department.
In this year we welcomed Metropolitan Domiciliary
Care which evolved into Domiciliary Care SA in
anticipation of the development of a statewide
network in the next few years. We also created
the Office for Problem Gambling and the Office
for Carers in recognition of our special activities
in these areas. I have appreciated the good will
of everyone involved including the many board
members who worked with us in dissolving some
bodies to create new ones.
Governance reform is important as long as it leads
to better, more accountable services and while
changes have been made at the top, significant
reforms have also occurred on the service delivery
front. This Annual Report identifies many of these

service improvements. South Australia’s Strategic
Plan and Minister Jay Weatherill’s Strategic Agenda
Connecting to the future have guided our work
and these developments. Next year we will see a
continuation of the roll out of the service reforms. I
highlight some here and others are outlined in this
report.
The Connected Service Centre at Mount Gambier
is significant. The front reception functions for
Families SA, Housing SA and Disability SA have
been combined so that staff are able to handle a
wide variety of tasks and queries. There are plans to
spread this model to other sites. Disability SA has a
new intake process and accommodation placement
panel, making significant progress to create a
single waiting list and reform of brokerage services.
The Families SA Executive has been implementing
Keeping Them Safe in our Care – a major reform
of alternative care arrangements. We have made
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progress in reducing homelessness, taking the top
off demand and developing innovative housing
solutions including Common Ground. We are also
integrating our services on the APY Lands to make
sure that citizens there get access to similar services
as people in Adelaide.
Behind the scenes we have been strengthening
our capacity to give good information to citizens
with an electronic reference suite so that all staff
will be able to locate and provide information
across the whole portfolio. The Learning College
now has more than 2 000 of our staff enrolled in
certificate courses and a five day weekly induction
program for all new staff has been introduced.
We have continued our Youth Challenge to bring
fresh thought to our most difficult challenges. We
have greatly improved the grants management
system and planned for regional community service
improvements.
Throughout this year, we have emphasised
innovation in our thinking and we have seen great
examples across the board. One example is the
further development of the Volunteer Emergency
Recovery Information System (VERIS) for which
we won the national Australia Safer Communities
Award for Post-Disaster activity.
We have also encouraged responsiveness and
customer service. Our responsiveness was tested
after storms in Renmark where we worked with
other state colleagues and local government
to make sure that the vines blown over in the
storm were lifted quickly to avoid economic loss.
Customer service improvements included setting
of standards and the introduction of a 5 star rating
system for offices. This year we started to measure
partner satisfaction with the non-government
sector.
I want to highlight the role of reference groups and
the significant influence they have on our work. We
take our reference groups seriously and use them to
solve problems and stimulate improvements in our
services. Two examples are the Carers Reference
group and the Grandparents group. In this year
they both did significant work with us to make
changes for the better. The Minister launched the
SA Carers Charter and Policy following the Carers
Recognition Act 2005. The Carers Reference

Group representing carers who look after people
with mental illness, disabilities, grandchildren and
adult children monitored the implementation of
these initiatives across Government and in funded
services.
The Grandparents group worked with us and
colleagues from the Australian Government to
tackle the difficult problems faced by grandparents
caring for children without a formal agreement
or order from a court. The Minister launched the
Informal Relative Caregiver’s Statutory Declaration
which resulted from the combined efforts of all
parties.
2006-07 has been very challenging. Increased
demand was an issue in all parts of the
Department’s work, but the significant pressure
point was in the increase of children coming into
the care of the State, and the consequent increase
in costs. Two social pressures combined to drive this
increase: mental health and drug issues affecting
parenting and resulting in more damage to children,
and the social changes impacting on availability of
foster carers. We had to seek additional funds from
the Government to maintain our services and this
area remains problematic.
It is our frontline staff who have to carry the
pressures of increasing demand across the
board. There are easier jobs but we are grateful
for their dedication and commitment to citizens
with complex needs who are the reason for the
Department’s existence.
One of the characteristics of the SA Public Sector
is that it is on the whole collaborative and this
department is a beneficiary of this collaboration.
We have had particularly good relationships with
Education, Health and Justice.
Minister, it has been a difficult year and you have
understood the pressures and the drivers of those
pressures. At the same time, you have maintained
the challenge to do things differently and better.
We are grateful for your leadership.

Ms Sue Vardon AO
Chief Executive
Department for Families and Communities
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Our culture
High quality customer focussed services are central
to every aspect of our department. By putting our
customers and their families first, and by applying
our values, we make things happen for our
customers.

• we are accountable for our actions, and take
responsibility for the outcomes

Our people are vital to our success and our culture
provides them with an environment where they
care for each other. We respect diversity and
promote inclusion and ensure that we all have the
skills, knowledge and resources to grow, be our
best and achieve our strategic objectives.

• we act in accordance with policy and our
business delegations

Connected

Brave

• we respond to the needs, expectations and
aspirations of the people we serve and their
families

• we are decisive; we get things started and move
them to completion

• we place the customer at the centre of our
planning and decision making

• we live up to our responsibilities as public
servants, particularly in respect of the Code of
Conduct and ethical behaviour

• we will implement work practices and systems
which are environmentally friendly and
contribute to a sustainable future.

• we look for innovative ways to help our
customers
• we welcome new ideas

• we galvanise the resources of the community to
include people with disabilities

• we adapt our programs and services to suit
changing environments

• we build relationships with our customers,
partners, other departments, governments,
volunteers and the community

• we voice our opinions without fear

• we look at the big picture as well as the detail
• managers and staff engage together in open
consultation on matters concerning policies and
corporate issues
• we communicate at all levels in a clear,
accessible, open, timely and effective manner
• we collaborate across the Department for
Families and Communities and with our partners
to achieve our strategic objectives
• we support our colleagues to perform at their
best
• we emphasise teamwork across the Department
for Families and Communities

• we support people who make mistakes while
making use of the insights gained to improve
service quality.
Respectful
• we recognise good work and customer service
• we are honest, friendly and fair in our dealings
with colleagues and customers
• we respect each others differences and celebrate
diversity within the organisation
• we uphold the principles of the Department
for Families and Communities’ Statement of
Reconciliation
• we respect contributions from each other
• we celebrate success

• we share, capture and make knowledge
accessible to improve our decision making

• we look after our own workplace safety, and
that of our colleagues and customers

• we promote the Department for Families and
Communities as a great place to work

• we respect the knowledge, capabilities and
contributions of our customers

• we use continuous improvement principles and
tools to drive improvement in our services.

• managers lead by example and staff model a
positive attitude towards each other.

Ethical
• we go out of our way to ensure customers are
satisfied
• we follow up on our promises to our customers
• we use fair decision making processes that
produce transparent decisions
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Our operating principles
Our department has a broad mandate to work
with those in need who, through a variety of
circumstance, may be poor, vulnerable, at risk of
harm or isolated and disconnected. This mission
is a privilege and a responsibility. It means
working together, and with others, to connect
individuals, families and communities to choices and
opportunities.
Our commitment
Children, young people, older South Australians
and families can expect to be safe, supported and
connected.
Access to safe, secure, affordable and appropriate
housing is central to the health and quality of life of
individuals and families.
The provision of shelter is our first obligation to
those in need or at risk of harm. Strong links, with
defined and discrete responsibilities, between
those who provide accommodation and those who
deliver services, is the key to sustaining safety and
well being.
Our services
The people we serve: individuals, families and the
community, are at the centre of our planning and
decision making. The privilege and the dignity of
choice is our guide. We recognise the differences of
ages, cultures and abilities. We listen, respond and
integrate the values, views and aspirations of our
customers into the way forward.
Our work takes us into people’s lives, their
relationships and their changing life circumstances.
This requires us to act with respect, humility and
sound judgement.
Our responses
Responses that are flexible, immediate but also
sustained, that tackle the issues early and consider
the whole person, now and tomorrow, will
deliver future success. We let the facts, not our
presumptions, determine the course of action. We
anticipate and prevent problems.
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We are accountable for spending public money
wisely. Resources need to be deployed effectively to
build individual capacities and strong communities
across the State. We draw on shared knowledge of
what works well, on new thinking and emerging
evidence to achieve value for money in matching
resources to need.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander South
Australians continue to be the most disadvantaged
citizens across all indicators. Recognising this, our
programs, responses and our efforts will target the
complex, entrenched and interrelated circumstances
that are impediments to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people moving forward.
Our partners
We continue to build our relationships with our
partners in other sectors, other governments,
volunteers and the community. A commitment to
a shared and common purpose is the foundation
for agreement. We collaborate actively in our joint
endeavours.
Our people
Valued and well supported employees who know
what is expected of them are critical to business
success. The community benefits from the
contributions of our people as workers, leaders,
volunteers and carers.
Our communication
We are committed to communication that is clear
and accessible. It is open, timely and effective.

Major highlights for 2006-2007
In 2006-07, we successfully implemented a
series of new initiatives which contributed to
the achievement of targets of South Australia’s
Strategic Plan and advanced the priorities of our
department, as identified in Connecting to the
Future: the strategic agenda for the Department for
Families and Communities 2005-2008.

Objective 1
Affordable housing choices and communities
that prosper
• introduced the Statutes Amendment (Affordable
Housing) Bill 2006 in November 2006
• developed the Affordable Homes Program
to address the financial viability of the social
housing system as well as provide new
opportunities for affordable rental and home
purchase
• completed 452 newly constructed dwellings for
allocation to social housing customers including
community and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander housing
• expanded Tenants Information and Advice
Service to include low income tenants in the
private rental market.

Objective 2
High need housing
• formed Housing SA through bringing together
the governance and operation of the South
Australian Housing Trust, Aboriginal Housing
Authority and the South Australian Community
Housing Authority
• supported the establishment of Common
Ground Adelaide Ltd
• collaborated with the Department of Health
regarding the extension of the Street to Home
service in the broader metropolitan area and
linked to points of identification such as the
South Australia Police, local councils and nongovernment agencies
• established the Riverland Housing, Homelessness
and Support Program

Objective 3
Independence and community connection
• led the implementation of the Improving with
Age - Our Ageing Plan for South Australia
• launched and disseminated the SA Carers Policy
• commenced implementation of the supported
accommodation strategy for people with
disabilities
• provided community living options for moving
people from Strathmont Centre and Highgate
Park
• developed a range of accommodation models
to better meet the needs of ageing clients and
clients with complex needs and/or behavioural
issues
• developed a system for specialist input into
country services
• developed a forum for people with a disability to
inform state and national planning mechanisms
• developed service agreements to extend the
Supported Accommodation Demonstration
Projects for a further 12 months
• made significant progress in relation to
government agencies’ provision of disability
awareness training due to the implementation of
a whole of government Disability Awareness and
Discrimination Training Framework
• achieved international accreditation for Service
Excellence Program standards
• developed and streamlined the contractual and
performance management system for grant
funded community services sector
• expanded opportunities for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander young people to participate
in local decision-making by increasing Aboriginal
Youth Action Committees from ten to 19 across
the State
• established a new state-wide therapy service for
problem gamblers.

• approved Crisis Accommodation Program
funding for several projects including Yarredi
Services Inc and BCS Westcare Centre.
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Objective 4
Keeping them safe and connected
• implemented amendments to the Children’s
Protection Act 1993
• developed Keeping Them Safe - In Our Care
blueprint for the future of alternative care
services
• implemented the High Risk Infant strategy
• entered into information sharing agreements
with the Department of Health.

Objective 5
Effective and sustainable business practices
• introduced the Department for Families and
Communities Connected Service Centre model at
Mount Gambier
• appointed a new Minister’s Strategic Housing
Advisory Committee.

Office for Women
The functions of the Office for Women transferred
to the Attorney-General’s Department on 1 January
2007.
• achieved a strong increase in the number of
women on South Australian Government boards
and committees and the number of women
chairing these boards and committees
• led the implementation of the Women’s Safety
Strategy across the South Australian Government
• hosted the State Aboriginal Women’s Gathering
and the National Indigenous Women’s Gathering
in Adelaide, focusing on Local Solutions to
Indigenous Family Violence
• continued to provide services through the
Women’s Information Service, including the
‘Court Support Program’, as well as commencing
outreach services at three Children’s Centres.
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Governance arrangements
Decision making in our department is open,
collaborative and transparent, with processes
and monitoring mechanisms in place to measure
our contribution to the achievement of the
Government’s key objectives.

Arrangements) (South Australian Aboriginal
Housing Authority) Regulations 1998
• Housing and Urban Development (Administrative
Arrangements) Act 1995

Minister

• Housing Co-operatives (Electoral Procedures)
Regulations 1992

The Department for Families and Communities is
responsible to:

• Housing Co-operatives (General) Regulations
1992
• Housing Co-operatives (Investment Shares)
Regulations 1994
• Housing Improvement (Section 60 statements)
Regulations 2001
• Housing Improvement (Standards) Regulations
1992
• Housing Improvement Act 1940
• South Australian Co-operative and Community
Housing (Associated Land Owners) Regulations
2002

Hon Jay Weatherill MP
Minister for Families and Communities
Minister for Housing
Minister for Ageing
Minister for Disability

Legislation
Acts administered by the Department for Families
and Communities as at 30 June 2007:
Families and Communities portfolio
• Adoption Act 1988
• Adoption Regulations 2004
• Carers Recognition Act 2005
• Child Protection Review (Powers and Immunities)
Act 2002
• Children’s Protection Act 1993

• South Australian Co-operative and Community
Housing (Electoral Procedures) Regulations 1992
• South Australian Co-operative and Community
Housing (General) Regulations 1992
• South Australian Co-operative and Community
Housing (Housing Associations) Regulations 1996
• South Australian Co-Operative and Community
Housing (Housing Co-operatives – Investment
Shares) Regulations 1994
• South Australian Co-operative and Community
Housing Act 1991
• South Australian Housing Trust (Abandoned
Goods) Regulations 1995
• South Australian Housing Trust (Administrative
Arrangements) Regulations 1995

• Children’s Protection Regulations 2006

• South Australian Housing Trust (General)
Regulations 1995

• Commission of Inquiry (Children in State Care
and Children on APY Lands) Act 2004

• South Australian Housing Trust (Water Rates)
Regulations 1995

• Commission of Inquiry (Children in State Care)
Act 2004

• South Australian Housing Trust Act 1995

• Family and Community Services Act 1972

• Supported Residential Facilities Regulations 1994

• Family and Community Services Regulations
1996
Housing portfolio
• Housing Agreement Act 1991
• Housing and Urban Development (Administrative
Arrangements) (HomeStart Finance) Regulations
1995
• Housing and Urban Development (Administrative

• Supported Residential Facilities Act 1992
Ageing portfolio
• Aged Citizens Clubs (Subsidies) Act 1963
• Office for the Ageing Act 1995
• Retirement Villages Act 1987
• Retirement Villages Regulations 2006
Disability portfolio
• Disability Services Act 1993
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Governance arrangements
Boards, committees and trusts
Our department provided administrative support to the following boards, committees and trusts, as at
30 June 2007:
Families and Communities portfolio
Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

Charitable and Social
Welfare Fund Board
(Community Benefit SA)

The Charitable and Social Welfare
Fund, also known as Community
Benefit SA (CBSA), was established
under Section 73B of the Gaming
Machines (Miscellaneous)
Amendments Act 1996 to distribute
money from gaming machine taxes
to non-government organisations
for one-off community service
projects that benefit disadvantaged
individuals, families and communities.

Allocated $4.8 million for 409 one-off
projects.

The Charitable and Social Welfare
Fund Board, under the direction
of the Minister for Families and
Communities, oversees and provides
direction for the Fund and approves
the funding provided through CBSA.

In August 2006, over 200 delegates
attended a conference, Doing a Lot
with a Little, held to celebrate ten years
of CBSA operation and to showcase
successful projects.

The Dame Roma Mitchell Trust Fund
for Children and Young People
Board was established to oversee the
Dame Roma Mitchell Trust Fund for
Children and Young People, which
was established in October 2003.

The Board received 199 applications
and approved 138 applications from
children and young people.

Dame Roma Mitchell
Trust Fund for Children
and Young People Board

The Trust Fund makes grants
available to children and young
people who are, or have been, under
the Guardianship of the Minister
for Families and Communities, with
grants also available to those who
have lived in long-term family care
supported by our department. Grants
are provided to assist children and
young people achieve personal
goals, to contribute to their health
and wellbeing and to provide
developmental opportunities.
The Board has responsibility for
ensuring appropriate procedures are
in place for the allocation of grants,
including reviewing applications,
recommending the level of funding
for successful applicants to the Public
Trustee and reporting.
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Funding guidelines were modified and
approved to include a greater emphasis
on family support and community
development.
Specific funding guidelines were
developed for a Special Family Support
Grants Program commencing
in 2007-08.

Three funding rounds were held with a
total of $287 446 distributed.
Developed and maintained
relationships with key stakeholders,
including Families SA and Office of
the Guardian for Children and Young
People.
Responded to issues raised in a review
of the Trust Fund and streamlined
application and assessment processes.
Developed and implemented an
upgraded database.
Took on responsibility for administering
a new Deed that provided an additional
$1 million capital funds to the Trust
Fund, targeted specifically for young
people with a disability.
Amended the Terms of Reference to
reflect the new disability-specific Deed.
Appointed four Board members to
Dame Roma Mitchell Trust Fund for
People with a Disability

Governance arrangements
Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

State Emergency Relief
Fund Committee

The State Emergency Relief Fund
Committee administers the statutory
fund (s 37 Emergency Management
Act 2004) which disburses donated
money to victims of emergencies and
disasters.

Finalised disbursement of funds to
victims of the Eyre Peninsula Bushfire,
the Virginia Flood and the Gladstone
Factory Explosion.

The Child Death and Serious
Injury Review Committee makes
recommendations to the Minister
for Families and Communities which
identify legislative or administrative
means of contributing to the
prevention of death or serious injury
to children.

First Annual Report (2005-06)
submitted to the Minister and tabled in
Parliament.

The Council for the Care of Children:

Advocated for greater Government
investment in early intervention and
early childhood.

Child Death and Serious
Injury Review Committee

The Council for the Care
of Children

• advises the Government on the
rights and interests of children
• reviews child protection legislation
and advises the Minister for
Families and Communities on the
care and protection of children
• reports on Government progress
to keep children safe and
healthy and ensure learning and
recreational opportunities
• promotes the safe care of children
including children in the care of
the Minister, Aboriginal children,
and children with disabilities.

Commenced processes for the
disbursement of funds to victims of the
Renmark Storm emergency.

Work commenced on incorporating
the review of serious injury into the
Committee’s functions.
Ongoing collection and screening
circumstances and causes of child
deaths in South Australia. Priorities for
review and recommendations continue
to emerge from the analysis of this
information.

Conducted a forum on best practice
in early childhood with Thinker in
Residence Fraser Mustard, nongovernment services, policy makers and
researchers.
Developed a framework for reporting
on children’s health, wellbeing,
development and preparation for adult
life.
Provided advice to the Minister for
Families and Communities on key
directions and desired outcomes for
child protection reform.
Lodged a submission to the AttorneyGeneral’s Department Review of
Domestic Violence Laws.
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Governance arrangements
Housing portfolio
Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

Community Housing
Appeals Panel

The Community Housing Appeals
Panel was established in March 2006
to:

The Panel heard three appeals against
CHOs and a further three appeals were
withdrawn prior to hearing.

• hear applications for appeal from
members and member/tenants of
Community Housing Organisations
(CHOs) against decisions of the
CHO

There were two appeals against the
Office for Community Housing, which
were referred from the Minister for
Housing.

• hear applications for appeal from
individuals whose application for
membership to a CHO has been
rejected
• provide an independent
administrative review of decisions
and make determinations in
respect of applications for appeals.
Homes for 100 Project
Committee

The Homes for 100 Project
Committee is a partnership between
the State Government and Bedford
Industries in a $10 million joint
project to create homes for people
with disabilities.

HomeStart Finance Asset
and Liability Committee

The HomeStart Asset and Liability
Committee is responsible for:

For information on the achievements
of the HomeStart Asset and Liability
• managing HomeStart’s net interest Committee, refer to the HomeStart
Annual Report 2006-07, accessible at
margin
www.homestart.com.au.
• monitoring HomeStart’s Treasury
policies to ensure their adherence
to global practice and their
relevance, within government, to
HomeStart
• reviewing and approving changes
in asset pricing policy and policy
setting
• managing HomeStart’s capital
base
• managing the Risk Transfer
Vehicle, a division of HomeStart
established to protect the
organisation from residual
mortgage default risk arising from
loans written since 1 July 2000.
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Bedford Industries has agreed in
principle to purchase two development
sites, which will provide seven units of
accommodation and has agreed to sign
a facilitation agreement.

Governance arrangements

Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

HomeStart Finance Audit
Committee

The primary responsibilities of the
Audit Committee include:

For information on the achievements
of the HomeStart Finance Audit
Committee refer to the HomeStart
Annual Report 2006-07, accessible at
www.homestart.com.au.

• reviewing the financial reporting
processes and outputs
• monitoring the risk management
plan and framework and the
status of risks
• reviewing compliance with
relevant laws and regulations
• monitoring the internal and
external audit function.
HomeStart Finance Board
of Management

Members of the HomeStart Board of
Management are appointed by the
Governor for a term not exceeding
three years. Board members are
independent of the organisation
with the primary responsibility of the
Board focused on:

For information on the achievements
of the HomeStart Finance Board of
Management refer to the HomeStart
Annual Report 2006-07, accessible at
www.homestart.com.au.

• corporate accountability
• strategic planning
• monitoring and policy
development.
Housing and Urban
Development Advisory
Committee

Minister’s Strategic
Housing Advisory Council

The Housing and Urban Development HUDAC provided a sounding board to
discuss:
Advisory Committee (HUDAC) is a
joint committee with the Minister for • implementation of the Government’s
Housing and the Minister for Urban
target for all new significant
Development and Planning. The
developments to include 15%
Committee:
affordable housing, including 5%
high need
• promotes in camera discussions
between Government and the
• industrial land strategy
private sector in the housing and
• regional land use frameworks
development industries
• jointly advises the Minister for
Housing and the Minister for
Urban Development and Planning
on housing and strategic urban
development matters.

• sustainability issues.

The Minister’s Strategic Housing
Advisory Council provides strategic
advice to the Minister for Housing
from the non-government sector
on directions and issues across the
whole of the housing portfolio.

There were 13 members appointed in
December 2006 based on expertise
in particular areas of the housing
portfolio.
First meeting held 5 February 2007.
Forward workplan approved by the
Minister for Housing.
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Governance arrangements

Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

Public Housing Appeals
Panel

The Public Housing Appeals Panel:

The Panel heard 83 appeals against
Housing SA decisions and another ten
were withdrawn prior to hearing.

• hears appeals from public housing
customers about decisions
made by Housing SA under its
operational policy and procedures
• provides an independent
administrative review of decisions
• makes recommendations to the
Minister for Housing regarding the
application for appeal.

South Australian
Aboriginal Housing
Authority Board of
Management

The South Australian Aboriginal
Housing Authority Board of
Management:
• reviews/approves strategic plans
and corporate culture
• ensures policies exist on key risks,
and are applied and reviewed

The Aboriginal Housing Authority
Board of Management and Aboriginal
Housing Authority Policy Forum have
been involved in discussions to ensure
the voice of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander customers continue to be
heard and acted upon.

• approves budgets and
performance targets
• monitors performance and
corrective actions
• approves major decisions and
oversees audit processes.
South Australian
Affordable Housing Trust
Board

The South Australian Affordable
Housing Trust (SAAHT) Board
was created to help deliver more
affordable homes for South
Australians who are locked out of
the housing market, by meeting
the housing needs of low-income
workers and families.

The SAAHT Board met eight times
during 2006-07, to discuss a range
of issues and initiatives to deliver
affordable housing outcomes for South
Australians.

South Australian
Community Housing
Authority Audit Subcommittee

The South Australian Community
Housing Authority Audit
Sub-committee:

The South Australian Community
Housing Audit Sub-committee
was merged with the Finance Subcommittee to create the Audit and
Finance Sub-committee during
2006-07.

• ensures audit requirements are
fulfilled
• ensures audit findings are actioned
• makes recommendations to the
South Australian Community
Housing Authority Board.
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Governance arrangements

Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

South Australian
Community Housing
Authority Board

The South Australian Community
Housing Authority Board:

The South Australian Community
Housing Authority entered into a
Service Level Agreement with Housing
SA to manage the Community Housing
Program on behalf of the Board.

• reviews/approves strategic plans
and corporate culture
• ensures policies exist on key risks,
and are applied and reviewed
• approves budgets and
performance targets

The South Australian Community
Housing Authority Board met 11 times
during 2006-07, approving:

• monitors performance and
corrective actions

• the capital budget of $23.16 million
and 156 completed additional
properties

• approves major decisions and
oversees audit processes

• the Vision for Community Housing

• monitors reporting systems
to Government and monitors
regulatory compliance

• the program for all maintenance
inspections of all Community
Housing properties.

• reviews and assess its own
performance
• establishes committees to assist
the effective operation of the
Board.
South Australian
Community Housing
Authority Board of
Management

The South Australian Community
Housing Authority Board of
Management:
• reviews/approves strategic plans
and corporate culture
• ensures policies exist on key risks,
and are applied and reviewed
• approves budgets and
performance targets
• monitors performance and
corrective actions
• approves major decisions and
oversees audit processes

South Australian
Community Housing
Authority Finance Subcommittee

The South Australian Community
Housing Authority Finance Subcommittee:
• reviews financial documentation
in detail before approving that
the South Australian Community
Housing Authority Board be
forwarded the documentation

The South Australian Community
Housing Finance Sub-committee was
merged with the Audit Sub-committee
to create the Audit and Finance Subcommittee during 2006-07.

• ensures that the South Australian
Community Housing Authority
finances are in a good position.
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Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

South Australian Housing
Trust – Audit Subcommittee

The Audit Sub-committee oversees
internal audit, the risk management
framework and business review
processes.

The Audit Sub-committee met six times
during 2006-07 and:
• approved the Internal Audit Plan
• reviewed SAHT’s Annual Accounts
• addressed Internal Audit and
External Audit management reports
• monitored our department’s
Strategic Risk Management process.

South Australian
Housing Trust Board of
Management

The South Australian Housing Trust
(SAHT) Board of Management
undertakes the functions of the
South Australian Housing Trust Act
1995 and the Corporate Governance
role for the Trust on behalf of the
Minister for Housing.

The Housing Trust Board met 14 times
during 2006-07.
The Board entered into a Service
Level Agreement with Housing SA to
undertake Housing services on behalf
of the SAHT.
The Board continually monitored the
performance of Housing SA under this
agreement and the financial position of
SAHT.

Westwood Urban
Renewal Project
Committee

The Westwood Project Committee
The Westwood Urban Renewal
Project Committee was established in has fulfilled its obligations under the
Westwood Project Agreement.
1999 in accordance with the Project
Agreement for Westwood, and will
continue to meet for the duration of
the Project.
The role of the Project Committee
is to monitor performance against
objectives and the various legal
documents which guide the Project,
namely:
• Project Agreement (and
subsequent amending
agreements)
• Government Commitment Deed
• Council Commitment Deed
• Macquarie Bank Limited Deed.
The Project Committee also has a
clear and specific role in bringing
together the separate obligations and
responsibilities, and related interests
of the South Australian Housing Trust
and Urban Pacific Limited.
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Ageing portfolio
Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

Ministerial Advisory
Board on Ageing

The Ministerial Advisory Board on
Ageing:

Contributed to the administration of
annual Grants for Seniors and Positive
Ageing Development Grants.

• provides policy advice to the
Minister for Ageing
• brings to the attention of the
Minister for Ageing policy,
research, planning and service
issues
• monitors and advises on the
impact of Government policy

Participated and contributed to the
World Elder Abuse Prevention Day
Conference in July 2006.
Hosted an international symposium on
issues and trends in the care of older
people in July 2006.

Continued to contribute and participate
• conducts consultations and forums in the implementation of kick-start
initiatives identified in Improving with
on issues of importance.
Age - Our Ageing Plan for South
Australia.
Retirement Villages
Advisory Committee

The Retirement Villages Advisory
Committee provides advice to our
department through the Office for
the Ageing on issues relating to the
Retirement Villages Act 1987.

Advisory Committee members provided
advice on proposed 2006 legislative
amendments and the associated
implementation strategy.

Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

Disability Advisory
Council of South
Australia

The Disability Advisory Council of
South Australia provides advice to
the Minister for Disability on all
relevant matters regarding disability
in South Australia.

In 2006-07, the Council provided
advice to the Minister for Disability
on the disability reform process,
unmet need and matters relating to
the Commonwealth State Territory
Disability Agreement.

Disability portfolio

Staus of Women portfolio
Board.Committee.Trust

Function

Achievement/s

Premier’s Council for
Women

The Premier’s Council for Women is
the Government’s advisory body on
women’s issues and reports directly
to both the Premier and Minister for
the Status of Women.

The Attorney-General’s Department
assumed responsibility for the Premier’s
Council for Women following the
transfer of the functions of the Office
for Women from our department to
the Attorney-General’s Department on
1 January 2007.
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The following portfolio boards, committees and
trusts concluded in 2006-07:

• oversee the risk management function and
operations of our department.

• HACC Ministerial Advisory Committee
(December 2006)

Membership of the body includes:

• South Australian Housing Trust – Finance Subcommittee (April 2006)

• Executive Director Financial Services

• Housing Council – Community Sector (last
meeting was held 7 August 2006 and member
terms expired on 30 September 2006).

Internal governance bodies
There are ten major corporate governance
structures within our department. These have scope
that are organisation-wide or cover substantial
parts of the organisation.
Big Group
The Big Group meets every six weeks to share
information and knowledge, debate issues and
make decisions. Membership of the body includes:
• all Executives
• key Managers
• specific functional staff.
Monday Morning Management Meeting
(MMMM)
MMMM’s occur every Monday except in the week
following Big Group to share information and is
chaired by the Chief Executive. Membership of the
body includes all Executives and senior managers
who report to the Chief Executive or Deputy Chief
Executive.
Strategic Finance Committee
The Strategic Finance Committee meets monthly
to monitor the performance of the department
budget, consider new initiatives and determine
strategies to manage our department’s budget.
Membership of the body includes:

• Director Corporate Services, Families SA
• Director Office for Disability and Client Services
• four external members.
The Chief Executive is an attendee at Risk
Management and Audit Committee meetings.
Direct Service Executive
The Direct Service Executive meets monthly to:
• lead the strategic directions and style for
connected services for our customers and ensure
staff are clear about these frameworks
• develop and lead a common service delivery
culture
• increase the level of connected service delivery
and sponsor related best practice
• set privacy and other business process rules and
remove barriers to connected services
• encourage flexibility in connected service delivery
models as appropriate to respective communities
of interest
• provide a forum for debate on new or revised
program and policy initiatives from DFC central
office which impact on major direct service
delivery agencies.
Membership of the body includes:
• General Manager Housing Services
• Executive Director Disability SA
• Executive Director Families SA
• Chief Executive Metropolitan Domiciliary Care

• Chief Executive

• Director Organisational Development.

• Deputy Chief Executive

Indirect Service Executive

• Executive Director Financial Services

The Indirect Service Executive meets monthly to:

• Executive Director Families SA

• ensure the strategic directions of our department
are integrated and promoted through policy
development, service planning, modelling and
funding

• Director Organisational Development.
Risk Management and Audit Committee
The Risk Management and Audit Committee meets
five to six times a year to:
• determine the internal audit program
• review internal audit and Auditor-General reports
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• Director Organisational Development

• promote a culture of partnership with the
non-government sector (Common Ground
Agreement) to develop quality assurance, best
practice and community engagement strategies
• identify and facilitate opportunities for regional

Governance arrangements
‘joined up’ service planning and delivery across
program areas, non-government organisations
and DFC direct service providers
• promote developments in program policies,
practices, systems and service delivery models
ensuring coordination, efficiency, effectiveness,
flexibility and responsiveness to changing needs
• connect inter-government relations and reforms
in all DFC program areas and other related
portfolios, such as Health
• engage with the Service Delivery Executive to
progress our departmental reform agenda for
improved citizen services, including connected
service centres for easier and simplified access
and assessment.
Membership of the body includes:
• Director Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Services

Occupational Health and Safety Steering
Committee
The Occupational Heath and Safety Steering
Committee meets quarterly in relation to the
strategic oversight of our department’s workplace
safety management plan. Membership of the body
includes:
• Chief Executive
• Director Organisational Development
• Chairs of Divisional Committees
Industrial Liaison Committee
The Industrial Liaison Committee meets bi-monthly
to address industrial issues with departmental wide
impact and address issues that have not been able
to be resolved at the Divisional Industrial Liaison
Forums. Membership of the body includes:
• Deputy Chief Executive

• Director Community Connect

• Executive Director Disability SA

• Director Office for Disability and Client Services

• General Manager Housing Services

• Director Office for the Ageing

• Director Organisational Development

• Director Organisational Development

• Director Corporate Services, Families SA

• Manager Community Renewal

• Director Community Connect

• Manager Office for Community Housing.

• Director Human Resources.

Accredited Procurement Unit

Corporate planning and reporting

The Accredited Procurement Unit meets weekly to
oversee procurement operations to:

We are continuing to integrate all key planning and
reporting activities by aligning them to targets of
South Australia’s Strategic Plan and Connecting to
the Future: the strategic agenda for the Department
for Families and Communities 2005-2008. This
will include Portfolio Statements (Budget papers),
Business Plans and Annual Reports. The key
objective of this strategy is to foster a culture of
working together in the delivery of programs
and services that help sustain our community’s
wellbeing and prosperity in an integrated manner
well into the future.

• ensure a strategic approach to procurement
• ensure probity, accountability and transparency
• provide for ethical and fair treatment.
Membership of the body includes:
• Executive Director Financial Services
• General Manager Housing Asset Services
• Director Organisational Development
• Director Corporate Services, Families SA
• Director Office for Disability and Client Services
• Director Office for the Ageing.
ICT Council and ICT Technical Committee
The ICT Council and ICT Technical Committee
meets monthly to discuss ICT strategy and program
advice and ICT policies, standards and practices.
Membership of the body includes:
• Chief Information Officer
• extensive divisional representation.

A scorecard is being developed as a management
information and reporting framework to ensure
the internal and external accountability for the
performance of our department, and to improve
evidence-based decision-making processes,
particularly in relation to the allocation of resources
(refer to page 36).

Performance and Organisational
Reporting Tool
The Performance and Organisational Reporting
Tool (PORT) has been developed to enable effective
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utilisation of business plans to drive departmental
achievement of strategic objectives and goals.
PORT is expected to create significant efficiencies
in the business planning process and will replace
the existing manual system for preparing business
plans.
As an online tool, entry to PORT is via our
department’s intranet site. Two major benefits of
the system are:
• better access to information across our
department as all business plans will be held
in the one widely available location and will
be viewable by all. Currently each division is
responsible for holding its own business plan
which limits the sharing of information and
opportunities for learning from others
• the ability to easily report on progress of
business plan actions and achievements of our
department’s strategic objectives and targets
of South Australia’s Strategic Plan to provide
support for better decision making at all levels
across our department.

Customer service
Our department has introduced Customer Service
Standards for all staff that detail a commitment to
delivering the best services possible to customers in
a way that is respectful, friendly, helpful, prompt,
efficient and fair. The Customer Service Standards
Practice Guidelines provide staff with practical
advice on how to provide the best possible service
to customers.

Code of Conduct
All employees of our department are required to
comply with the Code of Conduct, issued under
Part 2, Section 6 of the Public Sector Management
(PSM) Act 1995. The Code is an ethical framework
for the South Australian public sector which
requires all employees to act with integrity, respect
and accountability.

Risk Management
Risk Management is critical to the effective
management of an organisation’s sound
governance and management practice. The ability
to effectively manage the potential risks facing
an organisation and to exploit opportunities is
the difference between a successful organisation
and one that stagnates or fails. In recognising
this, we have developed the Department for
Families and Communities Risk Management
Policy and Framework which is based on the
generic Australian/New Zealand Standard on Risk
Management (AS/NZS 4360:2004).

The DFC 5 Star Rating System for Customer
Service Centres has also been implemented as a
self assessment system to help provide improved
customer service standards within a customer
service friendly environment across all offices.
The 5 Star Rating System will become a review
practice across the whole of our department and
is expected to achieve high levels of customer
satisfaction, staff satisfaction, consistency across
our department and provide continuous service
improvements.

The policy makes all Executives of our department
accountable for the effective implementation
of the Risk Management Policy and Framework
which aims to protect and enhance resources while
supporting the achievement of our department’s
objectives. In addition, the Workplace Safety
Management in the SA Public Sector: 2004-2006
Implementation Plan outlines the requirement that
all Executives and Managers are trained in the
use of the AS/NZS 4360 Risk management, for
the purpose of establishing integrated reporting
systems.

Complaints and appeals mechanism

Risk Management and internal audit

We are currently developing a uniform system
that will enable customers from all departmental
agencies to provide feedback, including complaints,
compliments and suggestions, to help improve
the services they receive. A consistent feedback
management approach will be undertaken
to enable us to analyse trends and determine
opportunities for continuous improvement.

In 2006-07, our department’s Risk Management
and Audit Committee met on six occasions to
consider risk and internal audit activities including:

Outside of our governance arrangements,
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customers who still experience difficulty resolving a
complaint can contact the Health and Community
Services Complaints Commissioner (HCSCC). We
have a protocol with the HCSCC which sets out
a framework of procedures and timeframes for
dealing with complaints to the Commissioner
about services provided by our department. Further
information on the HCSCC is available from
www.hcscc.sa.gov.au.

• our department’s key strategic and operational
risks and associated risk mitigation strategies
identified as part of the risk management
process
• the results of internal audits and special
investigations completed

Governance arrangements
• progress made by our department in
implementing outstanding agreed audit actions
• the financial statements of our department.
Internal audits completed and overseen by the Risk
Management and Audit Committee during
2006-07, included:

The maintenance phase will commence in 2007-08,
and will consist of a departmental testing program.
The program will incorporate a three stage
approach and include the following exercises:
• desk-top
• simulation

• External Customer Service Review

• live operational.

• Project Management Review

Procurement

• Credit Card Review

• IT Security Assurance.

Our department operates a robust, responsive and
transparent procurement governance regime that
supports the objectives of the State Procurement
Act 2004. The Procurement and Contract
Management Unit (PCMU) is responsible for
managing the procurement of goods and services
across our department, including contractors and
consultancy services. PCMU staff have a blend of
private and public sector experiences and tertiary
qualifications.

The enterprise-wide approach to integrate risk
management into the annual strategic and business
planning processes supports the achievement of
our department’s corporate objectives. New risk
management software was implemented in 200607 to efficiently and effectively record and report
risks and associated risk mitigation strategies.

The PCMU has implemented a comprehensive suite
of procurement policies that fully support State
Procurement Board directions. Value for money,
ethical treatment and accountability are supported
through the PCMU’s annual business plan, quarterly
activity reports and six monthly updated forward
procurement plan.

In 2007-08, we will continue to train staff in the
key aspects of the risk management process,
including the identification of risk, controls and
associated treatment plans. We will also facilitate
fraud risk assessments across those divisions of our
department that are most susceptible to fraud.

The Accredited Procurement Unit (APU) is
responsible for ensuring transparent and
accountable procurement practices, overseeing
significant procurement activity and for progressing
strategic procurement reform. The APU comprises
senior management with a blend of relevant
competencies and skills including financial
management, project management, relationship
management, risk management and strategic
planning. The APU ensures that procurement
delegates are following fair practices, getting best
value and making defendable decisions. The APU
does this by setting business rules and procedures,
reviewing transactions worth $385 000 and above
and issuing directions to delegates. The APU
meets weekly, as required, to consider transactions
presented for APU endorsement.

• Planning and Performance Data Project Review
• Review of Families SA Accountability Project
Outcomes - Advance Accounts
• Families SA Essential Card Review
• Telecommunications Audit
• Web Interface for Notifications Project Audit

Business continuity
In 2006-07, we completed Business Continuity
Management Planning (BCM) within our
department, including staff training, to ensure we
can continue to deliver essential services to our
customers in the event of business interruption. This
includes the development of:
• BCM framework
• policy
• guidelines
• guide to developing a Business Continuity Plan
(BCP)
• templates
• communication flow charts
• divisional BCPs

Knowledge and understanding of our procurement
policies and procedures is maintained through
an ongoing information and learning program
delivered by the PCMU. The program includes
ongoing account management meetings with key
internal customers and regular team workshops on
delegations and procurement processes.

• intranet site
• training program
• testing framework.
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Privacy
All divisions and staff of our department, with
the exception of incorporated bodies such as the
South Australian Housing Trust, are bound by
the Code of Fair Information Practice. The Code
contains the Privacy Principles which guide the
collection, use, disclosure and handling of personal
information. The South Australian Housing Trust
is bound by similar set of Privacy Principles issued
by the South Australian Government as a Cabinet
Administrative Instruction 1/89. In addition, there
are specific legislative provisions on handling
information in relation to specific areas of work
or in specific circumstances, for example in the
Children’s Protection Act 1993, Adoption Act 1988
or Disability Services Act 1993. These legislative
requirements take precedence over the Code or the
Cabinet Instruction.
HomeStart also complies with the requirements of
the Privacy Act 1988 (Commonwealth), in particular
Part IIIA (which regulates credit providers and
credit reporting) and the Credit Reporting Code of
Conduct.
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Organisational structure as at 30 June 2007
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Strategic framework
The responsibilities of our department are outlined
through the following:
• South Australia’s Strategic Plan
• Social Inclusion
• Connecting to the Future: the strategic
agenda for the Department for Families and
Communities 2005-2008
• DFC Next Steps
• Portfolio statements

South Australia’s Strategic Plan
Originally launched in March 2004, South
Australia’s Strategic Plan (SASP) was developed as
a framework for government, industry, community
and individuals to work together to improve the
wellbeing of all South Australians through improved
prosperity and economic growth, coupled with
enhanced access to services including health and
education.
To achieve these outcomes, SASP targets have been
grouped under six interrelated key objectives:
• Objective 1 - Growing Prosperity
• Objective 2 - Improving Wellbeing
• Objective 3 - Attaining Sustainability
• Objective 4 - Fostering Creativity and Innovation
• Objective 5 - Building Communities
• Objective 6 - Expanding Opportunity.
The Office of the Executive Committee of Cabinet
assigned a Government agency to act as the lead
reporting agency for each SASP target, with our
department the designated lead agency for the
following targets:
• Target T5.1 - Membership of Government boards
Increase the number of women on all State
Government boards and committees to 50% on
average by 2006.
• Target T5.2 - Chairs of Government boards
Have 50% on average of State Government
boards and committees chaired by women by
2008.
• Target T5.3 - Women Members of Parliament
Increase the number of female members of
Parliament to 50% within ten years.
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• Target T6.7 - Housing
Halve the number of South Australian’s
experiencing housing stress (people paying more
than 25% of their income on rent) within ten
years.
On 24 January 2007, the Premier launched the
updated SASP as a result of the achievement
of original targets and to reflect the views and
priorities of South Australians. Input from South
Australians in the updating of SASP was facilitated
through ‘SA Have Your Say’, an extensive
consultation process undertaken to increase
community ownership of SASP. ‘SA Have Your Say’
comprised of 14 regional consultations (Talking
Regions), six objective-based consultations (Talking
Targets) and ten public meetings (Community
Forums). Individuals and organisations also had their
say through the ‘SA Have Your Say’ internet site, via
SMS, and by calling a telephone information line.
We have been designated as the lead reporting
agency for the following targets in the updated
SASP:
• Target T6.7 - Affordable housing
Increase affordable home purchase and rental
opportunities by five percentage points by 2014.
• Target T6.8 - Housing stress
Halve the number of South Australians
experiencing housing stress by 2014.
• Target T6.9 - Aboriginal housing
Reduce overcrowding in Aboriginal households
by 10% by 2014.
• Target T6.10 - Housing for people with
disabilities
Double the number of people with disabilities
appropriately housed and supported in
community-based accommodation by 2014.
• Target T6.11 - Participation by people with
disabilities
Increase by 400 the number of people with
disability involved in day options program by
2014.
• Target T6.22 - People with disabilities
Double the number of people with disabilities
employed by 2014.

• Target T6.5 - Disability
Increase the number of community-based
accommodation options.

As a lead reporting agency, our department
has prepared implementation plans for the
aforementioned targets which were produced in
consultation with other government departments
and relevant key stakeholders.

• Target T6.6 - Housing
Encourage the provision of affordable housing in
the community.

We also contribute to the achievement of targets
related to performance and diversity in the public
sector, psychological wellbeing, state-wide crimes

Strategic framework
rates, energy efficiency, zero waste, boards and
committees, volunteering, Aboriginal wellbeing,
economic disadvantage and homelessness.
The updated SASP, together with fact sheets
summarising strategies to achieve targets and
progress to date, are available for downloading
from the SASP internet site at
www.SAplan.org.au.

Social Inclusion
The Social Inclusion initiative was established
in 2002 to rebuild structures that support and
strengthen those South Australians who are
disadvantaged and in need of assistance. As part
of this initiative, the Premier of South Australia
appointed the Social Inclusion Board, which is
empowered to inform and advise the Government
on new ways to achieve better outcomes for the
most disadvantaged people in the community.
The Social Inclusion initiative directs the focus of all
Government resources to reducing the key social
problems confronting individuals and families in
South Australia. Current program areas of the
Social Inclusion initiative include:
• Disability

Connecting to the Future
Connecting to the Future: the strategic agenda
for the Department for Families and Communities
2005-2008, identifies the South Australian
Government’s priorities for our department. It is the
framework that shapes the services we provide and
the decisions we make to reflect the Government’s
priorities in the portfolio areas of housing, care and
protection of children and young people, disability
and ageing.
Connecting to the Future demonstrates our
commitment to South Australia’s Strategic Plan
and focuses on what we can do to drive change,
create opportunities and make improvements
in the quality of life of many South Australians
who may be facing difficulties. It also highlights
our commitment to building strong collaborative
partnerships with the community sector to ensure
our services are integrated with those delivered by
government and non-government agencies.
Five key objectives, which align with and support
the achievement of South Australia’s Strategic Plan,
provide the framework in which we operate:
•

Objective 1: Affordable housing choices
and communities that prosper
To work with others to expand and improve
affordable housing choices across the State and
help build communities that prosper.

•

Objective 2: High need housing
To develop and implement better high need
housing and service responses for people at
risk or in need.

•

Objective 3: Independence and community
connection
To enable people to take charge of their
lives and ensure community connection
opportunities are available to all.

•

Objective 4: Keeping them safe
To ensure children, young people and families
are safe, supported and connected to the
future.

•

Objective 5: Effective and sustainable
business practices
To establish and maintain efficient, effective
and sustainable business practices to underpin
delivery of the Connecting to the Future
strategic agenda.

• Homelessness
• Mental Health
• School Retention
• The Parks
• Young Offenders.
The Social Inclusion initiatives can only be achieved
through strong collaborative partnerships between
key stakeholders which deliver integrated, effective
services that create opportunities and improve
the quality of life of South Australians, particularly
those who may be facing difficulties. The initiatives
are high priorities for achievement through South
Australia’s Strategic Plan with our department
funded to take the lead role in the implementation
of strategies to halve the number of ‘rough
sleepers’ in South Australia by 2010 and maintain
thereafter. In addition, our department has a key
role in supporting initiatives in the areas of school
retention, young offenders and The Parks renewal.
Further information about the Social Inclusion
initiative can be found at
www.socialinclusion.sa.gov.au.
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DFC Next Steps
The document, DFC Next Steps, summarises where
our department has been and where it is headed.
It outlines what has been achieved to date and
how we are going to meet the challenges ahead
to progress the achievement of our strategic
objectives.
We have become more sophisticated in how we
frame our work and how we demonstrate our
accountability. We have built a strategic framework
that outlines our purpose, what we need to
achieve (our portfolio outcomes), how we will
do it (our business plans), the measurement of
our achievements (scorecard), and how we can
constantly improve what we do and how we do it
(business excellence).

Portfolio statements
Portfolio statements provide an accountability
mechanism for the Government and departments,
by outlining financial and non-financial information
about the services provided to, and on behalf
of, the community by each portfolio during the
preceding financial year, and outlining allocations
for the next financial year. These documents
include information on the revenue, expenses
and performance of each department, as well
as information on specific South Australian
Government agencies. Our department’s portfolio
statements can be downloaded from the
Department of Treasury and Finance internet site at
www.statebudget.sa.gov.au.
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Corporate social responsibility
We are aware of the importance of corporate social
responsibility reporting and the challenges we face
in fully integrating this throughout our work. One
of the biggest challenges is developing a culture
where staff share responsibility for sustainability.
This was demonstrated in a variety of activities.

our department’s and the Government’s business
needs to the Certificate III in Government. New
staff commence their employment with a week
long orientation program and then continue their
learning, with support from both our department’s
Facilitators of Learning and their line Manager.

The workplace

Work-based projects ensure that new staff have
opportunities to apply their knowledge and skills in
the workplace, thereby ensuring a productive public
service. When an employee has met the required
competencies, they are issued with a nationally
accredited qualification through the College.

Employees
The following programs and initiatives highlight
the commitment of our department to the
professional development and work life balance of
our employees. For information on programs and
initiatives to promote the health and wellbeing of
all employees of our department refer to page 142.
College for Learning and Development
The College for Learning and Development was
created to support ongoing learning for staff
employed in our department, focusing on creating
a highly skilled and productive workforce, job
satisfaction, staff retention, succession planning
and the ability to issue national qualifications to
staff.
The College became a nationally registered training
organisation on 21 September 2006, and can issue
qualifications in:

Youth Challenge
Staff under the age of 30 participated in the
Youth Challenge Program, a unique learning and
development experience that involves working
offline for one week to deliver solutions to real
issues. Participating staff were assigned a challenge,
and working as a team, formulated a solution that
was presented to the Chief Executive, Director
Organisational Development and other senior
staff. By participating in the Youth Challenge
Program, staff developed project management and
presentation skills and by working within a team
incorporating new team dynamics, worked outside
of their comfort zone.

• Certificate III in Government
• Certificate III in Government (specialising in
Business Excellence)
• Certificate III in Disability Work
• Certificate IV in Disability Work
• Certificate IV in Youth Work (Juvenile Justice)
• Certificate IV in Community Services Work
• Certificate IV in Community Services (Protective
Care)
• Diploma of Statutory Child Protection
• Certificate IV in Business
• Certificate IV in Business (Front Line
Management).
The first graduation ceremony of the College was
held on 14 February 2007, at which 152 staff were
presented with national qualifications from the
above awards. Significantly the 15 graduates from
the Diploma of Statutory Child Protection were the
first in Australia to receive this award.
Certificate III in Government
The College has developed a bold new learning
program for all new recruits. This program aligns

A different perspective
“The term Challenge was certainly fitting as the
week brought many new experiences, including
determining how best to work with a group of
unfamiliar people in a very intense and timepressured environment. Yet, it was this very
intensity that brought the most rewards, as it
built on project management, conflict resolution
and teamwork skills previously gained in less
demanding environments. I encourage others to
participate in the Youth Challenge as it will likely
broaden your perspective on DFC, but also your
own capabilities.”
Flexible Work Practices Policy
Our department is committed to promoting and
supporting flexible work practices that maintain
our department’s ability to meet business and
service opportunities while providing employees
with flexible working arrangements to support the
balance of work and life responsibilities, including
the care of dependents. These arrangements are
reflective of best practice across the public sector
and the Commissioner’s standards.
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Flexible work options available to employees to
enable a balance of work and life responsibilities
include:

and commitment of employees, in addition to
reducing stress, sick absenteeism and increased
productivity.

• flexitime which is used by many employees to
plan for personal responsibilities. Employees can
carryover up to a maximum of 15 hours into the
next accounting period, which can be taken by
negotiation between the employee and their line
manager

DFC Australia Day Awards

• time off in lieu which is provided to employees
who work outside of normal work hours owing
to travel or urgent work needs. This time can
also be taken as overtime if it better suits the
individual’s circumstances
• part-time work and job share arrangements are
available to employees and working from home
policies are applied across a range of service
areas within our department. Employees can also
elect to temporarily reduce their working hours
to address family or personal circumstances
• 15 days Special Leave With Pay (SLWP) is
available to employees and can be taken for
a combination of factors including care of
family members; bereavement; urgent pressing
necessity; moving; volunteering in emergencies;
and cultural leave
• paid maternity leave and graduated part-time
work on return from such leave is available to
women, and parenting leave is provided.
Employees that choose to use a combination of
working from home and working in the office
are able to apply and be provided with access to
remote connection to ensure that IT services are
available. This can also reduce commuting time
which is a significant issue for some employees with
family responsibilities.
Employees wishing to access flexible arrangements
are able to negotiate one or a combination of
flexible arrangements. Decisions made take into
account the suitability of work performed, any
potential disruption to service delivery, agency
resources and possible effects on team work.
Arrangements are negotiated on a fixed term basis,
to enable review and future planning.
Adopting flexible working arrangements to enable
employees to manage the balance of primary
care of dependents and work responsibilities have
provided opportunities for skilled and experienced
workers to contribute at a greater intellectual
capacity than if flexible work practices were not
available. Also, flexible working arrangements have
been highly successful in maintaining motivation
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Medallions and Certificates are presented to
officers who have made a noteworthy contribution
to the work of our department during the last year,
or given outstanding service over a number of
years. This year our Minister presented individual
and team awards for excellence in either Customer
Service or Innovation. Recipients were as follows:
Customer Service – Individual Awards
Cynthia Beare - Families SA
Bruce Becker - Disability SA
Phillip Tse Yee Chin - Disability SA
Kathy Cole – Office for Disability and Client
Services
Kylie Crowe – Organisational Development
David Cunnew - Housing SA
Christine Ellis - Families SA
Natalie Hamood - Organisational Development
Tania Harrap - Families SA
Sandra Harvey - Families SA
Arved Jalast - Governance Support Services
Glorija Kuzman - Housing SA
Frank Meffle - Disability SA
Peter Nottage - Families SA
Kevin O’Donnell - Families SA
Jan Peach - Housing SA
Christine Schultz - Housing Asset Services
Paul Smith - Housing Asset Services
Ros Wilson - Families SA
Customer Service – Team Awards
Office for the Ageing – Retirement Villages Act
Paula Hales
Sarndra Montgomerie
Glenys Raveane
Youth Challenge Team - Customer Service
Outlets (Customer Focused Environments)
Melanie Bradley
Leila Miller
Craig Phillips
Carla Politis
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Youth Workers - Unit 3 Staff Magill Training
Centre

Lynne Evans

Chris Deutrom

Maria Holmes

Stephen Green

Barbara Kostesic

Jarrod Kenney

Rachel O’Hanlon

Helen Muller

Karen Peters

Jason Warhurst

Kelli Taylor

Service Excellence Team – Community Connect

Anni Telford

Sally Bower
Graham Brown

The Strathmont Centre Redevelopment and
Community Living Project - Disability SA

Brian Davies

Christina Grant

Patricia DeMaria

Mark Maxfield

Christine Economos

Linda Henry

Innovation – Individual Awards

Mark Giorgio

Robert Kretschmer - Disability SA

Janet Haydon

Christine Plush - Disability SA

Judith Klavins

Ken Vincent - Families SA

Angela May

John Walker - Families SA

Sue Sansome

Rosemary Whitten - Families SA

Josephine Scotcher
Jennifer Slack
Records Management Commissioner Mullighan
Inquiry
Christine Anderson
Rosie Beare
Cheryl Hutchens
John Fitzpatrick
Russell King
Helen Nicholson
Courtney Parker
Grahame Ryan
Abbie Turner

Innovation – Team Awards
Indigenous Mentoring Program – HomeStart
Finance
Peter Green
Frances Rigney
Youth Challenge Team – Socially Responsible
Procurement
Jess Angley
Arne Breuer
Andrew Edgecomb
Heather Pearce
Abbie Williams

Tanya Walsh
Customer Relations Officers and Correspondence
Clerks – Housing SA
Michael Boyt
Lynne Cooper
Eddie Gagliardi
Marcela Nadasan
Property Managers Domestic Violence – Housing
SA
Margie Nicholson
Anne-Marie Parker
Natalya Watt
Private Rental Liaison Officers – Housing SA
Lesley Burford

The family of Mark Maxfield accepting his posthumous
award for Customer Service - Team Award, from
Minister Weatherill.
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Bright Sparks
In 2006-07, a Business Improvement Challenge
team made recommendations for the introduction
of a staff suggestion/good ideas process within
our department. The Bright Sparks process was
introduced in February 2007 and has received over
160 staff ideas for improvement in five months,
many of which have been implemented. Staff are
encouraged and recognised for contributing to
organisational improvement initiatives through
receipt of the Bright Sparks mascot called ‘Watts’.
These are made by Bedford Industries.
Social Responsibility in Procurement
We issued the Social Responsibility in Procurement
policy to manage and continuously improve
social and environmental performance through
procurement. The policy sets down a series
of overarching principles to be adopted when
specifying procurement requirements and
inviting and evaluating offers. It gives preference
to environmentally friendly goods where price,
performance, quality, suitability and other
evaluation criteria are comparable, and encourages
the use of life cycle costing. The policy also ensures
evaluation criteria regarding social responsibility
are incorporated into tender documents when
appropriate.
We also established a disability employer register,
with divisions encouraged to include disability
employers in their quotation processes. An example
of this practice includes the Housing SA Customer
Chat newsletter which is prepared for postage
and distributed by Phoenix Incorporated, a major
employer of people with disabilities.
We have negotiated with contracted suppliers
to enable not-for-profit community service
organisations funded by our department to access
our contracted pricing. Over 30 organisations have
already determined that our supply arrangements
offer better value for money.
Our department has further demonstrated
leadership in sustainable procurement by presenting
on the topic to across-government procurement
practitioners as part of the State Procurement
Board’s Professional Development Seminar series.

Social and community activities
Community Involvement - Fundraising
Our department recognises the vital role that
charities play in contributing to the social fabric
of our community. We recognise that the diverse
range of charities and the changed social and
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economic environment that they operate within
has opened many opportunities for departmental
employees to participate in activities that contribute
to the community.
Our department has charities of the month and a
calendar of charity events promoted through the
Community element of the Health and Wellbeing
Program on our intranet site.
During December 2006, staff were encouraged
to donate to charity rather than conducting a
Kris Kringle at Christmas functions. The Strategy
and Research Division donated $240 to Save the
Children for the purchase of Christmas hampers for
disadvantaged South Australian families and staff
from Information and Knowledge Management
donated approximately $150 of toys, treats,
bedding, bags and cans of food to the Animal
Welfare League for all the animals awaiting
adoption.
Staff participated in the Australia’s Biggest
Morning Tea held on Thursday, 24 May 2007. The
Cancer Council of Australia raises funds through
the Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea for cancer
research and essential support services. There
were approximately 40 morning teas registered
throughout our department with $4 856.90 raised.
Key events
Key social, community or corporate events
organised, hosted or funded by our department
include:
• the DFC Business Excellence team hosted
a public workshop on Organisational Self
Assessment against the Australian Business
Excellence Framework. Those attending
came from a range of industries, from across
Australia and New Zealand, as well as a strong
representation of DFC staff
• we hosted a national two day workshop in
November 2006, to develop and progress
a research agenda in the area of placement
prevention. The event was attended by
representatives from the Australian, State and
Territory Governments, key academics and
representatives of non-government organisations
• in November 2006, we coordinated the
Premier’s Peak Non-Government Organisations
Forum on Drought to reduce the impact of the
drought on the community by disseminating
information and establishing clear links between
the South Australian Government and the peak
groups, representative of the non-government
organisation/community services sector. Non-
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government organisation representatives
provided information on impacts of the drought
to the Minister for Families and Communities
• in October 2006, the Service Excellence
Recognition Ceremony was held to recognise
the achievements of 20 non-government and
government organisations that completed one or
more levels of the Service Excellence Framework
• recognition events for volunteers were
conducted, with award ceremonies held to
acknowledge volunteers who assisted Housing
SA (December 2006), Families SA (February
2007) and Disability SA (June 2007)
• in July 2006, the Minister for Housing and
Monsignor David Cappo, Chair of the Social
Inclusion Board, hosted a dinner with business
and community leaders to launch Common
Ground, Adelaide. An address was given by
Thinker in Residence Rosanne Haggerty founder
of the Common Ground project in New York,
and the Government invited the corporate sector
to join forces to help solve homelessness. A
group of business leaders was formed to take
the concept forward, establishing the legal
structure and commencing fundraising. The
Government announced its commitment to the
project with an initial $5 million capital grant and
$500 000 recurrent funds for client support
• as part of the redevelopment of the Parks
Community Centre, we organised, hosted
and facilitated a series of information sessions
and workshops to provide information to the
community about the proposed concept plans
for the upgrade and redesign of the Centre:
–– August to October 2006: Master Planning
Information Sessions with services based at
the Parks Community Centre
–– October 2006: two public consultation
workshops regarding Master Planning for the
Parks Community Centre
–– February to March 2007: two public
consultation workshops regarding Master
Planning changes for the Parks Community
Centre
• in October 2006, we staged the Minister’s
State Community Housing Awards, recognising
excellence and best practice in the work of
Housing Associations and Housing Co-operatives
• in June 2007, we conducted an Information Day
for the Community Housing sector, covering
information on reforms in our department, the
development of the single housing system, the
Affordable Homes Program, recent legislation

changes, and signalled the development of a
stronger regulatory system
• our department was a sponsor of the Master
Builders Association Housing Awards held in
October 2006. We presented an award category
and exhibited an urban renewal display in the
main foyer of the Adelaide Convention Centre
• our department sponsored the guest speaker,
Ralph Luck OBE, Chairman of the British
Urban Regeneration Association, at the Urban
Development Institute of Australia (South
Australian Division) August 2006 Luncheon
• various events and activities were conducted in
departmental offices state-wide to celebrate and
participate in:
–– Anti-Poverty Week
–– Child Protection Week
–– NAIDOC Week
–– National Volunteers Week
–– Reconciliation Week
–– Youth Week
• we sponsored the Every Generation Festival
in October 2006. Activities of the festival
were organised by the Council on the Ageing
and included everything from walking tours,
orienteering and tai chi, to free public transport
and a variety of interesting trips around the
State to historical and tourist sites, and cultural
activities
• we held a community barbecue at McCabe
Avenue, Parafield Gardens, during the
October 2006 school holidays in collaboration
with Salisbury Police. The ‘Getting to Know
Your Neighbours’ event was the first in a
planned series of events to facilitate improved
relationships with residents and other agencies
in the area
• with Workskil, we were the major sponsors
of the Disability Expo 2006 held in November
2006. Government departments, commercial
businesses and community organisations
showcased their services and products to people
with disabilities
• we were a sponsor of the Police Expo 2006, held
on Sunday 10 December 2007. Our department
had an exhibit on the day
• we helped sponsor the Wake Up the Neighbours
day, held at the Salisbury North Community
Centre, in conjunction with Salisbury North
Improvement Project, City of Salisbury, Hamra
Homes and Century 21. Local community
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organisations and residents facilitated the event
and helped to raise awareness of the range of
services and initiatives available to Salisbury
North residents. We provided information to
residents on the range of housing services
throughout the day. The event has been held
annually since the commencement of Hawksbury
Park in 1998
• our department coordinated Gambling
Awareness Week 2007, which was held from
7 to 13 May 2007. The state-wide function
was coordinated on a regional basis working
jointly with the gambling help services and the
gambling industry. The aims of the week were to
promote:
–– awareness of problem gambling
–– the problem gambling help services
–– the industry programs which assist problem
gamblers
–– initiatives that encourage the help services
and the gambling industry working together
• our department promoted the International
Day for the Elimination of Violence Against
Women – White Ribbon Day, the Sixteen Days of
Activism Against Gendered Violence held from
25 November to 10 December and Reclaim the
Night, an international event held on the last
Friday of October.
Volunteering
Our staff were encouraged to participate in the
2007 National Survey of Volunteering Issues being
conducted by Volunteering Australia. The aim
of the survey was to help Volunteering Australia
understand what issues are emerging in the
sector and what factors help and hinder effective
volunteering. The information from the survey
will help formulate policy directions and target
where research and consultation efforts should be
directed.

Environmental performance
Statement of Commitment to the Environment
In early 2006, Cabinet approved the Greening
of Government Operations (GoGO) Action Plan
which requires government departments to achieve
Strategic Milestones by the 2007-08 financial year.
Our Minister and Chief Executive signed off on our
Statement of Commitment to the Environment in
October 2006, the final milestone in achieving our
environmental responsibilities in the GoGO Action
Plan.
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Our environmental innovations, programs and
performances have resulted in meeting our targets
and goals 12 months ahead of schedule and are
contributing to our department being recognised
as a cutting edge portfolio in taking up the
challenge of climate change and environmental
responsibility. Our Statement of Commitment has
been distributed to departmental offices, sites and
units for display in a prominent position so that it
can be viewed by our employees, customers and
the broader community to convey our commitment
to sustainability principles and the environment.
For Information on our progress towards the
sustainability targets in the GoGO Action Plan refer
to page 118.
Cultural change
Cultural change is critical in improving the
environmental performance of our department. To
ensure the success of the many greening initiatives
that we are undertaking, there is a need to educate
employees on the larger sustainability issues
facing our department. We must strive to ensure
that the willingness of employees to adopt green
initiatives in their personal lives is transferred to the
workplace environment.
To raise awareness amongst employees, we have
communicated our greening implementation plans
through management meetings, staff information
sessions and staff induction programs. We have
established the Greening DFC intranet site, which
has become the public face for environmental
sustainability in our department. A Greening
Column is written in our weekly departmental
internal newsletter, which has been extremely
useful in introducing new initiatives and gauging
feedback and reaction to what we are doing.
Greening Officers
Due to the size and complexity of our department,
we have recognised the need to have Greening
Officers. The concept is currently being piloted
with the Asset Strategy and Finance Unit, with a
Greening Officer selected for an initial timeframe
of 12 months after which the role will be rotated.
Some of the duties and responsibilities of the
Greening Officer are:
• liaising with the Greening DFC team for all
greening efforts
• reducing energy use
• reducing waste in the unit
• educating themselves and the rest of the unit
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• identifying opportunities for green savings
(environmental and economics)
• monitoring compliance
• providing a quarterly report on greening efforts
within the unit.
As the pilot progresses and is expanded, we will
have a better understanding of executing the role.
Environmental sustainability
The Environmentally Sustainable Design Guide,
introduced in 2005-06 as part of the suite of
guidelines under the Design Guidelines for
Sustainable Housing and Liveable Neighbourhoods,
addresses issues such as energy efficiency, passive
solar design, sun shading, water conservation,
urban waste water management and building
construction. All of our projects are required to
consider this guide and incorporate its practices
where appropriate.

We also require demolition contactors to minimise
waste deposited in landfill by reusing or recycling
waste. Approximately 94% of demolition waste
was recycled during 2006-07.
Local government and non-government
organisations that receive funding from our
department are required by their Service Agreement
to use their best endeavours to maintain a healthy
sustainable environment for their staff, clients and
the community. This is to be achieved by minimising
the waste created by their operations and
undertaking activities in a way that uses resources
responsibly and in an environmentally sensitive
manner.

All houses constructed by our department during
2006-07 meet the Housing SA Code 5 Star
Energy Rating. Energy and water efficiencies and
ecologically sensitive design principles are built into
community housing designs and developments
where possible and within cost parameters, and to
meet a specific need.

A different perspective
“A DFC staff member has commented that
there are a lot of simple things, like turning
computers off in the evening and at lunch, and
reducing what is printed, that are simple yet
effective ways to minimise our environmental
impact, and it is wonderful that the Greening
DFC Project has the means to educate staff on
this.”
Water conservation is a key priority, with a number
of key strategies being undertaken including:
• incorporating the installation of rainwater tanks
plumbed into the toilet into the design of all new
housing
• installing dual flush toilet cisterns, low flow
shower heads and sudsaver laundry troughs
when renovating older homes, building new
homes or replacing broken fittings
• designing common ground garden areas in
housing sites to significantly reduce water usage
• replacing house tap washers as part of the
cyclical paint program to minimise water leakage.
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The DFC scorecard
Our department provides many diverse social justice
programs including housing, disability, ageing,
welfare, child, youth, family programs and other
community services. These programs all contribute
to the targets of South Australia’s Strategic Plan
in a number of vital areas, such as expanding
opportunities and building better communities. In
addition, our department has a range of statutory
and mandated reporting requirements at various
levels of the organisation.

• Independence and community connection

To contribute effectively to South Australia’s
Strategic Plan, it was critical that we implement an
effective scorecard reporting tool. In March 2005,
we established the Strategic Information Group to
develop Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and a
management information and reporting framework
based on the scorecard approach. This provides
more informative reporting and will enable us to
make the execution of our strategic goals a core
competency.

• Partner outcomes

• Keeping them safe
The final objective, effective and sustainable
business practices, is a corporate objective,
incorporating:
• Customer outcomes
• People outcomes
• Government outcomes
• Business Capability outcomes
For each of the objectives we have developed KPIs
to determine if our targets have been achieved. For
each objective, there is a main KPI, as well as KPIs
for the supporting outcomes. Each KPI provides a
measure to monitor our performance.
The Business Excellence framework, as illustrated
in Diagram 1, provides a guide for sustainable
organisational excellence, and the tools for
continuous improvement in everything we do.

The directions from Connecting to the Future have
been grouped into five Strategic Objectives, as
illustrated in Diagram 1, with four of these being:

We are currently developing systems that will
capture these measures and produce scorecards on
a regular basis. Our scorecard for 2006-07 will be
subject to further change with ongoing KPI data
collection development.

• Affordable housing choices and communities
that prosper
• High need housing

Diagram 1 - Strategic Objectives
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Objective 1 - Affordable housing and communities that prosper
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Affordable Housing
Choices and Communities
that Prosper
% of partner investment and
debt finance into affordable
housing supply.

Graph
80%
60%

>50%

55.2%

40%
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0%
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Dec

Mar

05/06

•
•

Jun
Target

Based on GST exclusive project cost estimates.
Excludes feasibility costs unless capitalised into project and calculated as equity.

Affordable Homes
% of housing outcomes under
NGO management.

The KPI formula requires data which is only collected annually, and at
this stage is unavailable.

Affordable Homes (Rental)
Number of affordable rental
properties that Affordable
Housing Innovations Unit (AHIU)
has generated.

200
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200

87

50
0
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•
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Jun
Target

Affordable Rental Properties - properties subject to an Affordable Housing Innovations Program Facilitation Agreement under which
affordable rental outcomes are specified.
Terms and conditions of the Affordable Housing Innovation Fund funding commitments revised following amendments to SAHT Act from
Statutes Amendment (Affordable Housing) Bill 2006.
Annual target deficit (113) to be carried forward and added to 2007-08 target (200) so that revised 2007-08 target will be 313.

Affordable Homes (Rental)
Number of households provided
with affordable social housing
through a rent subsidy.

40 000
37 500

N/A

37 445

35 000
32 500
30 000
Sep

Dec
05/06

•
•
•
•

Mar

Jun
Target

Households - refers to all people living with the head tenant.
Rent Subsidy - refers to a reduced rent received by eligible tenants who are on low incomes.
Graph does not include SACHA data as it is only reported on an annual basis.
New performance indicator and demand driven, therefore no targets set.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Affordable Homes
(Rental)
Number of households
approved for financial
assistance to access affordable
private rental accommodation.

Graph
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•
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Financial Assistance - refers to bond guarantees, rent in advance and rent in arrears.
Private Rental Assistance Program is demand driven, therefore no targets have been set.

Affordable Homes (Home
Ownership)
Number of HomeStart home
purchase approvals for low and
moderate income households
using innovative EquityStart
Loans.
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Number of HomeStart home
purchase approvals for low and
moderate income households
using innovative Advantage
Loans.
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•
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Jun
Target

Low Income - less than or equal to 79% of Average Weekly Earnings (as reported by ABS).
Moderate Income - between 80% and 120% of Average Weekly Earnings (as reported by ABS).
EquityStart Loan take-up rate has fluctuated over the last six months due to the continuing limitation of available housing in the price
bracket of eligible social housing tenants, coupled with a decline in the number of eligible clients.
The launch of HomeStart's Breakthrough Loan product in March 2007, together with seasonal factors, also impacted on product demand.
EquityStart seminars are held regularly in both metropolitan and regional areas with good attendances and strong product interest.

Affordable Homes (Home
Ownership)

•
•
•

Jun
Target

Mar

Jun
Target

Low Income - less than or equal to 79% of Average Weekly Earnings (as reported by ABS).
Moderate Income - between 80% and 120% of Average Weekly Earnings (as reported by ABS).
Take-up rate of new Advantage Loans has fallen over time mainly due to the continuing increase in property prices. This has meant a severe
limitation of available housing in the price bracket of Advantage Loan customers causing a fluctuating demand. Seasonal factors also
affected the take-up rate during the March 2007 quarter.
The Advantage Loan was increased to a maximum of $27 500 in January 2007. A new $50 000 Advantage Plus Loan was approved in
December 2006 by the HomeStart Board. HomeStart sought additional funding from the South Australian Affordable Housing Trust in
order to launch the new product but funding was not available.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Growing Prosperity
(Private Rental)
Number of eligible households
successfully referred to private
rental market by Private Rental
Liaison Officers.

Graph
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Target

Eligible Households - low and moderate income earners (refer above).
Successful - combination of tenants entering the property lease at an affordable rent (less than or equal to 30% rent to income), and not
being evicted.
The Private Rental Liaison Project does not have targets as it is reliant on the availability of properties in the Private Rental Market.

Community Renewal
Positive movement in
community strength indicators.

A Baseline Community Strength Survey has been conducted with a
follow up survey required to identify if movement from baseline has been
positive.

Regional South Australia

15

Number of regional area plans
developed and implemented.
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Target

Developed - drafted for the approval of Housing Executive Committee.
Implemented - endorsed by Housing Executive Committee.

Sustainability
% of public houses constructed
meeting the SA Housing Code
5 Star Energy Rating.
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Target

5 Star Energy Rating - as defined in the Australian Building Codes.
Constructed - completed and available for tenancy.
All public housing is constructed to meet the SA Housing Code 5 Star Energy Rating.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Sustainability
% of community houses
constructed meeting the SA
Housing Code 5 Star Energy
Rating.

Graph
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5 Star Energy Rating - as defined in the Australian Building Codes.
Constructed - completed and available for tenancy.
Five Star Energy Rating has been community housing policy for several years.

Sustainability
% of public houses
constructed complying with
accessibility and adaptability
principles as set out in the
Asset Services Division's
minimum specification for new
construction.
•
•
•
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5 Star Energy Rating - as defined in the Australian Building Codes.
Constructed - completed and available for tenancy.
All public housing new builds include adaptable and accessible designs.

Sustainability
% of community houses
constructed complying with
accessibility and adaptability
principles as set out in the
Asset Services Division's
minimum specification for new
construction.
•
•
•

Jun
Target
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Target

5 Star Energy Rating - as defined in the Australian Building Codes.
Constructed - completed and available for tenancy.
All community housing new builds include adaptable and accessible design, consistent with the Community Housing Disability Action Plan.

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
% of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander households in
public rental housing.
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•
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•
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Public rental housing - public, community and Aboriginal housing.
New performance indicator which is demand driven - no targets have therefore been set.
It is an eligibility criteria for Aboriginal housing that applicants must be of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander descent.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
% of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander households in
community rental housing.

Actual
(June 07)

Increased targeting to Indigenous households in Community Housing will
be included in the new Property Supply Policy, which will be developed
following decisions on capital program resourcing as part of the current
strategic asset management process.

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
Number of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
households assisted into private
rental.

Graph
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Assisted into private rental - provided assistance through Private Rental Assistance Program (bond assistance, rent in advance/arrears) and
Private Rental Liaison Officer where assistance results in a lease agreement.
Private Rental Assistance Program is demand driven, therefore no targets have been set.

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
Number of HomeStart home
purchase approvals for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander South Australians.
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Nunga Loans are experiencing a greater lag between application and settlement due to Nunga clients having to satisfy approval in principle
conditions (eg adequate savings before proceeding to final approval and settlement). While the level of enquiry is still strong for the
product, continuing increases in property prices are exacerbating home loan affordability causing take-up rates to fluctuate.
The Nunga Loan product is reviewed annually to ensure it meets the needs of the target market while at the same time the product risk
continues to be effectively managed.
Nunga Loan seminars have been held in regional areas to create awareness and stimulate interest in the Nunga Loan product.

Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Objective 2 - High need housing
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

High Need Housing

Graph
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Greatest need allocations as a
proportion of all allocations.
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Greatest Need Allocation - where the tenant was homeless, their life or safety was at risk in their accommodation, their health condition
was aggravated by their housing, their housing was inappropriate to their needs, and/or they had very high rental housing costs. Excludes
Special Needs Housing, AHS and Community Housing Allocations.
Data for this indicator is available annually at the conclusion of the financial year (October/November 2007) and reflects Housing SA (public
housing) activity (AHA 2005-06 is 79.4% and SACHA 2005-06 is 70.5%). No data is available for quarterly reporting.
The 2005-06 performance aligns with that of 2003-04 and 2004-05 where 43% of allocations across SAHT allocations were to greatest
need allocations, as defined by the Commonwealth State Housing Agreement (CSHA) Performance Indicator Framework.
South Australia continues to perform above the national average for this indicator.

High Need (Public Housing)
Urgent need category one
allocations as a proportion of all
allocations to long term social
housing.
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Category One - applicants in urgent need of housing. Excludes Special Needs Housing and Community Housing Allocations.
Actuals do not include SACHA data.
Targets for 2006-07 Portfolio Statements combined Category 1 and 2 targets for SAHT - 70% (AHA - 80% and SACHA - N/A).
A modest decrease in the proportion of Category 2 applicants housed from September 2006 to June 2007 is indicative of tighter targeting
to Category 1 applicants, therefore an increase in Category 1 applicants housed.
Continue targeting to need.

High Need (Public Housing)
High need category two
allocations as a proportion of all
allocations to long term social
housing.
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Category Two - applicants who have a high housing need and are unable to access or maintain other long term housing. Excludes Special
Needs Housing and Community Housing Allocations.
Actuals do not include SACHA data.
Targets for 2006-07 Portfolio Statements combined Category 1 and 2 targets for SAHT - 70% (AHA - 80% and SACHA - N/A).
A modest decrease in the proportion of Category 2 applicants housed from September 2006 to June 2007 is indicative of tighter targeting
to Category 1 applicants.
Continue targeting to need.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Homelessness
Number of people sleeping
rough in the inner city supported
into long term housing through
the Street to Home Project.
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People Sleeping Rough - people living on the streets, in squats or cars. Excludes rough sleepers outside the inner city.
The June 2007 quarter actual has remained steady due to improved coordination of Inner city services and the expansion of the Street to
Home project. This reflects a positive result in the project’s early stages.

Homelessness
Number of new allocations
to people self identified as
homeless (new KPI as at March
2007).
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Data excludes Aboriginal Housing allocations.

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
% of people assisted through
the Private Rental Liaison
Officers Program who identify
as Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander.
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Assumes that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients who receive assistance through the Private Rental Liaison Program may not have
been able to secure private rental accommodation without such assistance.
The Private Rental Liaison project has a target of 5% for the year.

% of people assisted through
the Supported Tenancy Program
who identify as Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander.
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Assumes that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients who receive assistance through the Supported Tenancy Program may not have
been able to secure private rental accommodation without such assistance.
The June 2007 quarterly data will be available by September/October.
Continue to monitor.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
% of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South Australians
receiving assistance through
the Private Rental Assistance
Scheme (KPI changed March
2007).
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Assumes that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients who receive assistance through the Private Rental Liaison Program may not have
been able to secure private rental accommodation without such assistance.

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
% of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South Australians
assisted into housing (KPI
changed March 2007).
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Assumes that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients who receive assistance through the Supported Tenancy Program may not have
been able to secure private rental accommodation without such assistance.
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Supported Tenancy Scheme - non profit incorporated organisations or government departments lease properties from Housing SA to
provide emergency or short/medium term supported transitional accommodation for people in acute crisis or who are at risk of becoming
homeless.
The Supported Tenancy Scheme does not have targets, as it is reliant on the availability of stock and applications from non-government
agencies for properties that meet their service and funding requirements.
Graph reflects cumulative data.

Shelter
Proportion of Supported
Tenancy Scheme properties as a
proportion of all social housing
properties (new KPI Mach 2007).
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Shelter

Graph
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Proportion of Supported
Tenancy Scheme properties
funded by the Crisis
Accommodation Program (new
KPI March 2007).
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Transition
Number of customers
exiting from Supported
Accommodation Assistance
Program (SAAP) providers who
enter independent housing.

Data is available from the National Data Collection Agency (NDCA)
approximately 12 months retrospectively.

Transition
% of customers exiting from
SAAP providers who enter
independent housing.

Data is available from NDCA approximately 12 months
retrospectively.

Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Objective 3 - Independence and community connection
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Independence and
Community Connection
% decrease in funded places
for Institutions/large residential
facilities.
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Funded Places - the number of places funded under the Commonwealth State Territory Disability Agreement in accommodation support
using the National Minimum Data Set (NMDS) codes ie. Institutions = service type 1.01, 1.02 and 1.03; community accommodation = 1.04.
Target achieved as at 30 June 2007.
Graph reflects cumulative data.

Independence and
Community Connection
% increase in funded places for
Community Accommodation
and care places.
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Target exceeded as at 30 June 2007.
Graph reflects cumulative data.

Independence and
Community Connection
% increase in services for InHome Support and Alternative
Care (estimated).
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Target

Services for In-Home Support and Alternative Care Services for clients provided under NMDS service types 1.05 to 1.08.
Data available only on an annual basis.
There was no growth funding in 2005-06, hence the need to prioritise services to people with disabilities with the highest needs who
required larger packages of funding. Overall the funding did not decrease but the number of people accessing the services reduced.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Community Connection
Number of people receiving
support through the Home
and Community Care (HACC)
Program.
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HACC Support - Includes personal care, assistance with transport and living at home.
Unable to report on June 2007 actual as cleansed data is only available annually ie September/October. The graph is based on provisional
data.
Further HACC Minimum Data Set (MDS) data quality analysis to be conducted.

Community Connection
Number of hours of support
received through the HACC
Program.
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Hours of HACC Support - Includes only those HACC assistance types counted in hours.
Unable to report on June actual as cleansed data is only available annually ie September/October.
Further HACC MDS data quality analysis to be conducted.
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Number of Non-Government
Organisations accredited
under the Service Excellence
Framework (or similar).
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Non-Government Organisations - only those funded by DFC.
Steady uptake of Service Excellence Program with other quality frameworks remaining static.
Further promotion of the Service Excellence Program now that SEII is available and the Program Standards have now received International
Accreditation.
Graph reflects cumulative data.

Community Sector
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Target met
The Grants Management Unit (GMU) will continue to rollout Master Agreements (MAs) to DFC funded organisations.
Graph reflects cumulative data.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Community sector

Graph
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Number of agencies that have a
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Target met
The Grants Management Unit (GMU) will continue to rollout Master Agreements (MAs) to DFC funded organisations.
Graph reflects cumulative data.

Carers
Number of Government and
Non-Government funded
agencies that report on their
carer obligations under the
“Carer Recognition Act” in their
annual reports.
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This is the first year of reporting against the Carers Recognition Act 2005.
6 state government departments were asked to report their compliance with the legislation. DFC is the seventh department to report
compliance.
274 DFC funded non-government organisations were also asked to indicate their awareness regarding the legislation. Of this number 60
responded.

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
Number of initiatives that DFC
takes to support Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people
to achieve community agreed
solutions.
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KPI data collection currently in development.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Graph

Volunteers
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Previous figure derived from existing data sources which do not necessarily relate to a common minimum data set. The 2006 figures need
validating in 2007. The Volunteer Unit has only been in existence for 1 year. In 2007 a 20% target was set for June but data is not available
to validate this figure.
The development of a database has been commissioned with a common data set for application across the agency. The data set should be
implemented in the October-December 2007 quarter

Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Objective 4 - Keeping them Safe
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Keeping Them Safe
% of children subject to a
further substantiation of abuse/
neglect within 12 months.
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Substantiation - a child protection notification made to Families SA which is investigated and it is concluded that there was reasonable
cause to believe that the child had been, was being or was likely to be abused or neglected or otherwise harmed. Excludes substantiations
that involve staff members, foster carers and volunteers that are investigated by the Special Investigations Unit.
Data indicates an increase in the re-abuse rate over the March quarter. Finalised end-of-year figures are likely to be marginally higher, as
more investigations are finalised.
Working with Keeping Them Safe Senior Officers Group to encourage across government responsibility for working with families pre and
post notification.

Child-centric
% of legislative amendments
implemented according to
schedule.
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All amendments to Children’s Protection Act now proclaimed and implemented.
Information sessions for all staff have been held with detailed training embedded in core child protection training.

Lead Agency
% of Keeping Them Safe
initiatives implemented within
intended timeframes.
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Target

All initiatives undertaken during 2006-07 have been completed.
Information sharing agreements are in place with the Department of Health.
Whole-of-government and whole-of-community Inter-Agency Child Protection Commitments and Responsibilities package developed.
The Information Sharing practice guidelines for our department and the Department of Health are finalised.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Early Intervention and
Prevention
Reduction in child protection
notifications due to early
intervention initiatives.
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Child Protection Notifications - a report by a mandated notifier or a community member alleging that a child has been or is being, or is at
risk of being abused or neglected. Families SA has statutory responsibility to receive and assess child protection notifications.
Significant increase in total notifications in comparison with 2005-06 financial year. Most significant increase in notifications has come
from Health sector, however increase in notification also from Police and from the school sector.
Training within school sector on the impact of abuse on children has heightened awareness. A Memorandum of Understanding with
health service providers to encourage shared responsibility for working with children and families.
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Financial Counselling - individual and families who receive counselling to assist the sustained and independent management of their
household finances.
In comparison with 2005-06 financial year there has been slight decline in the number of people receiving financial support.
Anti-Poverty policies, procedures and practice guidelines being reviewed. Employed four specialist gambling financial counsellors in
metropolitan locations.
Graph reflects cumulative data.

Families
% increase in the number
of people receiving financial
counselling support.
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Financial Counselling - individual and families who receive counselling to assist the sustained and independent management of their
household finances.
The decline in the number of people presenting for financial counselling support services has been accompanied by a decline in the
number of people accessing emergency financial assistance.
New directions for Anti-poverty Services include focusing service responses on families who are in contact with the child protection
system.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Guardianship, Children and
Young People
% of Guardianship of the
Minister cases that have annual
reviews completed on time
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Guardianship of the Minister - where the Minister for Families and Communities has duty of care for clients until 18 years old. Excludes
youth over 18 years of age and children/youth who have been or are under the Guardianship of the Minister for less than 12 months.
Data indicates an improvement in the number of the annual reviews conducted, which were due in line with the anniversary of order
commencement.
Adjustment to the new recording system is still occurring.
A simplified annual review recording system is currently being implemented and as such the data set is incomplete. Offices are still
implementing the new schedule.
Comparisons with previous financial year are not yet valid.

Care Partnerships
% of children exiting alternative
care that have had 3 or less
placements.
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Alternative Care - a system involving a range of services for children, young people and families, supplementing the care provided by
families or at times substituting for that care.
Data indicates a slight improvement in placement stability for those children who have exited care during the financial year, although the
percentage is a little below the target set for the year.
Keeping Them Safe - In Our Care strategy to improve outcomes for children who need to be placed away from their family.
Negotiations with alternative care service providers for increased range of placement options.

Juvenile Justice
% of sentences that are a
second or subsequent sentence
in the young persons lifetime
youth justice contact with
Families SA.
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Juvenile Offending - young people between the ages of 10 and 18 years who break the law. Includes all juvenile sentences excepting all
remand and bail orders.
In comparison with the same period last financial year, there has been a significant decrease in the number of sentences that are the
second and subsequent sentence. The proportion of second or subsequent sentence of all young offender sentences issues by the Youth
Court has also decreased.
Target has been reached.
Policy developed in collaboration with SA Police, Attorney-Generals and Department for Correctional Services for the management of
serious and persistent offenders.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South
Australians
% of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander children and
young people that are placed in
accordance with the Aboriginal
Child Placement Principle.
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Aboriginal Child Placement Principle - an Aboriginal child who is being placed in alternative care must be placed with the first
in order of priority of the following persons who is available to provide the care:
(i) a member of the child’s family, as determined by reference to the appropriate kinship rules
(ii) a member of the child’s community who has a relationship of responsibility for the child, as determined by reference to the
appropriate traditional law or custom
(iii) a member of the child’s community, as determined by reference to the appropriate traditional law or custom
(iv) a person with the same cultural background as the child
(v) a non-Indigenous person who is able to ensure that the child maintains significant contact with the child’s birth family,
community and culture.
June quarter indicates a slight increase in the number of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children placed with their Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander relatives, with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander foster carers and with their non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander relatives.
Target has been reached.
Regional relative care workers are available for consultation.
Implementation of the Kinship/Community Carer Assessment Manual.

Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Objective 5 - Effective Business Practices
Government
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Government
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Excludes KPI’s which do not have targets, actuals or both available.

Achieving South Australia’s
Strategic Plan Targets
% of divisional and agency
business plans that contribute
to achieving targets of South
Australia’s Strategic Plan.
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Data does not include the 2006-07 Business Plans for HomeStart and Foster Care Relations. Business Plans are currently aligned to the
SASP released in March 2004.
2007-08 Business Plans will be aligned to the revised SASP, launched in January 2007.

Achieving the Ministers
Agenda
% of Chief Executives
performance objectives and
strategies achieved.
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For the 2006-07 financial year 57 key accountabilities were identified in the Performance Schedule; 5 were to be assessed by the Minister
for Families and Communities of the Chief Executive’s performance; and 52 were responded to by the Chief Executive.

Better Government
Positive movement on
government SASP targets - % of
women on government boards
and committees (new KPI as at
March 2007).
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Target T5.1 seeks to increase the number of women on all State Government boards and committees to 50% on average by 2008, and
maintain thereafter by ensuring that 50% of women are appointed on average each quarter.
All departments are required to contribute to the achievement of T5.1. The Attorney-General’s Department is the lead reporting agency for
T5.1 following the transfer of the functions of the Office for Women from DFC on 1 January 2007.
DFC is currently achieving Target T5.1.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Better Government
Positive movement on
government SASP targets - %
of women chairing government
boards and committees (new KPI
as at March 2007).
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Target T5.2 seeks to increase the number of women chairing State Government boards and committees to 50% by 2010.
All departments are required to contribute to the achievement of T5.2. The Attorney-General’s Department is the lead reporting agency
for T5.2 following the transfer of the functions of the Office for Women from DFC on 1 January 2007.
DFC is currently achieving Target T5.2.

Better Government
Positive movement on
government SASP targets
- Number of people with
disabilities employed by DFC
(new KPI as at March 2007).
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Target T6.22 aims to double the number of people with disabilities employed by 2014 in the public sector.

Better Government
Positive movement on
government SASP targets - %
of women in DFC employed at
an executive level (new KPI as at
March 2007).
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Target T6.23 aims to ensure that women comprise 50% of those employed in the public sector executive levels by 2014.
DFC is currently achieving this target.

Better Government
Positive movement on
government SASP targets - %
of classifications in DFC which
comprise 2% or more of
Aboriginal employees (new KPI
as at March 2007).

Target T6.24 aims to increase the participation of Aboriginal employees
across all classifications to 2% by 2010 and maintain or better those
levels through to 2014.
DFC has a current workforce consisting of 3.7% of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Crisis Response and
Recovery
% of actions of the State
Recovery Committee Action Plan
for which positive progress has
been achieved (new KPI as at
March 2007).
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No quarterly targets are assigned to this KPI as the State Recovery Committee, may decide not to take action against some (or many) of
the actions of the State Recovery Committee Action Plan; may lack the resources to progress actions; or another event/disaster may occur
taking precedence over other work.

Adoption and
Implementation of Whole
of Government Strategies
% change in energy
consumption.
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There has been no recorded figure in percentage change and at this stage there will not be until the beginning of 2007-08 financial year.
DFC are currently building a Data and Information System to overcome the problem of recording data.
The new data gathering system will have the ability to track energy usage, water consumption, waste management and fuel consumption.
This will overcome the problem of monitoring consumption and enable the implementation of processes to ensure that data is reported
according to expected criteria. The new system will provide the DFC Greening Unit with the ability to communicate and provide feedback
to all agencies on their performance.
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Target

There has been no recorded figure in percentage change and at this stage there will not be until the beginning of 2007-08 financial year.
DFC are currently building a Data and Information System to overcome the problem of recording data.
The new data gathering system will have the ability to track energy usage, water consumption, waste management and fuel consumption.
This will overcome the problem of monitoring consumption and enable the implementation of processes to ensure that data is reported
according to expected criteria. The new system will provide the DFC Greening Unit with the ability to communicate and provide feedback
to all agencies on their performance.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Adoption and
Implementation of Whole
of Government Strategies
% change in waste consumption
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Target

There has been no recorded figure in percentage change and at this stage there will not be until the beginning of 2007-08 financial year.
DFC are currently building a Data and Information System to overcome the problem of recording data.
The new data gathering system will have the ability to track energy usage, water consumption, waste management and fuel consumption.
This will overcome the problem of monitoring consumption and enable the implementation of processes to ensure that data is reported
according to expected criteria. The new system will provide the DFC Greening Unit with the ability to communicate and provide feedback
to all agencies on their performance.

Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Objective 5 - Effective Business Practices
Our People Development
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Our People Development
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Satisfaction - comprises a range of factors incorporating safety, career opportunities, management effectiveness, inclusiveness, fair
decision making etc.
KPI is measured on an annual basis and a 5% improvement target has been set for June 2007 (70%).
The College for Learning and Development has development of staff in management positions as one of their priorities. Over 200
managers are engaged in learning which builds the capacity of managers to analyse and treat risk, manage people, lead teams and
manage effective customer service. We have also developed a high level leadership program aimed at the next round of Executives
not only as a strategic development opportunity but also as a career planning opportunity. Implementing job families and revised job
descriptions that focus on outcomes in positions and clarity of roles. Undertaking workforce planning to determine current and future
workforce requirements and look at building a workforce to meet organisational needs and increase employee satisfaction.

Retaining our people
% of staff that report that they
would rather be working in this
job (or a senior position) than
elsewhere in 18 months.
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KPI is measured on an annual basis and a 5% improvement target has been set for June 2007 (66%).
The College for Learning and Development implemented Induction for all new recruits in February 2007. 3 months after commencing
employment with DFC a follow up survey is conducted with the learners (new staff) and their line managers. The first of these survey
revealed that 37% expected to work in DFC for the long term, 37% in the long term and 27% for up to a year.

Empowering our people to
perform
% of staff who report that they
have the materials, they have
appropriate supervision, and
their Manager encourages them
to participate in decisions that
affect their work and to try new
ideas and ways of working to
increase their effectiveness.
•
•
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KPI is measured on an annual basis and a 5% improvement target has been set for June 2007 (71%).
Empowering our people to perform by valuing their strengths is a key learning for managers participating in the College for Learning
and Development management programs. HR delegations have been released and a development program on decision making has been
implemented to support this.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Building Trust in our
people
% of staff that report they are
treated fairly in decision making.
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KPI is measured on an annual basis and a 5% target has been set for June 2007 (55%).
The learning programs for managers works on the capacity of managers to make decisions, treat people fairly and consistently. Also, the
Department has established new human resource delegations, which focussed on decision making at the lowest level. Implementation of
a competency based development program to develop managers to equip them with decision making skills that supports the exercising of
delegations.

Caring for our People
% of staff that report they are
safe, free from bullying and
cared about at work.
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KPI is measured on an annual basis and a 5% target has been set for June 2007 (70%).
The learning programs for managers works on the capacity of managers to build teams and treat people with respect. The Respectful
Treatment at Work Policy and Procedure was released to encourage local level resolution and demonstration of respectful behaviours.
Further work is being developed in collaboration between the College for Learning and HR on respectful behaviours and this learning is
being linked back to national competencies. An intensive development program has been implemented for all DFC by HR on Respectful
treatment at work and this will continue throughout 2007/08. In addition HR have provided mediation support to conciliate grievances.
HR; Families SA; and SIU have worked together to improve processes for managing SI investigation and care concerns. It has resulted in
improved communication to employees; information for managers and employees and better case management approaches.

Helping our People
through Change
% of staff that report leaders
manage organisational change
and continuous improvement
well.
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KPI is measured on an annual basis and a 5% improvement target has been set for June 2007 (66%).
The Emerging Leaders programs, which targets senior leaders has a strong emphasis on managing change. The Business Excellence
learning program builds participants ability to manage continuous improvement at a work group and DFC level. As part of the major
reform and change processes, change management tools were implemented to assist managers to manage the change management
processes and consultation.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Recognition of our People
% of staff that report they
receive regular recognition from
their immediate manager for a
job well done.
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KPI is measured on an annual basis and a 5% improvement target has been set for June 2007 (63%).
By focusing on people’s strengths, assisting managers to manage individual and teams the College for Learning and Development
is building the capacity of the workforce to recognise people. Other events such as Graduation ceremonies recognises people’s
achievements.

Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Objective 5 - Effective Business Practices
Partners
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Our Partners
Level of satisfaction of
Agencies with their partnership
arrangement with DFC.
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91 responses to Partner Satisfaction Survey, representing a response rate of 18% from all partners surveyed for this financial year.
Action plan to be developed in 2007-08.
Survey to be undertaken annually.

Partner Performance
% of Non-Government
Organisations engaged in the
Service Excellence Framework or
equivalent.
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Non-Government Organisations - only those funded by DFC.
Increase in percentage due to increased momentum of organisations engaging in the Service Excellence Program.

Compliance and Standards
% of all contracts for Goods
and Services awarded within
the across government average
timeframe.
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Contracts - formal agreements entered into with external organisations following a public tender.
Government average timeframe – as established/monitored by Contract Services, Department of Treasury and Finance.
Goods and services - all goods and services excluding community services.
Government average timeframe reduced from 139 to 80 days from 1 January 2007.
Graph reflects cumulative data.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Compliance and Standards
% of all contracts for Goods
and Services executed within
the across government average
timeframe.
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Contracts - formal agreements entered into with external organisations following a public tender.
Government average timeframe – as established/monitored by Contract Services, Department of Treasury and Finance.
Goods and services - all goods and services excluding community services.
Decrease in number of contracts executed within Government average timeframe was a result of the benchmark being reduced from 79 to
20 days from 1 January 2007.
Consider changing target for 2007-08 as a result of Government average timeframe being reduced from 79 to 20 days.
Graph reflects cumulative data.

Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Objective 5 - Effective Business Practices
Our Customers
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Our Customers

Actual
(June 07)

Graph
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are satisfied with our service.
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Agency surveys
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DFC agency survey results ranged from 54% - 88% but lacked standardisation, so cannot be aggregated to create a DFC figure
in 2006-07.
Standardisation of agency surveys in 2007-08 will enable results to be aggregated.

Customer Access
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% of people who found a
relevant service through the first
point of contact.
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Strongly disagree Not applicable

Agency surveys

•
•

DFC data from survey of the interim Connected Service Centre in Mount Gambier.
Standardisation of agency surveys in 2007-08 will enable survey results about access to be aggregated into statistically significant samples.

Service Offer
% of people will only provide
their identifying data across
DFC once (eg one name and
address).

Not measured in 2006-07. Trial occurring in Mount Gambier interim
Connected Service Centre. Departmental policy on Exchange of
Information is currently being developed.

Service Culture
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This KPI is sourced from the staff survey.
Our department is currently considering ways to deliver the staff survey an additional two times per annum in a statistically relevant
targeted sample size to provide additional results, rather than just once a year.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Service Environment

Actual
(June 07)

Graph

12

Number of Service centres that
achieve a 5 star customer service
experience rating.
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Housing SA
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Disability SA

Families SA

Housing SA - assessments completed in March 2007
Disability SA - assessments completed in May 2007
Families SA - assessments yet to be completed

Customer Service Recovery
% of comments where
customers indicate satisfaction
with the way they were treated.
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While the results of a Customer Strategy Unit customer/mystery shopper survey in May 2007 suggested 93% of DFC customers were
“satisfied or very satisfied that they were treated fairly” the sample size (28) was too small to be statistically significant.
Standardisation of agency surveys in 2007-08 will enable survey results about fair treatment to be aggregated into statistically significant
samples.

Customer Engagement
Number of business units
implementing a strategy for
customer engagement.

DFC Strategy on Customer and Community Engagement including
a DFC Charter of Principles is currently under development. Will be
measured in 2007-08.

Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Objective 5 - Effective Business Practices
Business Capability
KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Business Capability
The Business Excellence self
assessment score improves over
time.
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KPI is measured on an annual basis only.
Timing for organisational self assessment has been revised to coincide with the Business Excellence application and awards process.
Self assessment is now to be conducted annually, August through October.
The target for 2007-08 is a score of 415.
2007-08 organisational self assessment scheduled.

Strategy, planning and
performance
Number of KPI’s in the
DFC Scorecard that show
improvements.
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Improvements are based on data from March to June 2007.
Only KPI’s with actuals and targets are included.

Align resources to
customer need
% variation between year end
projections in the Executive
Management Report and
annual budget (taking into
account anticipated DTF budget
adjustments).
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Target

Net Cost of Services - for the June quarter is based on percentage variation between the 30 June actuals and current budget. The variance
predominantly relates to Families SA and Disability SA.
In Families SA, there has been a significant increase in the number of children and young people coming into care that has required
placements in more expensive alternative 24 hour care.
In Disability SA, the cost pressures have arisen largely from increased demand for disability services.
Additional appropriation for these cost pressures was sought from Cabinet and approved in June 2007. The Forward Estimates have
been increased to address most of these cost pressures. Strategies to address the remaining cost pressures have been developed and
implementation will be monitored.
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KPI

Target
(June 07)

Actual
(June 07)

Innovation and Continuous
Improvement
% of staff who report that they
believe we implement our good
ideas in the unit/team.
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% of staff report they
have access to the relevant
organisational information that
they need to do their job well.
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Target has been achieved or exceeded
Requires attention – the difference between the target and data is less than 10%
Requires urgent and decisive action – the difference between the target and data is greater than 10%
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Affordable housing choices and communities that prosper

Goal
To work with others to expand and improve
affordable housing choices across the State and
help build communities that prosper.

Context
Many South Australians, particularly young
people, are being excluded from home ownership
and secure tenancies due to rising house and
land prices. This is a national experience, not
merely isolated to South Australia. The lack of a
supply of affordable housing is a fundamental
cause of this situation and there has also been a
long-term decline in the availability of low cost
accommodation. The stock of social housing has
also reduced, largely due to reduced Australian
Government capital funding for social rental
housing.
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To examine and address issues to ensure that South
Australians have access to affordable, appropriate,
safe and secure housing, the Minister for Housing
developed the Housing Plan for South Australia.
Released in March 2005, the Plan has been a
significant catalyst in advancing our housing
agenda by refocusing our social housing objectives
and facilitating innovative housing approaches
which contribute to the achievement of housing
targets of South Australia’s Strategic Plan.
The Housing Plan for South Australia emphasises
the need to align the State’s housing sector to
meet the needs of South Australians, now and
into the future. Our department has undertaken
generational change in the way housing services are
administered, governed and delivered by bringing
together State Government housing agencies to
form Housing SA and in developing new partnering
arrangements with private industry and the
community.
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This transformation extends beyond direct provision
of social housing and ensures that South Australians
in need have access to affordable housing as well as
the supports they require to live independently and
participate in their communities. A key element is
the implementation of a fully integrated approach
to service delivery to common customers. Housing
SA now provides a continuum of housing options,
improved use of resources, has clearer governance
arrangements and is the single customer access
point for public and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander housing services across South Australia.
The passing in Parliament of the Statutes
Amendment (Affordable Housing) Bill 2006 ensures
that we are able to deliver on our affordable
housing agenda, in particular, our commitment for
all new significant developments to include 15%
affordable housing. We are now working with local
Councils to include affordable housing targets and
policies in their Strategic Plans and Development
Plans.

Links to South Australia’s Strategic Plan
• Increase the energy efficiency of dwellings by
10% by 2014 (Target T3.14)
• Improve the overall wellbeing of Aboriginal
South Australians (Target T6.1)
• Increase affordable home purchase and rental
opportunities by five percentage points by 2014
(Target T6.7)
• Halve the number of South Australians
experiencing housing stress by 2014 (Target T6.8)
• Reduce overcrowding in Aboriginal households
by 10% by 2014 (Target T6.9)

Highlights for 2006-07
Introduced the Statutes Amendment
(Affordable Housing) Bill 2006
The Statutes Amendment (Affordable Housing) Bill
2006 was introduced into Parliament on
15 November 2006. The Bill has been approved by
Parliament and was assented to by Her Excellency
the Governor on 14 June 2007. It became law on
1 July 2007.
Key provisions of the new laws support the reform
agenda of the housing sector to facilitate an
increase in the supply of affordable home purchase
and rental housing in partnership arrangements
with non-government organisations, financial
institutions and local governments, including:
• a stronger, more effective and accountable
governance structure

• amendments to the South Australian Housing
Trust Act 1995 to support innovation and new
partnership arrangements by which affordable
housing outcomes can be funded and secured
in ways that accommodate the interests of
government and partner organisations
• the creation of a Statutory Covenant to secure
affordable housing outcomes over the long term
• provisions relating to the Development Act 1993,
providing new powers for Councils and planning
agencies to make special planning provisions for
developers who agree to meet the affordable
housing target in their developments.
Developed the Affordable Homes Program
to address the financial viability of the
social housing system as well as provide new
opportunities for affordable rental and home
purchase
During 2006-07, Housing SA undertook a financial
viability review which determined the action
required to place the social housing system in
a financially viable position into the future. As
a result, the Affordable Homes Program was
developed.
The Affordable Homes Program will involve the
sale of 8 000 Housing SA houses over nine years,
with the objectives of eliminating social housing
debt and providing sufficient funds to maintain
and renew housing stock. The Program will open
up opportunities for South Australians who are
currently being priced out of the housing market
through:
• sales to tenants and low to moderate income
earners with assistance, in many cases, from
HomeStart Finance products
• the creation of a Social Landlords Program where
Housing Trust properties are sold on the basis
of Deed restricted rental outcomes linked to
Housing SA tenant referral and service responses
• sales and lease back arrangements with
institutional investors to encourage investment in
affordable private rental.
Completed 452 newly constructed dwellings
for allocation to social housing customers
including community and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander housing
The 2006-07 Newbuild and Redevelopment
Program completed 452 dwellings to allocate to
social housing customers including community and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander housing, and
achieved expenditure of $62.51 million and revenue
of $39.4 million.
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Housing SA is developing affordable housing
demonstration projects at Gilles Plains (Mews and
Townhouses) and Westwood (Mews and Studios).
The Ifould Apartments project achieved planning
approval for the eight storey proposal. Homezone
proposals are also being developed to increase
housing affordability at Park Holme, St Marys, Blair
Athol and Noarlunga using the principle of a shared
roadway between vehicles and pedestrians.
The majority of houses constructed meet Housing
SA’s adaptability standards and comply with its
Housing Design Guide. Projects under construction
for tenants with specific disabilities or at risk of
becoming homeless include Strathmont Community
Living Project, Port Pirie Men’s Shelter, Afton
Boarding House redevelopment, Franklin Street
Supported Accommodation project and Port
Lincoln Women’s and Children Shelter. Various sites
have also been accepted as disability housing for
Julia Farr Housing Association and Bedford for the
Homes for 100 program and the design process has
commenced.
Outcomes achieved were in both metropolitan and
targeted regional areas with the majority being
two and three-bedroom dwellings. 60 public
housing dwellings were upgraded and 19 additional
properties purchased from the open market.
Affordable Housing Innovations Fund
The Affordable Housing Innovations Fund (AHIF)
was established in 2004-05 to provide a source of
funds for the development of affordable and high
need housing initiatives in partnership with not-forprofit organisations, local and State Government,
and the private sector. Initial modelling, based on
1 000 sales to social housing tenants qualifying
for EquityStart Loans, supported a revenue target
of $93 million. During 2006-07, the AHIF balance
grew from $40.5 million at 1 July 2006 to
$64.8 million at 30 June 2007, against
commitments to date of $21.221 million. The
Government’s financial contribution for 2006-07
was $7.14 million towards three projects
representing 43.3% of the estimated total project
cost of approximately $16.438 million for
87 additional housing outcomes. All projects
feature non-government organisation management
and private sector debt finance, with investments
and affordable outcomes secured by Affordable
Housing Facilitation Agreements.

HomeStart - the leading provider of affordable
home finance and housing solutions for South
Australians
HomeStart provides affordable home finance
and housing solutions for South Australians. This
includes the EquityStart Loan, the Nunga Loan and
the CommunityStart Loan. On 30 January 2007 the
Breakthrough Loan was launched (made available
to customers on 1 March 2007) which taken out
with a standard HomeStart Loan allows a customer
to borrow up to 35% more without increasing
monthly loan repayments, with HomeStart sharing
in a portion of the home’s capital gain once the
property is sold. HomeStart had an operating profit
before tax of $11.9 million in 2006-07 and
$15.9 million was returned to the State Government
in the form of dividends, tax equivalents and fees.
For further information on the achievements of
HomeStart, refer to the HomeStart Annual Report
2006-07, accessible at www.homestart.com.au.

A different perspective
“A 70 year old gentleman who was recently
able to purchase a property thanks to the
EquityStart Scheme, was very grateful to the
HomeStart Staff. He is really proud to be a
homeowner and believes that it was due to
the assistance and patience the EquityStart
team showed him (especially as English is not
his first language) that enabled him to achieve
his dream, where he might otherwise have
failed.”
Expanded Tenants Information and Advice
Service to include low income tenants in the
private rental market
On 28 March 2007, the Minister for Housing
launched the Tenants Information and Advocacy
Service at Anglicare SA’s head office with guests in
attendance from government and non-government
agencies. In July 2006, a Service Proposal for a
new expanded Tenants Information and Advocacy
Service (TIAS) was approved to extend the services
provided by Anglicare SA’s Housing Advice and
Support SA (HASSA) to include support for low
income tenants in the private rental market.
Additional funding of $50 000 per annum was
allocated for the service.
TIAS is a state-wide service that provides free and
independent information, advice and advocacy
for low income tenants and applicants of Housing
SA, Housing Co-operatives and Associations and
tenants in private rental properties.
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TIAS commenced operating on 1 January 2007. It
works closely with the Residential Tenancies Branch
of the Office for Consumer and Business Affairs,
the Public and Community Housing Appeals Unit,
Housing SA, Housing Legal Clinic and Service to
Youth Council’s Get-A-Place service to ensure that
services are well coordinated.
Community housing
A variety of outcomes for community housing were
achieved in 2006-07. Within Mawson Lakes
23 housing allotments have been created, of which
13 will be assigned to South Australian Community
Housing Associations and Co-operatives. This
includes seven properties for the Wheelchair
Accessible Community Housing Association to
be built in 2007-08. Additionally, six allotments
have been created to provide affordable housing
outcomes. $2 million was allocated to the project
which should be completed in 2008-09, with the
development incorporating energy saving features
on each dwelling through the Solar Cities project.
In 2006-07, all community housing properties (over
4 300 dwellings) were inspected to determine all
required maintenance and estimated costs over a
forward eight-year period. The development of the
Not-for-Profit Growth commenced during 2006-07.
This program will enable approved large Housing
Associations to hold equity in their properties. To
ensure the success of this new program, the basis
of a new risk-based regulatory system has also been
agreed upon, and will be developed in 2007-08.
Public housing services
We provided a variety of services to people in high
need of public housing services this financial year.
As at 30 June 2007 this included managing
43 186 properties in the public rental program,
1 700 properties in the special needs housing
program and 1 901 properties in the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander housing rental program.
Affordable housing was provided for 42 548
families and individuals in public housing and
1 811 families and individuals in Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander housing. New applications
received for the year were 6 184 for public housing
and 267 for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
housing. As at 30 June 2007 there were 22 339
families and individuals on the public housing
waiting list and 1 783 families and individuals on
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander housing
waiting list.
Private Rental Liaison Officer Program
The Private Rental Liaison Officer Program aims
to improve access to the private rental market for

Housing SA customers through interacting with
non-government organisations and negotiating
with real estate agents and private landlords to
secure accommodation. In November 2006, the
Housing SA Private Rental Liaison Officer Program
received further funding for positions to operate
from four additional Housing SA regions. Since
January 2007, the program has operated from
11 Housing SA offices in Adelaide, Elizabeth,
Berri, Noarlunga, Port Adelaide, Port Augusta,
Salisbury, Murray Bridge, Port Pirie, Modbury and
Marion. The Murray Bridge and Port Pirie positions
are funded through Housing SA. The other nine
positions, including the new positions in Marion
and Modbury, are funded through the Social
Inclusion Unit.
During 2006-07, we provided the following
through the Private Rental Assistance Program:
• 9 618 Rental Grants at a total cost of $1.849
million to customers to assist in establishing or
maintaining private rental tenancies
• 860 services at a total cost of $0.19 million to
customers who required emergency assistance in
the form of hotel/motel accommodation
• 11 931 Bond Guarantees (including cash
bonds) at a total cost of $6.895 million to assist
customers in securing private rental tenancies.
Housing solutions for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islanders
Work occurred on a number of projects to consider
housing solutions for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders. This included convening a steering group
to oversee the establishment of an Aboriginal
Housing Association model; developing an interim
housing management model and providing housing
management support for Point Pearce Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander community’s rental
properties, to enable ongoing housing provision
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people;
providing support to Indigenous Community
Housing Organisations to successfully establish
housing management committees in the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander communities of Point
Pearce, Nepabunna and Iga Warta and providing
assistance in developing and strengthening the
housing management committees in Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander regional and remote
communities through the Community Housing
Program. Also, funding from the Australian
Government of $2.7 million over three years was
obtained for the Fixing Houses for Better Health
Program in regional and remote Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities.
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Key priorities for 2007-08
Commence implementation of the Affordable
Homes Program by targeted sales of 464 public
housing dwellings
The sales target of public housing dwellings in
2007-08 is 464. Of these, 232 relate to the general
sales program and the other 232 will comprise the
first component of the Affordable Homes Program.
Work continues on developing and implementing
a range of strategies and products that can assist
low income earners and public housing tenants to
purchase public housing stock. These include:
• shared appreciation - HomeStart has launched
the Breakthrough Loan, where home buyers
can borrow up to 35% more without increasing
monthly loan repayments and share a portion of
the homes capital gain with HomeStart once the
property is sold
• rent to buy scheme - a proposal to allow low
income South Australians to progressively
purchase or transition into the purchase of a
property.
Work will also continue in developing contractual
arrangements with social landlords, by which
affordable, below-market rental outcomes may be
secured for Housing SA referred customers. Three
separate streams are being progressed and each
includes offsetting rental income forgone with a
range of measures, such that investors receive a fair
market return. It will be supported by expanding
the existing Private Rental Liaison Officer efforts. It
includes:
• maintaining affordable rental housing stock
numbers by selling Housing SA properties on
condition that investors enter into a contractual
arrangement and are offered additional benefits
based on bridging the rent gap
• increasing affordable rental housing stock
numbers by entering into contractual
arrangements with developers through lease
back agreements.
Establish 200 new affordable rental housing
commitments in partnership arrangements
where the Government’s financial contribution
is less than 50 per cent of total project cost
The South Australian Affordable Housing Trust, in
partnerships with non-government organisations,
Financial Institutions and local governments,
will establish 200 new affordable rental housing
commitments where the Government’s financial
contribution from the Affordable Housing
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Innovations Fund is less than 50 per cent of total
project cost.
The indicative scale of investment will be in the
order of $45 million with approximately $22 million
from the Government. New affordable rental
housing outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander households and for worker housing in
regional areas are expected to be achieved within
the total commitment.
Develop the Community Housing Not-for-Profit
Growth program
The Office for Community Housing, HomeStart and
the Affordable Housing Innovations Unit will jointly
develop the Community Housing Not-for-Profit
Growth Program, which will include:
• indicators to show when an existing community
housing organisation has the capacity to become
a Not-for-Profit (NFP) Growth Provider, and what
assistance they may need in order to do so
• a pre-approval process which organisations
wishing to become NFP Growth Providers must
meet before the Government will enter into new
arrangements with them
• a new regulation framework focussing
on performance-based outcomes and risk
management principles
• new instruments to protect the Government’s
investment in the program, while providing
not-for-profit providers with greater flexibility in
utilising their assets
• a new Affordable Housing Policy Framework to
better facilitate financial and social sustainability
targets of the growth program.
In April 2007, 18 existing community housing
organisations registered their interest in working
with the Government to begin the development
of capacity indicators, including several who will
undertake financial analysis to help test possible
growth program financial models.
Increase Community Housing stock by
two per cent
The Office for Community Housing aims to meet
the target level of 2% stock increase for the 200708 financial year. This target is expected to be
achieved with 80 new build properties and
81 upgrades of existing community housing stock.
The 80 new build properties will be achieved
through programs including:
• New Generation Redevelopment Program properties identified as requiring extensive repair
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and upgrade will be demolished and the site
redeveloped
• Joint Ventures projects - the Office for
Community Housing will develop projects in
partnership with non-government organisations
including:
–– stage 1 of the Kangaroo Island project
involving construction of three units in
conjunction with the Kangaroo Island Council
and the Kangaroo Island Community Housing
Association
–– the construction of two units at Laura in
conjunction with the Northern Areas Council
and the Barossa and Districts Community
Housing Association.
• asset leveraging by Community Housing
Organisations to enable growth - in line with
Objective 1.4 of the Housing Plan for South
Australia, the Office for Community Housing
will support the continued growth of large
community housing organisations through new
partnerships and collaborative ventures as part of
the new Not-for-Profit Growth Housing Provider
Program.

used to assess a house against the requirements
of the new regulations. Consultation with
relevant government agencies, external advocacy
organisations and industry representatives has
been undertaken.
• In 2007-08, two new urban renewal projects
are expected to commence in Elizabeth Park and
Playford North. Existing urban renewal projects
include Westwood, Salisbury North, Kilburn
South, Gilles Plains, Whyalla Norrie, and Risdon
Grove (Port Pirie). This will see approximately
297 properties being made available for urban
renewal projects, facilitated by 292 tenant
relocations. Approximately 202 properties will
be demolished creating an expected 274 land
lots for sale and 80 housing opportunities for
new social and/or affordable housing. A further
69 houses will be renovated, 43 sold (within
affordable housing benchmarks) and 26 retained
for public housing. In 2007-08, urban renewal
projects are forecasting revenue of $42 million
and an expenditure of $33 million.

Other priorities for 2007-08
• In 2007-08, we will increase the supply of
affordable housing through partnerships and
new housing developments. The supply of
affordable housing will be increased by Housing
SA contributing assets to partnership projects
negotiated in conjunction with the South
Australian Affordable Housing Trust. These
assets are likely to be in the form of land that
is identified as suitable for new construction
projects with private sector partners. Affordable
rental housing may be in the form of properties
leased back by Housing SA or managed by a
Community Housing Organisation.
• The Housing Improvement (Standards)
Regulations 1992 under the Housing
Improvement Act 1940 are currently being
reviewed to reflect current community
expectations related to housing standards.
Generally the Housing Improvement Regulations
(Standards) 1992 are still valid, however, over
the last decade the community has developed
an increased awareness of issues relating to
health, safety and in particular personal safety
and security. The new regulations expand on
the existing standards to cover issues such as
the supply and quality of water for household
use, health hazards and security features. Also
work has commenced on a set of measures to be

Playford North project community consultation
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• Land development projects will be undertaken at
Christie Downs, Taperoo and Noarlunga Centre.
These projects will result in over
12.3 hectares of vacant land being developed
for a range of housing options including land
only sales, house and land sales, opportunities
for affordable housing, accommodation for the
aged, housing for rehabilitation services with a
mental health focus, managed accommodation
and public housing. Through these land
development projects, and partnerships with
the non-government sector, aged care providers
and the Department of Health, approximately
250 housing opportunities will be created within
three years. For 2007-08, land development
projects will generate $6 million in revenue and
expend a further $6 million in land development
costs.
• During 2007-08, we will undertake data
collection and analysis across programs in order
to increase knowledge to facilitate effective
planning and program review for repairs and
maintenance of regional and remote community
housing. This will include undertaking research
and development for improving health,
wellbeing and housing outcomes for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people living in regional
and remote communities, through increased
efficiency and effectiveness of current programs
in relation to ongoing repairs and maintenance.
This work will include a review of existing
programs such as the Community Housing,
Fixing Houses for Better Health Program and
Home Living Assistance Programs, with a view
to a coordinated and integrated approach across
programs and departmental divisions and other
departments.
• The Australian Government has released a new
Indigenous Housing and Infrastructure Reform
Strategy which focuses on Indigenous specific
housing assistance to address overcrowding
on remote Aboriginal Communities. South
Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community housing sector will be significantly
affected by the following three actions from the
reform strategy:
–– the abolition of the Community Housing and
Infrastructure Program (CHIP)
–– the creation of a new Australian Indigenous
Remote Accommodation Program (ARIA)
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–– the redirection of the Australian Government’s
Aboriginal Rental Housing Program (ARHP)
to State Owned and Managed Indigenous
Housing (SOMIH).
In 2007-08, we will further negotiate and clarify
the Australian Government Reform Agenda and
review and develop options for the Indigenous
Community Housing sector in South Australia.
• An overarching agreement and strategic plan
for delivering social services and infrastructure
within and between the three levels of
government and with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities in the regions of
Ceduna and Coober Pedy will be implemented.
• We will continue to assist in developing and
strengthening housing management committees
in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
regional and remote communities through the
Community Housing Program, with Community
Development Officers to provide ongoing
support to Indigenous Community Housing
Organisations to facilitate the maintenance
of housing management committees in
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
communities.
• Increasing net Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander housing stock by a minimum of five
properties and ensuring the sustainability of
current Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
stock through appropriate maintenance and
improvement expenditure.
• The Aboriginal Housing Associations in
South Australia Project will outline alternative
management models and governance and
accountability frameworks for extending the
involvement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people in the development of new rental
housing and home purchase opportunities, and
identify opportunities for securing partnerships
and capital contributions.
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High need housing

Goal
To develop and implement better high need
housing and service responses for people at risk or
in need.

our lives when our safety is threatened or our
independence is limited such as:
• young people who have become disconnected
from family, school and jobs

Context

• those who are trapped in a cycle of poverty,
substance misuse or problem gambling

Our department has a significant responsibility to
find appropriate housing and support for people
who have high needs and do not necessarily
cope in or are able to access the ordinary housing
market. People who are homeless or have high
support needs require extra help in finding the right
housing solution to help them be independent and
secure.

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
dislocated from their community

While most South Australians have the capacity
to live independently in the community, for
some, extra assistance is needed. There may also
be particular circumstances or certain stages of

• women and children who are escaping domestic
violence and abuse.
We need to provide appropriate housing and
service responses for people with high needs that
will deliver stability, quality of life and a sense of
security and connectedness.
The benefits of the establishment of Housing SA
will flow into high need housing by ensuring an
appropriate and accessible continuum of linked
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housing and support responses for people with
high needs to maximise their housing independence
and security. The important changes for this area
will be an increased targeting of public housing
stock and the clearer definition of roles between
Disability SA and Housing SA. Disability SA will
provide personal support and Housing SA will be
the tenancy and property manager. There will be
a defined disability rental program and Housing
SA will use its expertise to increase the supply of
community-based housing.
Whilst we are endeavouring to move to an
increasingly mainstream housing response, for
those with exceptional, complex and multiple
needs there will always be specific accommodation
provision.
We need sound transition planning to move people
through short-term housing options to longer-term
stability. The children under the guardianship of the
Minister are a priority in this regard in transitioning
to stable accommodation after care.
We will have effective and timely responses to
the changing needs of South Australians living in
rural and remote areas and appropriate high need
housing, amenity and support services across the
State.
The role of the social housing system as a provider
of high need housing is continuing to evolve and
its high needs client group will increasingly be the
focus of the future.
From the experience of recent natural disasters,
which do not discriminate between those that have
and those that do not, we have learned that if
recovery is to be sustained for individuals, families
and communities, we need to do much more than
simply provide shelter and relief. Only by working
together can governments and other sectors deliver
the range of rebuilding strategies required to get
people and communities back on their feet and
moving forward.

Links to South Australia’s Strategic Plan
• Improve the overall wellbeing of Aboriginal
South Australians (Target T6.1)
• Halve the number of ‘rough sleepers’ in South
Australia by 2010 and maintain thereafter
(Target T6.6)
• Halve the number of South Australians
experiencing housing stress by 2014 (Target T6.8)
• Reduce overcrowding in Aboriginal households
by 10% by 2014 (Target T6.9)
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Highlights for 2006-07
Formed Housing SA through bringing
together the governance and operation of the
South Australian Housing Trust, Aboriginal
Housing Authority and the South Australian
Community Housing Authority
In 2006-07, we formed a new Housing SA service
through bringing together the governance and
operation of the South Australian Housing Trust,
Aboriginal Housing Authority and South Australian
Community Housing Authority.
On 2 May 2006, the Government announced
a major reform agenda across our department,
linked to the objectives of the Housing Plan for
South Australia and broader public sector reform.
The reforms have brought together a number of
separate agencies to provide seamless partnerships
between Families SA, Disability SA, and housing
services; to work towards providing an integrated
approach to service delivery to common customers
as a feature of the new arrangements.
Housing SA provides a continuum of housing
options, improved use of resources, has clearer
governance arrangements and is the single
customer access point for public and Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander housing services across
South Australia. In line with the overall aim of our
department to provide connected services to the
community where possible, Housing SA, Families
SA and Disability SA are now established in a single
service centre, which provides services from one
location in Mount Gambier, for customers across
the Limestone Coast region.
A new service delivery model is being developed
for Housing SA, and is planned for implementation
from the second half of 2007. Under the new
model, housing workers will operate in multi-skilled
teams offering customers support, advice and links
to housing options. The new model will foster
improved local area planning and stronger linkages
with government and non-government services
to ensure packages of support are directly linked
to housing options for those who need ongoing
assistance.
Supported the establishment of Common
Ground Adelaide Ltd
Common Ground Adelaide was launched following
a dinner hosted by Monsignor David Cappo and
The Minister for Housing with members of South
Australia’s business community during Thinker
in Residence, Ms Rosanne Haggerty’s visit in July
2006. The Common Ground supportive housing
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model will establish socially-inclusive rental housing
for a tenant mix comprising people with support
needs along with other low income groups seeking
affordable housing in the city, such as artists
and students. The aim is to create an attractive,
sustainable living environment that encourages
diversity, social integration and a sense of
community amongst its residents.
On 20 December 2006, Common Ground Adelaide
Ltd was established as a public company limited
by guarantee operating under the Corporation Act
2001 (ACN 122 807 130). The constitution covers
the requirement to utilise funds for the purpose of
housing for the homeless and other low income
households. In the event of dissolution, transfer of
assets would be to a like organisation to ensure the
continuation of the Common Ground objective.
Common Ground Adelaide Ltd is a key strategy in
achieving the target of South Australia’s Strategic
Plan to halve the number of rough sleepers by
2010.
On 5 March 2007, the Treasurer approved transfer
of a $5 million non-recourse grant payment from
our department to Common Ground Adelaide Ltd.
On 15 May 2007, Common Ground Adelaide Ltd
settled on 75-79 Light Square for a purchase price
of $2.49 million. Initial plans have been drawn up
for redevelopment of the heritage building and
adjacent car park, providing a total of 60 long-term
units of which 30 units will be for homeless people
and 30 units for low-income earners. The financial
model will be supported by income streams from
retail tenancies on the ground floor.
On Friday 29 June 2007, Common Ground Adelaide
Ltd received a one-off payment of $2 million from
the Department of Treasury and Finance to improve
facilities and services and progress feasibility of a
second building. In principle commitments from
a number of government sources to contribute
resources to the objectives of Common Ground are
being confirmed and will be embedded in service
agreements. The concept of support services is
based on the principle of ‘housing first’ as a means
to stabilise people’s lives and reconnect them with
the community.
Collaborated with the Department of Health
regarding the extension of the Street to Home
service in the broader metropolitan area and
linked to points of identification such as the
South Australia Police, local councils and nongovernment agencies
In partnership with the Department of Health,
Street to Home was established as a key strategy

in achieving the target of South Australia’s
Strategic Plan to halve the number of rough
sleepers in South Australia by 2010, and maintain
thereafter. The Street to Home service provides
assertive outreach and support services to rough
sleepers every day. As Street to Home clients move
from rough sleeping into transitional, long-term
accommodation, the service follows individuals and
provides appropriate outreach support.
In 2006-07, we have collaborated with the
Department of Health regarding the extension
of the Street to Home service in the broader
metropolitan area. A further extension of the
service to rough sleepers accessing after hours food
services is being explored.
Housing assistance to young people under
guardianship
A specific Housing SA policy for providing housing
assistance to young people under guardianship
of the Minister was developed. As a collaborative
approach with other agencies, this policy will
ensure that young people under guardianship are
provided with appropriate housing and support
to prevent them falling into homelessness upon
leaving State care.
Established the Riverland Housing,
Homelessness and Support Program
In August 2006, the Riverland Housing,
Homelessness and Support Program was formed
as an integrated regional service provider forum.
Membership includes, but is not restricted to:
• DFC Housing Group
• Mission Australia
• Offenders Aid and Rehabilitation Services
• Riverland Regional Health Service
• Riverland Domestic Violence Service
• Anglican Community Care
• Disability SA
• Families SA
• Berri Community Correctional Service.
Approved Crisis Accommodation Program
funding for several projects including Yarredi
Services Inc and BCS Westcare Centre
Crisis Accommodation Program funding is
provided under the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement to eligible organisations to purchase,
construct, upgrade or lease accommodation
for people who are homeless or at risk of
homelessness, in crisis or require transitional
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support to independent living. During 2006-07,
funding was approved for several projects including:
• $650 000 to purchase and upgrade a property
in the outer southern metropolitan area for
use as the Salvation Army’s Muggy’s South
Youth Accommodation Service residential care/
administration facility. Muggy’s is a jointlyfunded initiative between the DFC Housing
Group, Families SA and the Salvation Army
• $2.302 million was provided to demolish and
replace existing dwellings used by Yarredi
Services Inc in Port Lincoln for a communal
women’s shelter with a core and cluster model,
comprising of two 4-bedroom houses, one
3-bedroom house, one 2-bedroom house and an
administration block
• $2.4 million was approved for the redevelopment
of Baptist Community Services’ Westcare Day
Centre.
Transitional Accommodation Program
We have continued to increase housing options for
high need or homeless Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people through the ongoing development
of the Transitional Accommodation Program, which
provides safe, affordable accommodation for
itinerant Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
in Port Augusta and Ceduna. Ten units from Stage
2 of the Lakeview Transitional Accommodation
Centre in Port Augusta were completed during
2006-07, and are achieving a high occupancy rate.
Funding of $730 000 has been approved for the
construction of these units and a further three units
and facilities will be completed in 2007-08.
Safe House Program
In 2006-07, we obtained Australian Government
funding of $740 000 over two years for Indigenous
Family Violence Prevention to establish a Safe
House Program in Ceduna, which is a key strategy
in achieving the target of South Australia’s Strategic
Plan to improve the overall wellbeing of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander South Australians.
In December 2006, the Minister for Housing
approved the allocation of $720 000 from the Crisis
Accommodation Program (CAP) for purchasing,
refurbishing and upgrading security of at least two
residential properties in Ceduna. The properties
will be used to accommodate Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander women and accompanying children
fleeing family violence.
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Access to mainstream housing services for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander South
Australians
One of the key objectives of the Housing Reforms
announced in May 2006, was to ensure Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people would have
improved access to housing options, services
and related supports. This has been achieved by
the merging of the former Aboriginal Housing
Authority with Housing SA. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people are offered the full range of
housing from supported accommodation through
to home ownership from Housing SA offices. They
can also access specialist staff and programs such
as Housing Support Coordinators, who are able to
link them with a wider range of support services,
supported housing programs through Housing
SA’s Supported Tenancy Scheme and Private Rental
Liaison Officers who are able to create better
opportunities for access to private rental. Housing
policy has been developed to enable Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander customers to choose between
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander housing and
mainstream houses which will give a better choice
of housing and is expected to reduce waiting times.
Pathway Housing in Ceduna
Through the Pathway Housing in Ceduna concept,
five units in Ceduna, funded by the Australian
Government Community Housing and Infrastructure
Program, were constructed to address the need
for longer stay accommodation and provide
opportunities to pathway to other suitable housing
options. A Service Level Agreement between the
Office for Aboriginal Housing and Families SA
was developed for utilising this complex for a sixmonth operational period as a safe housing option
for individuals and families experiencing family
violence. The pathway housing concept is designed
to assist Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people, generally with a transient background, to
stabilise their housing circumstance and reside in an
urban setting.
Community Housing Sector
A total of 139 new or additional refurbished
dwellings were completed in the name of a
Community Housing Organisation in 2006-07.
New or replaced dwellings were generated from
obsolete stock returned from the sector through
the New Generation Housing Program. Of these,
26 were retained, upgraded and reallocated to
another association or co-operative. The remainder
were either sold or redeveloped with an increased
yield. At 30 June 2007, a total of 79 additional
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dwellings resulted in the total community housing
stock growing from 4 323 to 4 402 properties.
Properties were transferred to a range of high
need associations and cooperatives with most as
replacements for returned obsolete stock. The
$10 million annual transfer program of identified
and suitable public housing stock was achieved
with 55 properties transferred at market value of
which 19 were new construction properties from
the Better Neighbourhoods Program.

122 properties modified for tenants with disabilities
and 33 special needs housing properties upgraded.
$23 million was spent on programmed
maintenance, which included the cyclical external
painting of 4 975 properties, testing and removal
of asbestos products and minor modifications of
2 623 properties for tenants with disabilities. The
responsive maintenance program comprised of
expenditure of $52 million, including responding to
health, safety and security matters, urgent building
fabric replacement and upgrading the condition of
6 359 unoccupied homes to a habitable standard.

Key priorities for 2007-08
Implement new Housing SA service delivery
model
In 2007-08, we will implement a new Housing SA
service delivery model based on offering the full
continuum of housing options and coordinating
effective packages of support for Housing SA
customers with high needs. The continuum of
housing options will include:
• access to emergency and crisis accommodation
• private rental assistance and advocacy for
customers having difficulty accessing private
rental accommodation
New and used housing made available through the New
Generation Housing Program.

Developed integrated needs based assessment
and planning methodology
The Community Housing and Infrastructure
Program provides capital and administrative
funds for the delivery of housing and community
infrastructure. We have developed an integrated
needs based assessment and planning methodology
to guide policy priorities and allocation of funding
aimed at reducing overcrowding, delivering a
mix of housing types matched to circumstances,
generating employment and training opportunities,
strengthening community, family and individual
health and wellbeing and joining up the delivery of
housing with community infrastructure and other
complimentary programs. This process represented
the first fully integrated allocation process,
incorporating both housing and infrastructure
needs analysis, under the Indigenous Housing and
Community Infrastructure Agreement (IHCIA).
Maintenance programs
In 2006-07 $12.8 million was spent on capital
maintenance programs, including 336 properties
with upgraded kitchens or wet areas,

• social rental housing including community
housing and increased access for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander customers
• exploring home ownership as an option for
customers and referrals to HomeStart where
appropriate.
Identify priorities and progress sector reform
of Supported Accommodation Assistance
Program
We will identify priorities and progress sector
reform of the Supported Accommodation
Assistance Program (SAAP). Progressing the reform
has the following objectives:
• putting the customer at the centre of our
thinking
• prevention, post-crisis support and rapid
reconnection
• services being available when needed
• attracting and engaging clients
• adopting a housing first approach
• outcome-based funding and program
management
• strategic partnerships and collective
accountability.
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Through the reform of the SAAP sector, alternative
models for property management of SAAP
accommodation will be determined and service
integration and regional partnerships will be
strengthened. Directions for reform will be aligned
with other housing and community service reform.
Finalise the development of an
Accommodation Act to replace the Supported
Residential Facilities Act 1992
It is intended that the Supported Residential
Facilities Act 1992 will be replaced by the proposed
new legislation sometime in 2008-09. The
proposed legislative framework will include forms
of congregate care providing residential services on
a commercial basis for vulnerable people including
those that provide food and personal care services.
Complete service model development for
Common Ground Project to be implemented
following building refurbishment
The redevelopment of 75-79 Light Square to create
60 apartments, ground floor café, offices, artists
studio and consulting areas will commence late
2007/early 2008 and is scheduled to be ready for
occupation at the end of 2008. The operational
service model is expected to be approved by
September 2007.
Common Ground Adelaide Ltd is actively
developing, from the outset, a targeted and
purposeful strategy of creating a wide platform
of opportunities for the affordable housing sector
by fostering strong and effective linkages with the
arts, education, sport, health and welfare sectors.
A series of working session, audits and discussions
are underway to ensure Common Ground Adelaide
genuinely adds to the range of opportunities and
connections that can assist in changing the face
of homelessness and provide the catalyst for an
individual to discover skills and respect that leads to
a positive life change.

Other priorities for 2007-08
• Further policy work will be undertaken in
2007-08 to ensure greater access for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people to housing
and housing services. The Housing Needs
Assessment process will be reviewed to
incorporate overcrowding, to identify customers
at risk and a tool will be developed that will
allow Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
to record attempts at securing private rental as
the basis for reassessment on the waiting list.
Access to housing will also be increased through
promotion of home ownership opportunities
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and through the establishment of a housing
association.
• It is targeted to complete 483 dwellings for social
housing for South Australians in housing need in
2007-08, including 285 better neighbourhood
dwellings, 93 new build dwellings, eight
Strathmont Community Living Project homes,
13 remote houses for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities and 84 dwellings for
community housing organisations. Significant
projects to be completed in 2007-08 include
a ten-bedroom men’s shelter in Port Pirie for
Uniting Care Wesley. Other significant projects
to continue in 2007-08 include the Afton House
Redevelopment (98-bedroom boarding house),
Yarredi (five-house women’s shelter at Port
Lincoln), ‘7 of 9’ redevelopment for Disability SA,
four sites each with four dwellings for Julia Farr
Housing Association and various sites for the
Bedford Homes for 100 Project. Also targeted
for completion in 2007-08 are 26 upgrades of
existing housing stock for remote Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities, 95 community
housing upgrades and 59 upgrades through
Urban Renewal Program.
• In 2007-08 the ‘Connecting Communities with
Government’ Project will be implemented. This
is a strategic interventions model that connects
community with government and ensures
collaborative partnerships in the delivery of
housing outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander South Australians.
• We will undertake research over two years into
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population
movement trends in South Australia, with
specific attention to areas of growth and decline,
and short-term population increase. Trends will
be analysed in the context of industry growth,
and employment and social and economic
disadvantage.
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Independence and community connection

Goal
To enable people to take charge of their lives and
ensure community connection opportunities are
available to all.

Context
This objective looks at how we support people
to live independently as long as possible in the
housing of their choice. It also examines how we
build and strengthen the non-government sector
and work with local government to build safe,
caring and strong communities.
Our range of programs and activities need to be
appropriately targeted, continue to deliver value
for money outcomes and develop the capacity of
individuals to move forward.
We are building a system of government disability
services that is open, welcoming and responsive.

Immediate assistance will be provided where this
is possible, with services provided on the basis
of priority of need. People with disabilities are
best supported within their families and/or the
community, not in institutions. While expanding
community-based accommodation options and
accelerating the move out of institutions is a
priority, we must also strengthen family capacity to
provide this support when families need it.
Our department is continuing to effectively respond
to the many challenges from the ageing of the
South Australian population. Guiding our work is
Improving with Age - Our Ageing Plan for South
Australia which includes ways of enhancing the
contributions of seniors in the workforce, in families
and in the community, together with appropriate
assistance in meeting the needs for care and
support.
Our partnership with the community services
sector is fundamental to providing services to
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those most in need. We are working collaboratively
to improve relationships and provide support to
community service organisations to enable quality
services to be delivered to achieve best outcomes
for customers. We have implemented streamlined
contractual arrangements to reduce red tape,
with revised performance management processes
established and have made information for
community organisations more accessible. Funding
has been realigned to provide greater support for
vulnerable families, so that families can provide
safe and supportive environments for children
and young people. Specialist services have been
established for people experiencing gambling and
financial problems.

Links to South Australia’s Strategic Plan
• Maintain the high level of volunteering in South
Australia at 50% participation rate or higher
(Target T5.6)
• Improve the overall wellbeing of Aboriginal
South Australians (Target T6.1)
• Reduce the percentage of South Australians
receiving government benefits (excluding age
pensions) as their major income source to below
the Australian average by 2014 (Target T6.5)
• Double the number of people with disabilities
appropriately housed and supported in
community-based accommodation by 2014
(Target T6.10)

and Torres Strait Islander people
• an ageing services atlas to map service usage by
older people in South Australia
• assistance to provide services to older social
housing tenants.
Activities to promote the Ageing Plan during 200607 included an international symposium on the care
of older people; formal launches of the Seniors and
the Law and 80 Not Out booklets and a special
edition of the Artlink magazine entitled The old
magic – Elders of the Artworld.
Research topics pursued in 2006-07 included
research into couple relationships in later life,
analysis of the Australian Longitudinal Study on
Ageing, the Ageing Atlas and examining ageing
demographics to plan for future services.
Our department worked with the Department
of Further Education, Employment, Science and
Technology (DFEEST) pursuing workforce-related
issues and met with the Adelaide University,
Flinders University and University of South Australia
to identify research opportunities and development
of the State of the Ageing Report - South Australia.
A university round table was also convened to share
priority setting and input in research at a State and
National level.

• Increase by 400 the number of people with
disability involved in day options program by
2014 (Target T6.11)

Highlights for 2006-07
Ageing
Led the implementation of the Improving with
Age - Our Ageing Plan for South Australia
During 2006-07, significant progress was achieved
in implementing Improving with Age - Our Ageing
Plan for South Australia. An across-government
reporting mechanism was developed to monitor
the outcomes of the Ageing Plan: 13 kick-start
initiatives outlined in the Ageing Plan have been
successfully implemented.
These kick-start initiatives include:
• publications and information sessions for older
South Australians
• projects with local government to strengthen
elder participation in local communities
• support services for multicultural and Aboriginal
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Initiatives include projects to engage older people in
community solutions
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Launched and disseminated the SA Carers
Policy
It is estimated that there are more than 250 000
carers in South Australia. These carers include
people who provide ongoing care to a person who
has a disability or a chronic illness, or who is frail
and therefore requires assistance, and who is not a
volunteer or paid carer.
The State Government recognised the important
role of carers in the community by creating the
Carers Recognition Act 2005, and subsequently
launching the SA Carers Policy at the Young Carer
Expo on 5 October 2006. The policy and legislation
signal a new focus on carers. As well as ensuring
they are involved in decisions about those they care
for, it promotes improved understanding of the
need for carers to be considered in their own right.
In October 2006, we established the Office for
Carers to administer the legislation and provide
leadership across government on issues relating
to carers. Since its establishment, the Office for
Carers has developed reporting frameworks for
both government and non-government agencies
in relation to the Carers Recognition Act 2005,
and has recruited a Training Coordinator to design,
develop and roll out training around the Carers
Charter to Home and Community Care agencies.

Metropolitan Domiciliary Care, the Royal District
Nursing Service, local governments, Meals on
Wheels and a range of other non-government
organisations. An additional $7 million recurrent
and $3.9 million non-recurrent was announced for
new and expanded projects. Streamlined funding
allocation processes for the HACC Program were
also introduced following consultations in the
Mid North, Riverland and South East country
planning areas and for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander and culturally and linguistically diverse
agencies. These processes resulted in more targeted
processes and improved outcomes for stakeholders.
Chart 1:
Home and Community Care total funding in South Australia
($million)
138.6

109.7

118.6

128.1

102.4
95

Home and Community Care
The Home and Community Care (HACC) Program
is a joint Commonwealth and State program which
funds the provision of basic home maintenance
and support services for frail older people, younger
people with disabilities and their carers. In
2006-07, over 95 000 South Australians were
supported by HACC services to live independently
and be connected to their communities.
Under the current HACC Agreement, there has
been a significant increase in the level of funding
allocated to basic community support services for
frail older people, younger people with disabilities
and their carers. Funding provided to HACC services
under the current Agreement is reflected in
Chart 1. In 2006-07, we successfully renegotiated
the HACC Agreement with the Australian
Government. The renegotiated, new HACC
Program Review Agreement was signed on 21 May
2007, and commits to triennial planning, funds to
improve the administration of the HACC program
and a bonus pool to implement improvements to
access to community care services.
During 2006-07 HACC services were provided
by over 160 funded service providers, including
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2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

Retirement Villages Act 1987
The amended Retirement Villages Act 1987 and
the Retirement Villages Regulations 2006 came
into effect on 1 November 2006. The amendments
will enhance consumer protection and clarify
information related to contracts, refunds, financial
statements and other documents. The amended
legislation also allows the Office for the Ageing to
advance investigations of breaches of the Act. In
relation to the ongoing administration of the Act,
we responded to 454 enquiries from residents,
prospective residents, members of the public,
owners and administrators of retirement villages,
solicitors, local councils, the Public Trustee and
Members of Parliament; managed 60 new cases,
many requiring legal assistance and advice and
mediated nine disputes; viewed six villages not
previously visited and attended 15 Residential
Tenancies Tribunal hearings related to retirement
villages matters.
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Disability

Commenced implementation of the supported
accommodation strategy for people with
disabilities

Establishment of Disability SA
The Independent Living Centre, Intellectual
Disability Services Council and Julia Farr Services
Boards were dissolved to form a new single
government disability service system, Disability SA.
While Julia Farr Services did not formally dissolve
its Board during 2006-07, the staff did participate
in the formation of Disability SA. Disability SA
is responsible for the delivery of government
services of people with disability in South Australia
including service coordination, personal support
and development and specialised services. Work
commenced in 2006-07 to implement the key
features of Disability SA, which includes single
entry, single system of case management,
standardised and transparent approaches to the
assessment of clients needs and the allocation of
services and unmet need registration.
Commonwealth State Territory Disability
Agreement

The Strategy will deliver a single system of
accommodation and personal support, which
includes:
• a single waiting list
• a single entry point for services
• an increased Disability Housing Program

Under the current Commonwealth State Territory
Disability Agreement there has been a significant
increase in the level of funding allocated to
disability services. Funding provided to disability
services under the current Agreement is reflected in
Chart 2. State contributions in previous years have
been adjusted to include the Supported Residential
Facilities Program and some of the Supported
Accommodation Demonstration Projects.
Chart 2:
Funding allocation under the current Commonwealth State
Territory Disability Agreement ($million)

• standardised approaches to the assessment of
client needs and the allocation of services.
Work undertaken to implement the Strategy during
2006-07 included:
• reassessment of people with disability on
government waiting lists for supported
accommodation
• development of a single waiting list registration
process within Disability SA
• development of standardised assessment,
prioritisation and allocation processes.
Provided community living options for moving
people from Strathmont Centre and Highgate
Park
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The Supported Accommodation Task Group was
established in December 2005 to examine all
aspects of supported accommodation including
supply and demand, vacancy management and
eligibility. An extensive consultation process was
conducted by the Supported Accommodation Task
Group during 2006-07, involving public meetings
around the State with over 400 people attending
and 176 submissions being received. The report
of the Task Group, Supported Accommodation
Strategy, was publicly released in December 2006.

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

In 2006-07, we continued providing community
living options for people from Strathmont Centre.
50 people from Strathmont are now living in
their own purpose built homes in the suburbs of
Northfield, Sturt, Greenacres, Gilles Plains and
Enfield. Feedback from clients, families and staff
has been very positive and planning is underway
for the remaining residents to move by the end of
2008-09.
Increasing the number of community
accommodation options has been a major
focus of the disability sector. Under the current
Commonwealth State Territory Disability Agreement
(CSTDA), progress has been made in this area as
shown in Chart 3.
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Chart 3:
Total accommodation places funded under the Commonwealth,
State/Territory Disability Agreement as at June of each
reporting year
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Institution
Community

Developed a range of accommodation models
to better meet the needs of ageing clients and
clients with complex needs and/or behavioural
issues
We will continue developing a range of
accommodation models to meet the needs of
ageing clients and clients with complex needs
and/or behavioural issues. The Young People
in Residential Aged Care (YPIRAC) program is
developing alternative accommodation options for
young people with disabilities living in residential
aged care facilities, with a particular focus on
people under the age of 50.
The Psychiatric Disability Support Service led the
development of an innovative accommodation
model to meet the needs of clients with complex
needs and/or behavioural issues. An interagency
partnership in the eastern metropolitan area
between the Department of Health and our
department is in place to assist ten people with
complex needs and chronic functional impairments
that are caught in the cycle of homelessness.

A different perspective
“Disability SA’s Intensive Intervention Team
worked extensively with an 8 year old boy
with autism and an intellectual disability and
his family. The young person presented with
a range of significant challenges including
head banging, hitting out, hair pulling and
pinching/grabbing which resulted in difficulties
with his school placement and access to
the community. Over the course of the
intervention, there was remarkable progress
in reducing the frequency and intensity of the
behaviours of concern as well as improvement
across a range of the boy’s skill domains such
as self care (toileting in particular) and coping
with stressful situations. The family wrote to
the team thanking them for the
support and care.”

Developed a system for specialist input into
country services
In October 2006, an agreement was signed
between Disability SA and Autism SA describing
service provision and client pathways. Country
services in Disability SA will be further enhanced
through the development of consistent service
delivery models for service coordination and
specialised services with country outreach capacity
to provide back up for country service coordinators.
Developed a forum for people with a disability
to inform state and national planning
mechanisms
In 2006-07, a consumer-led process agreed on the
establishment of a single consumer advisory group
representative of all disability groups. This resulted
in the creation of the Disability Advisory Network
SA.
Developed service agreements to extend the
Supported Accommodation Demonstration
Projects for a further 12 months
We developed service agreements to extend
the Supported Accommodation Demonstration
Projects for a further 12 months and undertook
an evaluation of some projects. The Supported
Accommodation Demonstration Projects, jointly
funded by the Department of Health and our
department, assist approximately 120 people at
any one time. The service model allows people
with serious mental illness to be successfully
accommodated in the community, and forms
the foundation for developing supported
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accommodation for people with disabilities arising
from mental illness.
Made significant progress in relation to
government agencies’ provision of disability
awareness training due to the implementation
of a whole-of-government Disability
Awareness and Discrimination Training
Framework
Significant progress was achieved during
2006-07 in relation to government agencies
providing disability awareness training due to
the implementation of a whole-of-government
Disability Awareness and Discrimination Training
Framework, which was recognised with a
commendation in the Prime Minister’s Awards for
Public Administration.
Other information and training events which
occurred included:
• two E-Accessibility forums and simultaneous
releases of the Ten Tips for an Accessible
Website, Top Ten Tips for Web Content and
an Accessible Web Design Community of
Practice were organised by our department
and the Department of Further Education,
Employment, Science and Technology. The
forum held in December 2006 was attended
by 100 State Government employees, with
presentations from the Human Rights and
Equal Opportunities Commission and Australian
Federation of Disability Organisations. The forum
held in March 2007 was attended by 150 State
Government employees, with presentations from
Graeme Innes AM, Human Rights Commissioner
and Commissioner Responsible for Disability
Discrimination, and David Wallace from the
Disability Information and Resource Centre
• a Think Tank forum on employment and
disability was also conducted in March 2007 to
facilitate discussion between a range of experts
who work in the employment and training fields
with the aim of developing new and innovative
ways of improving recruitment and employment
strategies for staff with disabilities

Communities
Achieved international accreditation for
Service Excellence Program standards
The Service Excellence Program is a comprehensive,
integrated quality management framework
accessible to funded organisations of our
department. In August 2006, the Service Excellence
Program Standards were awarded International
accreditation through ISQua (International Society
for Quality in Healthcare) International Principles.
This demonstrates a commitment to providing
non-government funded organisations with access
to the highest level of support, resources and nocost independent external assessments to ensure
a stronger focus on business accountability, risk
management, sound management practices and
consumer service.
In October 2006, Service Excellence II was launched
at the annual Service Excellence Non-Government
Organisations Recognition Ceremony. The revised
Service Excellence Framework has a stronger
emphasis on customer service and sustainability,
simplifies standards and has clearer expectations of
continuous improvement.
An independent evaluation of the Service
Excellence Program found that, when compared
with other quality frameworks, it was the most cost
efficient and the only quality system tailored for
the community service sector within a government
context.
Chart 4:
Percentage of non-government organisations funded by our
department engaged in the Service Excellence Framework or
equivalent
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• a series of seminars on employment of people
with disabilities which our department helped
organise at the Careers and Employment Expo at
the Wayville Showgrounds.
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Chart 5:
Categories of Community Benefit SA projects

In early 2007, changes to the Funding and Grants
Management System were implemented to provide
staff functionality to perform reviews of projects
and organisations.
Community Benefit SA
Community Benefit SA is a State Government
program that allocates grants to the community

$ 612 180
Vehicle

$ 62 760
Service s for
individuals / families

$ 279 460
Recruit and
train volunteers

Program
equipment

$ 228 730

$ 293 070

$ 550 460

$ 702 100
Office and IT
equipment

We developed a performance management
system for use throughout the grant funded
community service sector. This included
developing a performance management policy
and procedure defining the roles and functions of
various departmental areas and their contractual
obligations. In late 2006, training was provided
to approximately 100 departmental staff as an
overview of the grants management process.

Community
development

Our department has continued to implement
the new contractual arrangements, including the
Master Agreement and Service Agreement, in
consultation with the community service sector,
with a reduction in red tape for organisations
that previously had to comply with multiple
requirements from the one department. There
have been improved safeguards for the appropriate
use of grant funding through increased audit and
review options, along with protection for the
organisation’s employees through the requirement
to comply with the South Australian Government
Contracting Policy.

$ 652 790

In 2005-06, our department, in conjunction
with the Department of Health and the Crown
Solicitor’s Office, developed standard contractual
requirements for the community service sector. In
2006-07, we implemented the requirements across
all funded programs.

Group
programs / activities

Developed and streamlined the contractual
and performance management system for
grant funded community services sector

Fundrasing

“Participating agencies have made the following
comments about the benefits of Community
Connect’s Service Excellence Program:
• A more efficient and professional approach
• Enormous amount of personal growth and
development of staff and volunteers
• Lifted the professionalism of the centre,
board members and volunteers, which was
badly needed.”

$ 1 429 280

A different perspective

for one-off projects that assist non-government
community services agencies to improve the
wellbeing, quality of life, community participation
and life management skills of disadvantaged
individuals, families and communities. In 200607, a total of $4.8 million was allocated for 409
one-off projects. Funding was provided for a range
of projects for target population groups such as
multicultural community, people with disabilities,
families and children, general disadvantage and
refugees. Projects funded through Community
Benefit SA were aimed at supporting the type of
activities outlined in Chart 5.

Community
facilities

Objective

Expanded opportunities for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander young people to
participate in local decision-making by
increasing Aboriginal Youth Action
Committees from ten to 19 across the State
Our department funds rural, remote and regional
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities
throughout South Australia, in conjunction with
specific service funding provided to the Anangu
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands, which
may enable young Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people to establish a local Aboriginal Youth
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Action Committee (AYAC). AYACs provide young
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people with:
• the opportunity to develop their leadership skills
• the opportunity to participate in local decisionmaking and planning of recreational and cultural
activities within their communities
• avenues for young people to discuss issues and
develop solutions.
In 2006-07, the number of AYACs increased from
ten to 19 across the State.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander services
programs
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander services
programs including Youth, Substance Misuse and
Homemaker have been implemented in most major
communities on the APY Lands in 2006-07. A
60% reduction in petrol sniffing on the APY Lands
has occurred during the period with participation
in the diversionary programs contributing to this
significant reduction. Departmental staff have a
presence in each major community on the APY
Lands to support programs which have a direct
effect on Aboriginal wellbeing. The projects on the
APY Lands, while managed by our department,
are funded by the Department of the Premier
and Cabinet ($2.3 million) and the Australian
Government ($0.5 million).
Experiences gained from previous trips to the APY
Lands enabled more relevant equipment to be
available for clients to try. The equipment included
a four-wheel-drive wheelchair, scooter and walkers
with larger wheels for handling the terrain. A
number of used wheelchairs and walking frames
that were suited to the APY Lands were donated
to the Ngaanyatjarra Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara
(NPY) Women’s Council.
Established a new state-wide therapy service
for problem gamblers
In May 2007, the Minister for Families and
Communities announced the establishment of a
state-wide Problem Gambling Therapy Service.
The service is based on the successful treatment
methods developed by a unit jointly run by the
Southern Adelaide Health Service and Flinders
University. The state-wide service will have four
locations in metropolitan Adelaide and a regular
visiting service to eight country areas which are,
Ceduna, Port Lincoln, Whyalla, Port Augusta, Port
Pirie, the Riverland, Murray Bridge and Mount
Gambier.
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The new state-wide therapy service will be funded
from the Gamblers Rehabilitation Fund at $1.34
million per annum. Up to 400 clients a year are
expected to be seen by the service.
Concessions Program
We commenced a review of the Concessions
Program, including eligibility criteria, associated
policies and ICT systems, and developed alternative
strategies to enable a more efficient and effective
program, including improved access to concessions
for eligible customers. In 2006-07, we mapped our
business processes, improved the management of
resources, co-located staff, transferred computing
services from the Justice Network to the Human
Services Network to remove barriers to integration
with corporate functions, and reviewed and
upgraded all concessions publications. Work was
undertaken to develop policy options for new
categories of concessions eligibility, including
extending energy concessions to include small
energy providers, where their homes are not
individually metered; extending concessions and
remissions to drought-affected farmers; and
assisting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander South
Australians in rural and remote communities to
access energy concessions where their homes are
individually metered and they meet other eligibility
criteria.
Volunteers
In 2006-07, the DFC Volunteers Policy and Charter
of Mutual Obligation were released, and in August
2006, the Volunteer Operational Guidelines was
released for a six month trial. The guidelines are
the first of their type used by a government agency
and have been written in accordance with national
standards. The guidelines are available for use by
government and non-government organisations.

Key priorities for 2007-08
Ageing
Implement the second round of kick-start
projects, build on existing reporting systems
and develop new research initiatives from
Improving with Age - Our Ageing Plan for SA
During 2007-08, we will continue implementing
the across-government reporting on the Ageing
Plan and continue leading the Ageing Plan kickstart initiatives and flow-on projects and programs.
These include:
• an Elder Abuse Prevention Action Plan for
South Australia in cooperation with the Hawke
Institute, University of South Australia
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• a consumer consultation and feedback project
which will align with the development of
departmental customer feedback and complaints
processes
• a South Australian Dementia Action Plan to
guide service development in dementia care and
support over the next four years
• a housing and community connections project
in collaboration with Housing SA to link older
social housing tenants to community services
and activities
• a State of the Ageing Report providing valuable
background information and policy implications
on ageing in South Australia
• a grandparents raising grandchildren publication
• recognising and valuing the contribution of older
people through volunteering
• Active Ageing Week – celebrating and
encouraging physical activity programs
• continuing support services for multicultural and
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
Research flowing from the Ageing Plan will
continue to inform evidence-based policy and
strategy development. Research topics proposed in
2007-08 include:

In 2007-08, we will implement Phase 2 of the
HACC Funding Allocation Reforms process in the
country planning areas of Eyre, Hills, Mallee and
Southern, Northern and Far West and Wakefield.
This will include conducting consultations with
relevant stakeholders in these areas on the most
appropriate processes for the allocation of growth
HACC funding in the 2007-08 HACC funding
round.
Establish a register of South Australian
retirement villages and advance investigations
of breaches of the Retirement Villages Act 1987
The amended Retirement Villages Act 1987 and
the Retirement Villages Regulations 2006 came
into effect on 1 November 2006 and are intended
to enhance consumer protection and clarify
information related to contracts, refunds, financial
statements and other documents. During 200708, all South Australian retirement villages will
be registered, therefore clearly identifying those
facilities which are captured by the Act.
The amended legislation will allow our department
to advance investigations of breaches to the Act.
Such investigations and any subsequent actions
will send a clear message to the industry that the
Government will not tolerate poor practice and/or
the intimidation of residents.

• elder-focused mediation for the mitigation of
abuse

Disabilities

• a gambling prevalence study amongst older
South Australians

Finalise Commonwealth State Territory
Disability Agreement negotiations

• an investigation into the use of ‘elder speak’ in
public and private service delivery organisations

We will finalise Commonwealth State Territory
Disability Agreement negotiations and develop and
implement a plan to undertake the requirements of
the Agreement.

• a Flinders University Couples in Later Life
research project, supported by an Australian
Research Council Linkage Grant.
Continue to expand basic Home and
Community Care (HACC) maintenance and
support for frail older people and their carers
The Australian Government offer of HACC Program
funds growth was received in June 2007 and South
Australia has budgeted to fully match this. The offer
will provide $7.5 million in new recurrent funding
and $1.9 million of one-off funding for short-term
projects for allocation across South Australia in
2007-08.
As a result of this growth funding, we estimate that
an increase of more than 4 000 frail older people
and carers will receive support and maintenance
services in 2007-08. The total number of people
to receive a HACC service in 2007-08 is forecast to
increase to more than 100 000 people.

Lead an across-government strategy to
double the number of people with a disability
employed in the Public Sector by 2014
In 2007-08, we will lead an across-government
strategy to double the number of people with a
disability employed in the Public Sector by 2014, as
per target T6.22 of South Australia’s Strategic Plan.
The Promoting Independence Reference Group,
chaired by the Director of the Office for Disability
and Client Services, will monitor the progress made
in achieving this target.
Our department will collaborate with the Office
of Public Employment in developing an accurate
baseline measure of the number of people with
disabilities employed in the South Australian public
sector. A range of strategies will be employed to
progress target T6.22, including:
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• reviewing the South Australian Government
Disability Recruitment Strategy and Disability
Register
• reviewing the contract with Disability Works
Australia in light of the Australian Government’s
withdrawal of funds for provision of brokerage
services to State Governments
• providing annual reports against the recruitment
strategy and projected target
• developing an innovative employment strategies
position paper and action plan resulting from an
expert Think Tank
• developing and implementing a Disability and
Employment Marketing Strategy.
Develop strategies to double the number
of people with disabilities appropriately
housed and supported in community-based
accommodation by 2014
We will implement a plan to double the number of
people with disabilities appropriately housed and
supported in community-based accommodation
by 2014, as per target T6.10 of South Australia’s
Strategic Plan. Current or planned housing and
support programs include de-institutionalisation
processes for Highgate Park, Minda, Strathmont
and young people living in residential aged care,
and new housing projects such as Bedford Homes
for 100.
The Young People in Nursing Homes Project will
continue to develop and implement alternative
community living options for people with disabilities
under 50 years currently residing in residential aged
care.
Develop strategies for increasing by 400 the
number of people with a disability involved in
day options programs by 2014
Every year around 50 young people with an
Intellectual Disability and/or Autism Spectrum
Disorder with very high to moderate support
requirements leave school. Further education and/
or employment is not suitable for these young
people and they require day options programs.
In 2007-08, we will implement a plan to increase
by 400 the number of people with a disability
involved in day options programs by 2014. This
will be undertaken to progress the achievement of
target T6.11 of South Australia’s Strategic Plan and
include:
• tracking and reporting of transitions from school
to day options to ensure monitoring of day
option places and outcomes for young people
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• ensuring the transition of people from day
options to Australian Government funded
business service programs to increase available
places and improve outcomes for young people
leaving school.
Implement the Supported Accommodation
Strategy
Our department will finalise the implementation of
the Supported Accommodation Strategy including
the management of an integrated single process to
register need, incorporating the development and
provision of reliable data about the demand for
support and accommodation.
Strengthen consumer advisory mechanisms to
support the reform of services for people with
disability
To support the reform of disability services,
consumer advisory mechanisms will be
strengthened to ensure that the voice of consumers
is heard. A new Ministerial Disability Advisory
Council will be established during 2007-08,
when the term of office for the current Disability
Advisory Council has expired. In addition, we are
in the process of establishing a Consumer Advisory
Group which represents the diverse client group of
Disability SA. This will ensure that consumers have
an avenue for informing the planning and delivery
of government disability services.
Continue to move people with a disability
from institutional care to community settings
We will continue the de-institutionalisation process
across a number of congregate settings including
Strathmont Stage 2, Highgate Park and Minda.
As part of the Strathmont Centre Redevelopment
and Community Living Project a further 40 people
will move to community accommodation. The final
60 people identified as participants in Stage 1 will
move to community living during the second half of
2008-09.
The Young People in Nursing Homes Project
(YPINH) will continue to develop and implement
alternative community living options for people
with disabilities under 50 years currently residing in
residential aged care.
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Communities
Align community grants to family support
programs
We are aligning our community grants programs to
better support families. This realignment is centred
on supporting families before neglect and/or abuse
occurs. Key initiatives include refocussing funded
services to build family strength and resilience,
as well as reduce the need for alternative care
placements. The response also involves developing
closer working relationships regionally with Families
SA District Centres and non-government service
providers to enhance the delivery of support
services to families in need, through coordinated
care, improved referral processes and joint work at
the regional level.
Community organisations funded through the
Families with Children Program offer a range
of support services for families at risk requiring
assistance, in order to provide a safe, nurturing
and stable environment for their children.
Funding requirements ensure that all service
responses adopt a child-centric approach, focus
on early intervention and prevention and provide
appropriate support to strengthen families who are
experiencing problems in providing care for their
children.
Community engagement initiatives
We will work with non-government organisations
and service providers to ensure grant funding
is appropriately targeting community building
initiatives. These aim to provide the best outcomes
for individuals, families and communities, and
ensure the priorities of South Australia’s Strategic
Plan and our department’s objectives are met.
This will involve working closely with the Human
Services Peaks Forum to enable community sector
advice and input into service planning and provision
at the local level.
We will develop a Customer and Community
Engagement Directions Statement that will set a
vision for our department in relation to community
engagement, the principles for engagement,
our goals and key priorities. Non-government
organisations and service providers will have access
to a set of community engagement tools through
the Connecting Communities section of our
department’s internet site.

Implement a consistent performance
management framework for community grant
funded organisations
We are currently developing a framework for
community grants to consistently manage
performance of funded projects. The framework
will standardise many of the common processes,
and allow flexibility to manage the specific program
requirements.
It will provide guidelines for our department and
funded organisations regarding the expectations on
performance and the process in place to manage
non-compliance. The framework will compliment
existing legislation, government policies and
procedures and grant management best practice.
The framework will ensure grant funding processes
continue to meet accountability requirements and
quality standards and deliver value for money.
A contract and service agreement management
training course for departmental staff will be
developed and implemented.
Develop an online access point for community
grants and information for funded community
services organisations
Our department is developing an internet site
to allow users to search for funding grants by
category, interest area or department. Information
about grant application processes and guidelines
for completing grant applications will also be
provided. Users will be able to download grant
application forms and guidelines, which can be
completed and forwarded to the relevant business
areas of our department. The internet site will also
provide information on a range of topics relevant to
community-based not-for-profit organisations.
The internet site will interface with the Funding
and Grants Management System (FGMS), allowing
funded community organisations to view the status
of their grant applications. Funded community
organisations will be able to view grant payment
schedules and project milestones for individual
projects and update the details of project contact
persons online which will be recorded in the FGMS.
Create Domiciliary Care SA to better connect
South Australians who need assistance to stay
living in their homes to the services they need
In January 2007, changes to the domiciliary care
system in South Australia were announced to better
connect South Australians who need assistance
to stay living in their homes to the services they
need. These changes involve governance and
organisational realignment resulting in the State
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Government’s domiciliary care services being
brought together to form Domiciliary Care SA
within our department. The aim of the change is
to reduce the inconsistencies of service provision
across South Australia and to create an integrated,
customer-focussed approach to the delivery of
domiciliary care services.
From January to June 2007, we undertook
a comprehensive due diligence process in
collaboration with the Department of Health to
facilitate the dissolution of the incorporated health
unit Metropolitan Domiciliary Care and support
the successful transition of responsibilities to our
department. The first step in creating Domiciliary
Care SA will be achieved following the dissolution
of the Metropolitan Domiciliary Care Board and
transfer of responsibilities to our department.
In 2007-08, we will hold further discussions with
the Department of Health around the integration of
country domiciliary care services within Domiciliary
Care SA.
Develop and implement a web-based
volunteer data management application
as well as further develop and release the
Volunteer Emergency Recovery Information
System for local and national use
Volunteers comprise approximately 20% of
our department’s workforce with the volunteer
management systems across our department
varied, posing problems around consistency of
information in volunteer data management.
The web-based data management application
presently under construction will allow data on our
department’s volunteer workforce to be more easily
compiled at an agency level and will contribute to:
• increased accuracy in profiling volunteer effort
and in workforce planning five to ten years
hence
• increased ability to ensure mandatory obligations
of volunteers, such as screening and mandatory
notification training, are consistent across the
agency
• acknowledging and rewarding volunteers who
have provided high levels of service to our
department
• more consistency in recruitment, induction,
training and retention of volunteers.
It is anticipated that the data management
application will be available for use across our
department in December 2007.
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In 2006, we commissioned the development of
the award winning Volunteer Emergency Recovery
Information System (VERIS), an internet registration
system for volunteers and disaster-affected people.
When the system was tested in response to the
Renmark storm in January 2007, it responded
extremely well with approximately 280 volunteers
and disaster-affected people registering on the
system. Local reports suggest that the volunteer
effort at Renmark saved $10 million to the
horticultural industry.
Despite its considerable success, some potential
enhancements to the program were identified.
Those enhancements should be available for trial
in November 2007. There is considerable interest
from interstate jurisdictions in using VERIS and it is
anticipated that disk versions of the program will be
available for use elsewhere in Australia.
Establish regional networks of effective
problem gambling services
In 2007-08, we will establish regional networks of
effective problem gambling services by requiring
services to work together on a regional basis,
ensuring clients get a consistent and high-quality
service regardless of where they live.
Undertake an evaluation of the problem
gambling help services to ensure future
funding is directed towards effective services
We will undertake a systematic evaluation of the
problem gambling help services to ensure future
funding is directed towards effective services. The
evaluation is critical in ensuring that services are
delivering good outcomes for problem gamblers
and will guide the planning and funding of services.

Other priorities for 2007-08
• Develop a Triennial Plan for the HACC Program
to outline strategic directions, priorities and
allocation of funds for 2008-09 to 2010-11.
• Inform carers, the community, government
and non-government organisations of their
obligations under the Carers Recognition Act
2005. As part of this plan more than 160 HACC
program funded agencies will be invited to
training/information sessions.
• Facilitate continuous improvement by
government agencies to improve access to, and
inclusion in, services for people with disabilities
through the Promoting Independence Strategy,
with agencies to report against a new sixth
outcome related to employment.
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• Develop and implement demand management
and service sustainability and improvement
strategies in accommodation, respite, equipment
and day options.
• Merge four intake teams by Disability SA to
establish a single intake process and design the
model to ensure access for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander and culturally and linguistically
diverse people with disabilities.

• Organise a conference, in partnership with the
Aboriginal Youth Action Committees, to enable
young people to meet and discuss issues and
events that affect them in their Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities.

• Undertake reform of the Supported Residential
Facilities sector focussing on individual access
and alignment to broader service systems, and
pilot a Person Centred Active Support model
in community accommodation services to
provide lifestyle support with a focus on skill
development.
• Develop a comprehensive performance
management framework for grants to the
community service sector and streamline the
performance management of organisations
through greater coordination across our
department and use of electronic reporting by
non-government organisations.
• Implement our Partner Satisfaction Survey
with funded non-government organisations,
suppliers, local government and peak bodies,
to obtain feedback on our performance and
interaction with partners. Feedback will be used
to improve our services and ability to work better
with our partners.
• Work in regions with local partners such as nongovernment organisations, local government,
community, government and departmental
service providers, to improve regional planning
and increase access to services by identifying
opportunities for coordination and increased
effort.
• Strengthen service agreements with agencies
funded under the Family and Community
Development Program to support service
responses that adopt a child-centric approach,
focus on early intervention and prevention
and provide appropriate support to strengthen
families who are experiencing problems in
providing care for their children.
• On the basis of feedback from an audit of the
trial of the Volunteer Operational Guidelines a
revised version will be released in October 2007.
• Implement an Integrated Service System
for disability, substance misuse, youth and
homemaker programs in all major communities
on the APY Lands supported by appropriate
infrastructure.
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Keeping them safe

Goal
To ensure children, young people and families are
safe, supported and connected to the future.

Context
Keeping Them Safe, the Government’s response to
the Layton review of child protection, significantly
influences the work agenda of Families SA. Keeping
Them Safe seeks to reform child protection services
and systems in South Australia by placing the
child at the centre of the protection system, with
the importance of the reforms emphasised by the
significant increase in reports of suspected child
abuse and neglect.
We are now into the third year of our child
protection reforms that commenced with
Keeping Them Safe and are continuing through
Keeping Them Safe - In Our Care. We have made
good progress in improving accountability and
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responsiveness and are entering a period of
substantial restructure in the child protection and
alternative care systems.
When children are suffering from neglect, we know
it can be the unintended consequence of often
interconnected circumstances such as poverty,
substance misuse, poor educational attainment,
mental illness, inadequate housing and family
breakdown. Through early intervention and a focus
on support measures that consider the whole child
and family context, together with joined up action
across government, we can reduce the likelihood of
re-notification for neglect.
Children and young people under the guardianship
of the Minister must be given every chance to
achieve, to get the most out of life and make a
positive contribution. They must receive a level
of care that provides the same choices and
opportunities as other children and young people.
Through Rapid Response, children under the
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guardianship of the Minister are provided with
timely access to health, education, employment,
housing and welfare services to support their
stability in care.
For some children and young people, there
is a need for appropriate alternative care and
accommodation options, the range of which we
are exploring to expand with non-government
organisations. We acknowledge foster carers are
our partners in caring for children and young
people and are looking at ways of providing the
appropriate training and support to keep families
together and create environments where children
can thrive.
We are providing a strong legislative commitment
to make sure that children and their families
have access to support services, and through
amendments to the Children’s Protection Act 1993
the protection and wellbeing of children is the first
consideration in all planning and decision making.

Links to South Australia’s Strategic Plan
• Equal or lower than the Australian average for
psychological distress by 2014 (Target T2.7)
• Reduce victim reported crime by 12% by 2014
(Target T2.8)
• Improve the overall wellbeing of Aboriginal
South Australians (Target T6.1)
• Improve South Australia’s performance on the
Australian Early Development Index (Target T6.4)
• By 2010 increase the number of 15 to 19 year
olds engaged full-time in school, work or further
education/training (or combination thereof) to
90% (Target T6.15)

Highlights for 2006-07
Implemented amendments to the Children’s
Protection Act 1993
The Children’s Protection Act 1993 provides the
overall reunification framework by affirming the
importance of keeping children within their own
families, preserving and strengthening relationships
between children and their birth families, and
taking into consideration the views of children.
Amendments to the Children’s Protection Act
1993 which underpin Keeping Them Safe, the
Government’s child protection reform program,
were passed in December 2005.
The amendments strengthen the legislative base for
the care and protection system in South Australia
and are built on the shared responsibility across
government and the whole community to ensure

that all children are safe from harm, and that as
far as practicable, all children are cared for in a
way that allows them to reach their full potential.
Partnerships with government agencies including
Health, Education, Justice and Sport and Recreation
together with key non-government agencies have
been established to implement the legislation and
reform program.
Amendments to the Children’s Protection Act 1993
include giving the Youth Court the power to require
parents or other carers to attend a broad range
of programs to increase their capacity to protect
and care for children and requiring organisations
working with children or young people to be childsafe environments, including through undertaking
criminal history checks of employees or volunteers
in prescribed positions.
Developed Keeping Them Safe – In Our Care
blueprint for the future of alternative care
services

Keeping Them Safe – In Our Care is the blueprint
for the future of alternative care services in South
Australia, with the platform being the Keeping
Them Safe child protection reforms. The document
charts directions for a care system driven by the
needs of children and young people and is a
commitment to a child-first approach to everything
we do in providing care.
The plans laid out in Keeping Them Safe - In Our
Care have been welcomed both by young people
in care, and by people who work with them. More
than 600 people were consulted about their view
on the proposals.
The following immediate actions have been
actioned in 2006-07 to support Keeping Them Safe
- In Our Care reforms:
• commenced a review of the children’s payments
system to improve the financial support for
children in alternative care
• established an interim team within Families SA to
develop a strategy and support process for the
recruitment of foster carers
• delivered tailored services by the Relative, Kinship
and Community Care program for relatives and
kin caring for children and young people, with
the number of carers supported by the program
increasing from 140 at April 2006 to 261 by
March 2007
• commenced the development of Minimum
Standards of Alternative Care in South Australia
to promote consistent, quality care for children
and young people
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• established a post-Guardianship service for care
leavers, providing information and counselling,
as well as access to personal information about
their care history.
Implemented the High Risk Infant strategy
The Strong Families, Safe Babies demonstration
project, funded by Keeping Them Safe, has
provided sustained practical home-based parenting
support, education and therapeutic intervention
to 87 families. Families were referred because
they have a child under the age of two years
(or yet to be born) who would be at high risk of
being harmed if an intervention had not occurred.
Workers provide daily support to some families to
improve the safety of the children.
Many of the parents involved with the Strong
Families, Safe Babies teams were themselves raised
in care. Workers have been assisting these families
to parent their children safely at home, thus aiming
to break the cycle of ‘generations’ raised in care.
The evaluation of Strong Families, Safe Babies
suggests that the sustained service delivery is
making a difference for infants and families, the
report stating it is clear that Strong Families, Safe
Babies has increased families’ capacity to care for
their children… (particularly) those with parental
risk factors of disability, and/or mental health, and/
or homelessness/transience.
Entered into information sharing agreements
with the Department of Health
Under the Government’s Keeping Them Safe child
protection policy agenda, the Department for
Families and Communities and the Department
of Health Child Protection Information Sharing
Protocol was launched in February 2007. The
Protocol provides a framework for information
sharing between Health Units and Families SA in
situations when children and young people are
considered to be at risk of abuse or neglect.
Information sharing can occur prior to any harm
being perpetrated on a child and allows for the
release of information in relation to children or
young people considered to be at risk, their siblings,
family members and others who have been in close
proximity to the child or young person. The Protocol
also allows for the release of information in relation
to unborn children where it is believed that the
unborn child will be at risk once born.
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Emergency care arrangements
There is a significant increase in children coming
into care where families are unable to provide
the safe environment they need and deserve.
In 2006-07, an expanded range of short-term
emergency care arrangements were negotiated
with non-government organisations to create more
placements for children. While the strategic focus
is placed on increasing the number of children
placed with their extended family, the emergency
accommodation strategy has resulted in additional
alternative care places, which include a short-term
24 hours per day, seven days a week emergency
accommodation/care programs, supported intensive
care programs, home-based care programs,
individual packages of care and private providers
caring for children in houses leased by Families SA.
Care and protection for children and young
people
We have continued to maintain our statutory care
and protection functions for children and young
people. The number of child protection notifications
increased during 2006-07, as reflected in Chart 6.
Chart 6:
Number of child protection notifications
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Tier 1 notifications: child is in immediate danger and Families SA
responds immediately.
Tier 2 notifications: child is at risk of significant harm and Families
SA responds within a short timeframe.
Tier 3 notifications: family has high needs but there is a low risk
to child in the short-term. Families SA provides support as
required.
EXF notifications: allegations of extra-familial (outside the child’s
family) abuse are referred to the South Australia Police.
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Support for children and young people under
guardianship

early enrolment program from the age of three
years. The extra exposure to pre-school will help
them overcome the early challenges in their lives
and give them a better start to their school life.

The number of children and young people under
guardianship or on a 12 month care and protection
order is outlined in Chart 7. These children and
young people were cared for within a variety of
alternative care options, as shown in Table 1.

Chart 7:
Children on care and protection orders

The Rapid Response initiative, a whole-ofgovernment service initiative implemented to
provide timely response to the needs of children
under guardianship of the Minister, including
physical health, psychological and emotional health,
developmental progress, disability needs, education
and housing needs was further progressed in
2006-07.
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Table 1:

Number of children in alternative care placements
2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

Foster Care

895

878

890

902

911

Relative/Kinship Care

248

262

341

467

553

7

6

4

3

3

47

52

83

86
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Non-Government Residential

1

6

6

4

12

DFC Housing

0

0

0

2

27

Financially Assisted Adoption
Families SA Residential Care

Non-Government Emergency
Interim Emergency Accommodation

Total

0

0

0

3

17

10

0

5

30

62

1 208

1 204

1 329

1 497

1 678
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Post guardianship support services
The Transitioning and Post Care Services were
launched on 20 June 2007, as a continuum of
services for young people transitioning from care,
and a service for adults post care. Services consist
of two Families SA Youth Support Teams located
in the southern and northern metropolitan regions
which have the capacity to be involved in a young
person’s transition from care, for young people
aged 15 to 25 years. The newly formed Post Care
Service has five staff that provide an information,
advocacy, referral and support service for adults
who were previously under a care and protection
or custody order, or were placed in foster care
or in children’s homes or orphanages. The ‘My
Stuff’ Leaving Care Kit was developed through a
consultative process between young people in care,
CREATE, Alternative Care Service Provider Agencies,
the Guardian for Children and Young People and
Families SA. The kit is a planning tool and resource
folder for young people as they prepare for their
transition from care and/or when they are already
living independently.

Chart 8:
Young offenders - community-based orders
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Chart 9:
Average daily occupancy in secure training centre

Youth Justice
We are responsible for community and custodial
based management and care of court ordered
supervision of young offenders and we work closely
with other agencies such as the South Australia
Police. Some young people are sentenced to
detention in either the Cavan Training Centre or the
Magill Training Centre owing to criminal activity.
We are obliged to enhance community safety
and ensure young people who offend are held
accountable for their actions, we also have a duty
to work with young people to minimise the chance
that they re-offend on release. Supervision and
a level of surveillance appropriate to the offence,
and risk of the young person re-offending ensures
resources are targeted.
The number of young people serving communitybased orders is shown in Chart 8. The length of
time some of these young people were detained in
a training centre is shown in Chart 9, and includes
young people remanded in custody, as well as
those who were sentenced to detention.
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Intensive case management response for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and
families in remote area
A new Sexual Abuse response in remote areas
providing more intensive work with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander children and young people
has been implemented. This response has allowed
a more immediate and effective forensic and
therapeutic response for children and young people
exposed to sexual abuse. An Aboriginal Family
Practitioner – Country Outreach position has been
established to assist the intensive case management
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children,
young people and families who have been
transported from rural/remote areas to the Adelaide
Metropolitan area for specific services.
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A Homemaker program on the Anangu,
Pitjantjatjara and Yankunytjatjara Lands is
operationally supported and managed by the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Unit. A Family
Support Worker position has been based at Yalata
to develop and implement parenting, nutrition
and homemakers programs within the Yalata
Community.
Client and case management system
During 2006-07, we negotiated utilising the
Victorian Department of Human Services Integrated
Client and Case Management system, saving our
department time and considerable resources.
Critical Families SA business requirements are being
identified to further develop the system. The system
will enable effective client and case management
and will improve information flows to carers and
people providing services to children, young people
and families.

Financial counselling and emergency assistance
Families SA is the largest provider of financial
counselling services in South Australia, with trained
financial counsellors operating at all Families
SA District Centres. These counsellors provide
free confidential advice, assist people to prepare
budgets, advocate on their behalf, assist in the
payment of bills and provide emergency financial
assistance. Chart 11 reflects the large number
of financial counselling services, and emergency
assistance, provided by Families SA to South
Australians.
Chart 11:
Number of financial support services provided
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Adoption services
In 2006-07, the Adoption and Family Information
Service (AFIS) processed 49 adoption orders, and
provided 290 people with information about their
adoption (usually to enable them to re-connect
with their birth families). The origins of children
adopted by South Australians during 2006-07 are
outlined in Chart 10.
Chart 10:
Origin of children adopted in South Australia
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A different perspective
“Community sessions at a district centre for
gambling prevention have been acknowledged
by clients. One client, who had lost their job
through gambling, has since been reinstated,
paid off their debts and got their relationship
back together due to timely assistance from
the session and Families SA staff.”
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Glenelg, in September 2006, conducted its first
annual survey of foster carers with a response
rate of 18.6%, with the results contributing to the
development of the Keeping Them Safe – In Our
Care reform agenda and consulted with 62 foster
carers on the reform agenda Keeping Them Safe In Our Care, which included peer-facilitated group
discussions on key aspects of the plan.
Child Death and Serious Injury Review
Committee

Friendship Cup soccer match organised by Refugee
Services of Families SA during the Refugee Week 2007

Refugee Program
During 2006-07, 137 additional young people
from overseas arrived in South Australia without
their parents. The Refugee Program supervised
208 young people and closed 76 cases. Of the 208
unaccompanied minors supervised at some time
during 2006-07, 180 were in the care of relatives or
friends with whom they had travelled to Australia
and 28 were in foster care.
Special Investigation Unit
The Special Investigation Unit reports directly to
the Chief Executive and is responsible for assessing
and investigating allegations and notifications of
harm or abuse of a child or young person under
the guardianship of the Minister by a foster carer,
a Families SA staff member, or a volunteer. There
were 378 notifications received in 2006-07 that
were assessed, or were in the process of being
assessed. Of these notifications 287 were assessed
and referred to Families SA for attention, and of
these, 259 related to carers, 26 to Families SA staff
members, and two to a volunteer and 33 were
assessed as requiring a special investigation by
the Unit, with 26 of these notifications related to
carers, and seven to Families SA staff members.
Foster Care Relations
The Office for Foster Care Relations released Road
to Resolution, a complaints brochure for foster
carers. The document plots the course for foster
carers to take if they have any problems, and
has been successful in assisting foster carers and
other stakeholders in resolving low to medium
level issues. In 2006-07, the Office for Foster Care
Relations also assisted the South Australian peak
body for foster carers, Connecting Foster Carers
- SA, to organise the Australian Foster Carers
Association National Foster Carer Conference at
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In 2006-07, the Child Death and Serious Injury
Review Committee continued to expand the depth
of information contained in its database, continued
to consider certain cases in depth and commenced
work to identify and review cases of serious injury
to children. The Committee has identified several
clusters of deaths which it intends to review with
a view to identifying possible systemic changes
common to these clusters of deaths. Work on the
best ways in which to approach the identification
and review of cases of serious injury, which will
best inform the Committee’s recommendations
regarding prevention of serious injury commenced
in May 2007.

Key priorities for 2007-08
Direct child protection response to safety and
wellbeing and trial child safety conferences
With the implementation of amendments to the
Children’s Protection Act 1993, a shift in child
protection responses has occurred to require a
broader assessment of a child’s needs within their
family and environment. An assessment approach
is being developed that will have application across
all developmental ages (ie 0 to 18 years) and at
different stages of service delivery.
The assessment will enquire into the developmental
needs of the child, the capacity of their parents/
carer to provide for the child’s needs and the
environmental and family situation. Where alleged
incidents of harm require investigation, this will
occur within the context of a holistic assessment.
Where families are assessed to have a wellbeing
need, they will be referred for family support
services.
By conducting an assessment that is focused on
wellbeing as well as safety, it is expected that
services to children and families will better respond
to the needs of at risk children and their families.
By focusing more broadly on an assessment of
the child’s and family’s needs it is expected that
agencies from across government and nongovernment will engage in stronger service delivery
partnerships.
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Partner with other government agencies to
align services for children 0 to 8 years and
their families through the development of the
Children’s Centres
We will partner with other government agencies
to align services for children 0 to 8 years and their
families through the development of the Children’s
Centres, which will provide integrated and flexible
services for children and families.
We will aim to provide prevention and early
intervention services to clients, focus on family skills
and strengths, support child-family relationships
and wellbeing, and ensure coordinated multiagency services for children and families. Our goal is
to improve outcomes for vulnerable, at risk children
and families who might be experiencing adversity
such as family violence, financial disadvantage,
homelessness, and child safety issues. Our services
include financial counselling, parenting and family
support, child safety, child development and family
wellbeing, cultural advice and support, housing
advice and support, vulnerable infant programs,
carer support and facilitated playgroups.
Skilled professional staff will be recruited
to coordinate services which support family
strengths, build resilience, and focus on the
needs of vulnerable children, young parents,
carers and families. Our department, through the
Senior Officers Group, will work with Centrelink,
Australian Government agencies and the nongovernment sector to ensure their participation.
Implement Keeping Them Safe - In Our Care
strategy
In 2007-08, we will progress the implementation of
the Keeping Them Safe - In Our Care strategy. The
eight-point implementation program includes:
• strengthening families through a major
reorientation of our resources to provide support
and services to families so more children and
young people can stay with their families safely
• improving our assessment processes and care
planning to give greater stability and certainty
for children and young people
• redesigning our care services with care packages
tailored to each individual child
• giving a renewed priority and commitment to
developing effective and culturally appropriate
responses to the high numbers of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander children and young people
in our care
• ensuring better connected care through better
integrated care teams and care families

• responding more effectively to children and
young people with serious and complex needs
• developing and implementing a comprehensive
foster carer strategy, including recruitment,
training, support (available 24 hours per day,
seven days a week), and recognition of foster
parents
• re-evaluating our residential care settings and
implementing strategies to provide flexibility,
diversity and quality support, including providing
more support for care leavers.
Improve the management and supervision of
Youth Justice clients, including those involved
in chronic offending and Aboriginal specific
interventions
To support a more targeted and structured
approach to the management of young offenders
a range of reforms continue to be progressed
to improve the standards of assessment
supervision support and case management for
young offenders. Changes include streamlined
accountability for the standards of delivery of youth
justice services, and the introduction and roll out
of Youth Justice Manual of Practice. The manual
provides for improved assessment supervision
and surveillance of offenders, an increased focus
on working with families, and the development
of cultural plans for Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander youth. It provides guidance for practitioners
in the use of the new electronic case management
system. Implementation will commence during
2007-08.
Our department will continue to work closely
with the South Australia Police and AttorneyGeneral’s Department and other key government
and non government agencies to develop system
wide strategies to prevent and reduce offending,
especially serious repeat offending. A key part of
this system wide approach is continuing to share
information with the South Australia Police to
ensure enhanced management of youth engaged
through Operation Mandrake.
In March 2007 the Commissioner for Social
Inclusion Monsignor Cappo, was commissioned
by the Premier to investigate and provide
recommendations to the State Government on
young offenders and specifically serious repeat
offenders. Our department provided comprehensive
information to the Commissioner about its reform
processes within Families SA, and has indicated
support for a joined up systemic approach to
service delivery to address community concerns.
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Develop a Private Public Partnership for the
replacement of the training centres
The new Secure Youth Training Centre at Cavan
will be included with the new Prisons project in
one Public, Private Partnership (PPP). This new
centre will replace the Youth Training Centres
currently located at Magill and Cavan. Under the
PPP contract the private sector will finance, design,
build and maintain the facility and the Government
will lease back and continue to operate through our
department.
Following a public tender call by our department
and the Department for Correctional Services,
Turner and Townsend, an international company
with extensive worldwide experience in delivering
PPP projects, including Secure Youth Facilities and
Prisons, commenced in April 2007 to provide high
level project management and specialist advice.
Turner and Townsend will lead a consortium that
includes Ernst and Young who will provide financial
advice and Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) who will
advise on design and security.
Develop and implement a model of working
with Aboriginal communities to address
violence against women and children and
improve women’s and children’s safety
In 2007-08, we will develop and implement a
model of working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities to address violence against
women and children and improve women’s and
children’s safety.
In partnership with the Australian Government,
the Department of the Premier and Cabinet, South
Australia Police and Ceduna non-government
organisations, the Ceduna Aboriginal Family
Violence Service is being developed to respond
more effectively to incidents of family violence
and implement a range of measures to break the
cycle of violence through family interventions,
strengthening of families, and community capacity
building. This strategy will develop and implement
the Ceduna Family Violence Safehouse and
associated support programs.
In partnership with the Australian Government,
the Department of the Premier and Cabinet, South
Australia Police and Coober Pedy non-government
organisations, Families SA will develop a proposal
for an Aboriginal Family Violence Safehouse in
Coober Pedy.
Implementation of the new agreed Integrated
Service System for the APY Lands will occur in five
stages commencing from 1 July 2007, through
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to 2010 (being the expiry date of the tri-state
funding arrangements). Two Senior Social Worker
positions will be based on the APY Lands at Amata
and Indulkana and supported by the Coober Pedy
District Centre and Country Regional Office of
Families SA.
Develop and implement the Connected Client
and Case Management system
The Connected Client and Case Management
System will have a staged roll out over 2008 and
into 2009. The system will support the practice and
process reforms commenced in 2007 to improve
Families SA client/customer services and support
transparency, individual financial accountability and
reporting.

Other priorities for 2007-08
• Complete the Anti Poverty framework to
improve services to financially disadvantaged
families and the review of Anti-Poverty programs
to ensure families at risk of entering or have
entered our Care and Protection system receive
priority service.
• Continue to develop a wider range of AntiPoverty services across government and
non-government organisations to cater for
other people experiencing financial and social
disadvantage.
• Conduct a review to assess the progress in
improved across-government collaboration and
enhanced support to families where children are
at risk through the Keeping Them Safe reform
strategy.
• Work with state-wide Children, Youth and
Women’s Health Services to improve the mental
health assessment process for Families SA clients.
• Continue to develop and improve the sharing
of information under the Memorandum of
Understanding between our department and the
Department of Health.
• Extend access to mental health services for
children under guardianship of the Minister
through collaboration between Mental Health
Services and Families SA.
• Support the Commission of Inquiry into Children
in State Care by responding to requests for
information from Families SA records.
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Effective and sustainable business practices

Goal
To establish and maintain efficient, effective and
sustainable business practices to underpin delivery
of the Connecting to the Future strategic agenda.

Context
A great deal has been achieved in building robust
and efficient systems and processes to support
the core business of our department since its
establishment on 1 July 2004, however, there is
still much to be achieved. This work will enable
service delivery functions and front line staff to be
more effective as they will be backed up by sound
administrative arrangements.
We will continue to strengthen our capacity, reinvigorate our departmental culture and focus on
our common goals for the future with the customer
at the centre of our operations. In striving for

excellence and innovation, we are open to new
ideas, build on what we know and learn from our
mistakes.
As a provider of quality care and protection
to those in need we will continue to create an
organisation that can be trusted and that we are
all proud to work in. We will continue to strive to
be recognised as a provider of world class services
to the people of South Australia with the capacity
to link to all stakeholders and to build a solid
foundation with good knowledge management
and the capability to respond to any situation
rapidly and appropriately.

Links to South Australia’s Strategic
Plan
• Increase the satisfaction of South Australians
with government services by 10% by 2010,
maintaining or exceeding that level of
satisfaction thereafter (Target T1.7)
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• Become, by 2010, the best-performing
jurisdiction in Australia in timeliness and
transparency of decisions which impact the
business community (and maintain that rating)
(Target T1.8)
• Increase the ratio of operational to administrative
expenditure in state government by 2010, and
maintain or better that ratio thereafter (Target
T1.9)
• Improve the energy efficiency of government
buildings by 25% from 2000-01 levels by 2014
(Target T3.13)
• Double the number of people with disabilities
employed by 2014 (Target T6.22)
• Have women comprising half of the public sector
employees in the executive levels (including chief
executives) by 2014 (Target T6.23)
• Increase the participation of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people in the South
Australian public sector, spread across all
classifications and agencies, to 2% by 2010 and
maintain or better those levels through to 2014
(Target T6.24)

Highlights for 2006-07
Introduced the Department for Families and
Communities Connected Service Centre model
at Mount Gambier
The first phase of the connected service centre
model has been implemented at Mount Gambier
to provide connected services by Housing SA,
Families SA and Disability SA from a single service
centre. The centre will allow the clients of these
three agencies to access departmental services from
the single location, with greater co-ordination and
collaboration of response.

Appointed a new Minister’s Strategic Housing
Advisory Committee
In December 2006, the Minister for Housing
announced the establishment of the Minister’s
Strategic Housing Advisory Committee to replace
the Housing Council - Community Sector. The
Committee provides strategic advice to the Minister
for Housing on directions and issues across the
whole housing portfolio. Members are appointed
based on their expertise and experience across the
housing spectrum.
Continuous improvement development
program
A new continuous improvement development
program called the Business Improvement
Challenge was introduced. The program is
conducted over a three month period with
participants undertaking a workplace or
corporate improvement project. Participants make
recommendations for improvement on their project
at the end of the program. Program content
includes continuous improvement thinking cycles,
problem solving methodologies, team work, and
data gathering and analysis. Outcomes from the
program have included the implementation of
a range of improvement initiatives, as well as
introducing a continuous improvement culture and
providing staff with accreditation. The program is
nationally accredited and aligns to the Certificate III
in Government, specialising in Business Excellence.

Housing SA, Families SA and Disability SA are
represented at one front counter in the Housing SA
office in James Street, Mount Gambier, re-badged
as the Department for Families and Communities.
The focus of the first phase has been on improving
services from the front counter and initial customer
contact points (telephone and internet access),
and providing a coordinated response from the
three agencies. The next phases of the project
include reviewing intake and assessment processes,
maximising benefits of shared resources, and
further improving customer service processes.
Subject to approval, construction of the new centre
will commence in early 2008 with completion of
the centre by June 2009.
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First phase of the Connected Service Centre at
Mt Gambier.
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DFC intranet

Research

We have implemented the first stage of the new
DFC intranet, with this initiative the result of the
administrative split of the Department of Human
Services. A user needs analysis was conducted and
the key outcome was to create an effective online
environment for staff that: supported collaboration;
connected people within the organisation;
supported online learning activities; facilitated
effective electronic communication, business
transactions and workflows; facilitated access to
authoritative information, documents and policies;
and provided easy access to common business
tools and applications. The new intranet, launched
in October 2006, has resulted in an integrated
approach to providing corporate information and
services and the development of team sites that
enable people to collaborate online.

We published our Strategic Research Agenda
which directly supports the strategic priorities of
our department. The Agenda identifies areas in
which we are keen to stimulate, foster and support
research. The Agenda has been well received
both locally and across Australia, and has been
instrumental in stimulating a range of priority driven
research.

Access assessments of all departmental owned
and leased buildings and facilities
Following a tender call to assess all departmental
owned and leased buildings for compliance with
the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA), HC
Harrison Consultants were appointed to complete
the assessment by 30 June 2007. The scope of work
included conducting access compliance aligned
with DDA using the DFC Performance Rating Tool
and Reporting Spreadsheet, focusing on access
issues affecting the general or visiting public
that may be denied access to services, recording
descriptive notes at each site and including any
immediate/short-term action required, suggesting
possible solutions and providing indicative cost
estimates, and supplying digital photos highlighting
major access issues at facilities. The contractor
completed the assessment of 194 facilities. The
results of the assessment will enable us to seek
and allocate capital funds to bring all owned
buildings up to current DDA standards and ensure
compliance within leased tenancies.
Legal Services Unit
In July 2006, our Legal Services Unit became
operational, providing a centralised legal service
for all divisions of our department. The service
enables a responsive, efficient and streamlined
means of obtaining legal advice and other legal
services, while ensuring records of services provided
are maintained, circulated and consistently acted
upon. The Legal Services Unit is staffed by both
departmental and Crown Solicitor’s Office legal
practitioners.

The Families and Communities Research Ethics
Committee continued to enhance our department’s
research activities. The Committee provides
a system for ethical review of research and
evaluation studies to be conducted by or in our
department and determining whether or not they
are acceptable on ethical grounds. It also provides
advice and makes recommendations on any aspect
of human research ethics and promotes a quality
research culture in our department. In 2006-07 the
Committee:
• developed processes and procedures for
ethical review of research proposals which are
consistent with requirements and standards of
the National Health and Medical
Research Council
• reviewed 27 research proposals of which 21
were approved and therefore ensured that
research undertaken in our department is sound,
on ethical grounds and of high quality
• through its Chairperson and Executive Officer,
provided advice and assistance to researchers,
both internal and external, who planned to
undertake research in our department.
Over 8 000 people were surveyed for the
Indicators of Community Strength across South
Australian Local Government Areas study, the
first comprehensive survey of its kind for South
Australia. The study provides a snap-shot of
South Australia’s communities according to
key characteristics such as social networks and
community participation. The publication has
attracted widespread positive interest across the
State. Major analytical studies were also conducted
focusing on unmet need for disability services,
including psychiatric disability. The data gathered in
these studies, the first of their kind in Australia, are
supporting major strategic reforms. In 2006-07, we
also allocated $526 000 to drive priority research
projects.
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Disaster recovery
The State Recovery Office strengthened
partnerships with local government to build
local capacity and capability to respond to major
emergencies and disasters. Our department
responded to a number of events including the
Port Lincoln fires, Renmark storm, Mount Bold fire
and January 2007 floods and Innamincka flooding
in March 2007. The Renmark storm was the most
significant event with 50 homes damaged to
varying degrees and substantial damage to the
viticulture industry. Recovery operations included
the establishment of a Recovery Centre and
local Recovery Committee, the appointment of a
Recovery Coordinator, and the activation of the
Volunteer Emergency Recovery Information System
(VERIS). Volunteers played a significant role in
the recovery process with 95% of damaged vines
successfully restored avoiding a potential economic
impact of $10 million.
In November 2005, severe flooding across the
Virginia area resulted in significant damage. A major
component of the Recovery Program has been the
Virginia Community Development Project which
has implemented a number of projects aimed at
developing social capital and social cohesion in the
Virginia community in order to lessen the impact of
further disasters. A key achievement during
2006-07 included the Open-Space Redevelopment
Project which will provide a fitness and recreation
facility for the local community. More than $70
000 has been distributed to community groups
in the area, enabling the upgrade of facilities and
introduction of new community activities.
Information and communication technology
A range of information and communication
technology (ICT) related improvements across our
department were achieved including:
• redesigning the customer service process to
enable the introduction of the Customer Service
Centre at Mount Gambier with a number of
systems introduced to support staff at the front
counter
• transitioning to the new future ICT contract
arrangements
• certification of the ICT Service, Housing
Systems and the Information and Knowledge
Management Online Service Unit to the
international standard ISO27001 for the
information security management system
• improving access to information in the Funding
and Grants Management System
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• consolidating the Financial and Human Resource
systems to improve the management and
reporting of activity
• advancing the project to connect all
departmental sites into a single data network to
improve our ability to communicate.
Risk management
We took an enterprise-wide approach to integrate
risk management into the annual strategic and
business planning processes which supports
the achievement of our department’s corporate
objectives. New risk management software was
implemented to efficiently and effectively record
and report risks and associated risk mitigation
strategies.
Community Management System
Community Development Officers visited all
Community Housing Program (CHP) funded
Indigenous Community Housing Organisations to
provide onsite support in using the Community
Management System (CMS) and to assist the
Indigenous Community Housing Organisations
to meet their housing management reporting
commitments within the CHP Program. This work
provides an opportunity to provide additional
training in housing management best practice
and governance, and feedback from Indigenous
Community Housing Organisations on the
functionality of CMS.
Informal Relative Caregiver’s Statutory
Declaration
On 9 May 2007, the Informal Relative Caregiver’s
Statutory Declaration was introduced. This was
a first for Australia as no other State or Territory
has a document which is accepted by more than
one department. The Declaration can be used as
evidence to establish that a relative is informally
providing full-time care to a relative’s child or young
person. This will assist in school enrolments, gaining
consent to medical and dental treatment and access
to other State Government supports and services.
The Minister will take the Declaration to the next
Community and Disability Ministers’ Conference in
July 2007 to encourage other States and Territories
to build on the work that South Australia has done
and introduce something similar for grandparents.
This will allow the Declaration to be accepted
not only by State Government agencies but by
Australian Government agencies, such as Medicare
and Centrelink.
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A different perspective
“A grandmother who required assistance and
support for her grandchild, who has a disability
and is living with her, has acknowledged the
importance of the Informal Relative Caregiver’s
Statutory Declaration. Before assistance and
support could be provided for her grandchild
proof of care was necessary. The grandmother
was able to provide a copy of the Declaration
and the grandchild received assistance without
any delays.”

Key priorities for 2007-08
Develop a Customer Satisfaction Measurement
strategy
The creation of the DFC Customer Strategy Unit
took the lead role in developing, implementing
and evaluating all new customer service strategies.
South Australia’s Strategic Plan target T1.7,
customer and client satisfaction with government
services, will be incorporated in the customer
satisfaction measurement strategy undertaken by
the unit.
Increase the participation of Aboriginal
people in the department, spread across all
classifications and implement recruitment
strategies to ensure at least 50 per cent of
women comprise executive levels
The revised South Australia’s Strategic Plan contains
the following two targets in relation to public
sector employment:

• explore short-term appointment opportunities
for women to increase development
opportunities in promotional positions
• target women to participate in Youth Challenges
and Business Excellence Challenges to increase
professional development access
• implement and promote forums for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander employees in Families
SA and expand opportunities to include
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander employees
across our department
• complete and promote the Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Employment Strategy and
associated strategies across our department
• provide development pathways for all
classification levels, and continue to provide
programs for emerging leaders and executives
• develop a succession planning model, and
through this, identify women and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander employees for succession
opportunities
• link with interagency networks to provide
mobility opportunities for women and Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander employees.
Increase the number of people with disabilities
in the department’s workforce
Target T6.22 of South Australia’s Strategic Plan aims
to double the number of people with disabilities
employed in the public sector by 2014. We will:
• review current recruitment processes to improve
access for people with a disability

• T6.23 - Women: Have women comprising half
of the public sector employees in the executive
levels (including chief executives) by 2014.

• strengthen links with the South Australian
Disability Employment Register to increase the
number of vacancy referrals

• T6.24 - Aboriginal employees: Increase the
participation of Aboriginal people in the South
Australian public sector, spread across all
classifications and agencies, to 2% by 2010 and
maintain or better those levels through to 2014.

• review and provide training to selection panel
participants, addressing inclusive recruitment
practices

We will:

• link with Job networks to increase the number
of traineeships for people with a disability within
our department

• review workforce data collection approaches to
establish current workforce profile of women
and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
employees in our department
• continue to implement and promote mentoring
opportunities for women and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander employees

• participate in recruitment forums and expos to
attract people with a disability

• review workforce data collection approaches to
establish current workforce data on people with
disabilities to monitor future progression
• provide development sessions to Managers
and staff on grievance handling and antidiscrimination matters to provide a supportive
and responsive working environment to all
employees.
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Implement the Cultural Inclusion Framework
We will implement the Cultural Inclusion
Framework across our department to build and
ensure culturally inclusive programs, services and
workforce in order to meet the needs of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander South Australians. The
Cultural Inclusion Framework has been endorsed
by our Executive and is core business. A Working
Committee will be convened to oversee and
contribute to the implementation to the Cultural
Inclusion Framework.
Reduce energy usage by ten percent
throughout the portfolio in all sites, units and
office buildings

• We will build research capacity and meet
research needs within Families SA to ensure a
robust research program to support Keeping
Them Safe. Research will be completed on trends
in children protection notifications, stability in
care and refugee communities. New studies will
also commence in areas including substance
abuse, leaving care and reunification.

We are currently building a Data and Information
System to track energy usage, water consumption,
waste management and fuel consumption. This will
overcome the problem of monitoring consumption
and we will be able to ensure that data is reported
according to expected criteria. The system is
expected to be in operation by 1 July 2007.

• We will conduct research to support and inform
disability reforms and future directions in the
sector. This will include longitudinal evaluation of
moving people into the community, projections
and modelling of future disability trends and
needs and potential cost/benefit assessment of
major reforms.

We will link the asset management list to the new
data system to ensure that energy consumption
and expenditure data to each asset is reported.
The new system will allow us to communicate and
provide feedback to all agencies on performance
regarding energy consumption and the ability to
provide advice to under-performing areas of our
department.

• To measure progress against target T6.6 of South
Australia’s Strategic Plan, up to date and timely
data is needed on the number of homeless
people. We will work with partners, including
the Social Inclusion Unit and inner city services,
to conduct regular counts of homeless people in
inner city Adelaide.

During 2007-08, the DFC Greening Team will
conduct information sessions for all staff to
implement a cultural and behavioural change with
regards to greening matters, including switching
off computers overnight and at weekends,
switching off lights and using Liquid Petroleum
Gas in government cars. The Greening Team will
also create a network of Greening Champions
to encourage the necessary changes to create a
greener organisation.

Other priorities for 2007-08
• We will continue to focus on information and
communication technology (ICT) strategic
planning activities for our department as a
whole and its alignment with our business
plan and divisional ICT plans in Families SA,
Housing SA, Disability SA and Domiciliary Care
SA. We will also complete the consolidation
of the network so that information can be
accessed more easily from across all areas of our
department; continue the transitions to future
ICT contract arrangements as they are finalised;
contribute to the implementation of strategies
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being developed by the Shared Services Reform
group; consolidate Domiciliary Care SA into the
finance, human resource and reporting systems
and further our capability to share appropriate
information with our partners building on the
work already undertaken in the Funding and
Grants Management System.

• Our department’s College for Learning and
Development provides many opportunities
for current staff to access relevant workbased learning which is aligned to national
qualifications. It is expected that the number
of staff engaging in learning programs and
achieving a national qualification in the
vocational education and training area will
double to approximately 300 annually. As
a result of the formation of the College for
Learning and Development, it is anticipated that
staff will have increased job satisfaction, have
support for succession planning, will remain
in our department rather than seek alternative
employment, and have increased skill levels with
a higher level of service to our clients.
• To support improved customer service delivery,
it was identified that one online reference tool
was required. The E-reference suite (application)
will be the single authoritative source of online
reference information that contains all processes
associated with our service delivery and links
to all related information and resources. The
E-reference project will support the shared
services reform goals of sustainable savings and
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improved quality of services that support agency
front line business. It will provide consistency in
format and presentation, reliability of content
and a user friendly interface with quick access
to key decision-making information. The
implementation of the first phase of E-reference
will be completed by December 2008.
• Following amendments to the Children’s
Protection Act 1993, work will continue to
consolidate operations of a central screening
unit, with consistent policies, procedures and
screening decisions, for departmental staff and
our volunteers working with children. The work
will be expanded to include the screening of
staff and volunteers affected by amendments
to the Australian Government’s Aged Care
Act 1997, which placed additional personnel
screening obligations on State Governments
in March 2007. We will continue to explore
options for the delivery of screening services to
other government agencies to ensure greater
consistency of screening decisions and portability
of assessments across government.
• An audit review of our project management
practices, conducted by independent external
consultants in conjunction with the Risk
Management and Internal Audit Division,
identified areas requiring improvement. A
project has been established to improve project
success, develop and implement a consistent
whole of department approach to project
management, improve project management skills
and performance and deliver greater project
efficiencies. The project will use a multi-phased
approach to establish and deliver the short-term
initiatives and longer-term objectives. Shortterm initiatives include the deployment of a
fundamental project management methodology
and training program for Project Managers. The
first release will be implemented by December
2007, with further reviews and enhancement
over the following six to nine months. Longerterm objectives include continuous improvement,
the development of a Project Register and the
implementation of a project reporting and
tracking tool.

and capability.
• Develop plans to address gaps identified in the
South Australian review of catastrophic response
and recovery capacity.
• Improve contract management skills and
systems, including providing accredited learning
to staff and introducing expenditure and
performance monitoring for strategic contracts.
• Prepare a feasibility plan identifying the number
of offices required and budget impact prior to
the development of a Business Case supporting
the establishment of connected service centres.
• Participate in recruitment forums and expos to
attract people with a disability and strengthen
links with the South Australian Disability
Employment Register to increase the number of
vacancy referrals.
• Prepare a social responsibility in procurement
action plan, including identifying acquisitions
that can be used to support the achievement of
targets of South Australia’s Strategic Plan.
• Revise recruitment and selection procedures and
implement training to managers and supervisors.
• Develop revised performance management
procedures, divisional workforce plans and a
program of works based on priorities highlighted
in the Disability Discrimination Act Assessment.
• Recommence the review of housing peak body
funding, which began in 2006 as the Stage Two
Housing Review Project on External Advisory
Structures and Peak Body Funding. This will
be undertaken as a component of the broader
housing services reform process and within the
context of the Commonwealth State Housing
Agreement renegotiation.
• Release a resource publication which details
information and contact details about State
Government, Australian Government and
non-government organisations’ services and
supports available for grandparents raising their
grandchild/ren.

• Develop a withdrawal strategy in relation to the
Virginia Flood Recovery Program, which results
in long-term community involvement, cohesion,
partnerships and local decision making.
• Continue collaborating with emergency
management agencies and local government
to implement Zone Emergency Management
Committees which will enhance local capacity
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Office for Women
On 1 January 2007, the functions of the Office
for Women transferred from our department to
the Attorney-General’s Department in the Justice
Portfolio.

Goal
That women, in all their diversity, are valued and
respected in a safe and socially inclusive community.

Context
The Office for Women works toward achieving
gender equity and positive change for South
Australian women by collaborating across
government and the community and working
closely with women’s groups and organisations.
Through the women’s leadership targets of South
Australia’s Strategic Plan, the Office for Women
has lead responsibility for increasing women’s
contribution as leaders and key decision makers in
the South Australian community.

Links to South Australia’s Strategic Plan
• Increase the number of women on all State
Government boards and committees to 50%
on average by 2008, and maintain thereafter by
ensuring that 50% of women are appointed, on
average, each quarter (Target T5.1)
• Increase the number of women chairing state
government boards and committees to 50% by
2010 (Target T5.2)

Major highlights for 2006-07
Women’s leadership
At 1 June 2007, women held 42.1% of positions on
Government boards and committees and 30.2% of
chair positions, these numbers continue to increase.
Women’s safety
The Women’s Safety Strategy (WSS) provides a
mandate to address issues of violence against
women, which includes both rape and sexual
assault and family and domestic violence across
Government, in a systematic and strategic manner.
The WSS Whole of Government Reference Group
has been developing an integrated service response
to enhance the safety of women and children in
South Australia.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Women’s
initiatives
The Office for Women:
• co-ordinated an annual State Aboriginal
Women’s Gathering held on 1 to 3 August
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in Adelaide. The theme of the Gathering was
‘Indigenous Family Violence: Local Community
Solutions’
• compiled a whole-of-government response to
the recommendations of previous state-wide
gatherings, A Two Way Conversation - Aboriginal
Women Talking, Government Listening, which
was presented at the 2006 State Aboriginal
Women’s Gathering
• arranged for the participation of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander women from South
Australia to attend the National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Women’s Gathering hosted
in Adelaide on 21 to 22 September 2006
• supported the Indigenous Family Violence
working group as part of the Women’s Safety
Strategy, to develop responses to a range of
safety issues.
Gender Analysis Project
A South Australian Gender Analysis project is being
developed to assist agencies across government
to effectively implement policies and programs
that reflect the way that different issues impact on
women and men in the community.
Women’s Information Service
The Women’s Information Service (WIS) has
continued to provide information, referral and
support services to women throughout South
Australia. The Station Arcade shopfront houses
the phone room and provides a safe, friendly
environment from which women can access
information and other services.
Premier’s Council for Women
The Premier’s Council for Women provides
leadership and advice to ensure that the interests
and needs of South Australian women are at the
forefront of government policies and strategies. The
Premier’s Council for Women had 16 members as
at 1 January 2007.
The Council significantly contributed to the review
of South Australia’s Strategic Plan.

Key priorities for 2007-08
Due to the functions of the Office for Women
transferring from our department to the AttorneyGeneral’s Department in the Justice Portfolio on
1 January 2007, the priorities of the Office for
Women in 2007-08 will be provided through
publications of the Attorney-General’s Department.

Strengthening partnerships
Our department values our partnerships.
We engage and collaborate with a variety of
organisations and other government departments
at the Local Government, State and Australian
Government level to deliver integrated effective
services and to influence policy.

and their children before problems occur and/or
before issues become larger and more complex.
This will reduce the likelihood of children coming
into contact with child protection services or
youth justice services and will reduce the need for
alternative care placements.

Cross agency partnerships

Keeping Them Safe Child Protection Reform

Examples of cross agency partnerships include:

Our department leads the across-government
Senior Officers Group to progress interagency
collaboration and accountability. The focus of the
group has been on the development of acrossgovernment targeted responses to vulnerable
families. An agreement was established between
Families SA and Drug and Alcohol Services
South Australia to refer parents/caregivers for
comprehensive drug and alcohol assessment (both
voluntary and Youth Court ordered referrals).

Funding Grants Management System
A Memorandum of Understanding between the
Department of Health and our department was
fully executed in July 2006 for the shared use of
the Funding and Grants Management System.
This allows for the administration, recording and
payment of all grants across the two departments.
Exceptional needs clients
Our department, through a Shared Service
Memorandum of Administrative Arrangement with
the Department of Health, provides specific services
to facilitate and coordinate service strategies for
exceptional needs clients across South Australia.
Mental Health Services
A Memorandum of Understanding has been
developed as a broad inclusive strategy to guide
the coordinated delivery of mental health services,
psychiatric disability support and general housing
services between Housing SA (including the Office
for Community Housing) and the Mental Health
Services Division of the Department of Health. The
focus is on early intervention in order to maximise
the chances of successful tenancies.

Early childhood
Our department chairs the across government
Senior Officers Groups which guide the strategic
agenda supporting the whole of Government early
childhood agenda. The Senior Officers Groups work
under the direction of the Inter Ministerial and the
Chief Executives Coordinating Committee on Child
Development.
Through those forums we have had significant
involvement in developing the whole-ofgovernment framework for Early Childhood.
Our customers are explicitly targeted within the
framework and there are strong partnerships
with the Department of Education and Children’s
Services and the Department of Health to address
vulnerability in the community.

Children’s Centres

Youth justice services

During 2006-07, we worked in partnership with
DECS and the Department of Health, in the
implementation of the Children’s Centres at a
strategic, project and operational level. The State
Government has committed $23 million over four
years for the establishment of 20 Children’s Centres
by 2010.

Our department has taken the lead role in
developing the blueprint for an integrated wholeof-government strategy for youth justice services.
A Senior Officers’ Group has progressed acrossgovernment strategies to strengthen responses
to youth issues. The Breaking the Cycle Program
is a collaboration between Families SA and the
Department for Correctional Services, providing
intensive supervision of repeat offenders who are
aged between 16 and 20 years. A working group
on Health Care for young people in the training
centres has been established.

The Children’s Centres initiative will deliver a range
of integrated early childhood services providing
pre-school education, child care and sustained
parenting support and health information for
children and families. These services will be pivotal
in providing improved care and enhanced learning
for young children, and assist with building positive
family relationships and supportive social networks
for parents.
This initiative is taking a positive step forward in
providing early support and assistance to families

Carers
The Carers Reference Group, formed in 2005,
offers advice on issues affecting carers. This Group
represents all carer stakeholder groups and is
Chaired by our Chief Executive.
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The Whole of Government Carers Implementation
Group was established in November 2006,
to oversee and manage the Government
implementation of the SA Carers Recognition Act
2005. This Group helped develop the framework
for annual reporting as required by the Carers
Recognition Act 2005.
Grandparents raising grandchildren
In 2006-07, we created the State Working
Group for Grandparents raising Grandchildren in
Informal Care to establish collaborative support
arrangements across state government agencies.
We also Chair meetings between Centrelink, the
Australian Government Department of Families,
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs,
Medicare Australia, Helping Hand: Aged Care and
Grandparents for Grandchildren SA Inc. These
meetings have focused on ways to improve access
to and quality of information on available services
for grandparents raising their grandchildren.

Thailand Department of Social Development
and Welfare
Our department is involved in a project, funded by
AusAid, to work in collaboration with the Thailand
Department of Social Development and Welfare
to assist the Thailand Government to implement
community-based care within the disability,
homeless and aged care sectors. This project
includes an exchange program where Thai workers
from within these sectors will visit Adelaide to learn
about the South Australian government and nongovernment community-based disability, aged care
and homeless programs.
Supported Accommodation Task Group
The Supported Accommodation Task Group
(SATG), Chaired by our Deputy Chief Executive,
was established in December 2005 to examine all
aspects of supported accommodation including
supply and demand, vacancy management and
eligibility. Membership of the SATG comprised a
range of key representatives across government
and non-government services, as well as consumer
advocates, unions and peak bodies.
Demand Management Group Protocols
Working Group
This Working Group has representatives from the
Australian Government Department for Families,
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs and
Department of Health and Ageing, and members
of our department from the Office for the Ageing,
Disability SA and the Office for Disability and Client
Services. Focus is given to the interface relating to
aged care/disability for the Aged Care Assessment
Program and Aged Care Assessment Teams.
Homelessness

Initiatives implemented for assisting
Grandparents raising their grandchildren.

The Social Inclusion strategy to reduce
homelessness has provided opportunities for our
department to work collaboratively with other
government departments including the Department
of Health through providing support to homeless
students and the Street to Home initiative which
provides assertive outreach to rough sleepers.
We have also worked in partnership with the
Department of Correctional Services to support
prisoners exiting remand or prison.
The Inner City Homeless Count is a joint project
between our department and the Social Inclusion
Unit of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet,
in conjunction with inner city homelessness
services. This project will include regular counts
of homeless people in the inner city, analysis of
changing trends and patterns over time, as well as
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changes in the housing circumstances of individuals.
A count of homeless people in unsheltered
accommodation in the inner city was conducted on
19 June 2007.
Disruptive tenants
The development of a Memorandum of
Understanding with the South Australia Police has
assisted staff of Housing SA to accurately record,
report and action a range of concerns, issues
and complaints that affect the wider community,
including disruptive incidents. For some tenants,
mental health issues can often be the cause
of disruptive behaviour. We have established a
range of initiatives to support tenants, including a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Mental
Health Services Division of the Department of
Health which will provide greater coordination of
services for tenants with mental health issues.
Urban regeneration
The Parks Social Inclusion Initiative is an example
of how our department works collaboratively with
other government and community agencies to
promote joined up services for the benefit of our
customers. A range of community development
initiatives are being implemented in the Parks area
as part of the major urban regeneration project.
Our department and the City of Port Adelaide
Enfield Council have established a joint liaison
committee to oversee the successful management
of services by the Council from the Parks
Community Centre. The Council is funded by our
department to provide a range of services, which
includes arts and craft programs, community
development and youth services, a sports centre,
children services, a library and a theatre.
Housing and community infrastructure for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
Australian Government funds administered in
accordance with the Agreement between the
Australian Government and the South Australian
Government for the provision of Housing and
Community Infrastructure for Indigenous People
for 2005-06 to 2007-08 are available for release
following approval of the Housing and Community
Infrastructure Strategic and Operational Plans by the
State Government and the Australian Government
Ministers. These Plans recognise the relationship
between housing and community infrastructure,
and incorporate a shared responsibility between the
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation Division of the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet and our
department. This provides for the coordination and

integration of housing, infrastructure services and,
where practicable, linked programs.
Australian Housing and Urban Research
Institute
We engaged with the Australian Housing and
Urban Research Institute (AHURI) to expand
Scoping the Capacity of Indigenous Community
Housing Organisations project to incorporate a
detailed specific South Australian report. The Office
for Aboriginal Housing led the South Australian
jurisdictional component of this project.
Additional consultation is planned in order
to develop the final report and subsequent
implementation of strategies for improved
governance in South Australian Indigenous
Community Housing Organisations. The South
Australian component of this AHURI project was
funded through the Healthy Indigenous Housing
Initiative provided by the Australian Government
for work with Indigenous Community Housing
Organisations for increasing capacity within housing
governance.
University of South Australia
We signed a Memorandum of Understanding
with the University of South Australia to promote
volunteering initiatives within and between both
organisations. The MOU identifies initiatives
including:
• developing a Graduate Certificate program
which contributes to the outcomes of
the University of South Australia’s Hawke
Ambassadors program and the business plan of
our department’s Volunteers Unit
• placing students within our department as
volunteers
• encouraging students to undertake research
projects to the mutual benefit of the student,
the University of South Australia and our
department.
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Contribution to national policy
The work of our department operates across the
different tiers of government. To meet our clients
needs, we work to ensure that we contribute to
national policies. This work includes providing
briefings for the Minister for his attendance at
the Community and Disability Services Ministers’
Conference (CDSMC) and Housing Ministers’
Conference, the Ministerial Council on Gambling,
and representing the State on working groups from
these conferences and contributing to the items
discussed at the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG).
Examples of our input into the development of
national policy include:
Development of national standards in sentence
management
As part of a Community and Disability Services
Ministers’ Advisory Council (CDSMAC) Working
Group, we have participated in the Australasian
Juvenile Justice Administrators work on the
development of national standards in sentence
management. The national standards will enable
jurisdictions to maintain their obligations to
international conventions and their own legislation,
while providing significant opportunity for
service improvement. By agreeing to common
standards, the jurisdictions have demonstrated their
commitment to quality practices, cross jurisdictional
learning, improved benchmarking for service
comparison and the promotion of improved policy
and practice across juvenile justice sectors. The
national standards are in their final draft stage.
National Approach to Child Protection
The National Approach to Child Protection is a
project from CDSMAC which we are participating
in. The project aims to provide descriptions of key
processes and approaches to the delivery of child
protection in Australia. One of the preliminary
findings indicates a level of commonality in the
prominent challenges faced by all jurisdictions in
responding to child abuse and neglect.
Creating Safe Environments for Children –
Organisations, Employees and Volunteers
We are leading the development of the National
Framework, Creating Safe Environments for
Children – Organisations, Employees and
Volunteers, a project managed by the Child Safe
Organisation Working Group of CDSMC. The
Framework provides guidance for increasing the
safety of children in their dealings with community
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services organisations across Australia. National
Schedules identifying priority areas for action
encompass:
• guidelines for building the capacity of child-safe
organisations
• an evidence-based guide for risk assessment and
decision making when undertaking background
checking
• guidelines for information sharing across
jurisdictions
• guidelines for exclusion of persons from
employment/volunteering in child-related areas.
Agreement is being sought on all four schedules by
the CDSMC. All Australian jurisdictions are engaged
with promoting the Schedules within government
and non-government organisations, supporting
implementation and enhancing local initiatives.
Family law reforms
The Australian Government Department for
Families, Community Services and Indigenous
Affairs convenes the South Australian Family
Relationship Centres Cross Agency Collaboration
Group meetings, which comprise of representatives
from our department, the Department of
Health, the Office for Women and relevant nongovernment organisations. The meetings are held
to discuss the impact of the Family Law Reforms on
State services and review the establishment of the
Family Relationship Centres.
Young People in Nursing Homes Project
We developed a bilateral agreement with the
Australian Government to fund Young People in
Nursing Homes Project (YPINH) which incorporates
the previous bilaterally agreed Innovative Pool
Project. YPINH aims to develop alternative
accommodation and support arrangements for
young people (under 50) living in residential
aged care facilities as well as preventing future
admission of younger people with disabilities to
these facilities. South Australia hosted the national
meeting of interested jurisdictions to discuss and
develop the policy and program infrastructure for
the YPINH Project.
Disability Policy and Research Working Group
We completed our final year of our two year
term as Chair of the Disability Policy and Research
Working Group (DPRWG), a national group formed
under the Commonwealth State Territory Disability

Strengthening partnerships
Agreement (CSTDA 3) and which is a CDSMC
Working Group. The DPRWG has overseen a
number of national research and policy projects,
including the development of a proposed national
framework and priorities for a fourth CSTDA. We
are currently participating in negotiations regarding
a fourth CSTDA.
Standing Committee for Indigenous Housing
Our department represents South Australia on
the national Standing Committee for Indigenous
Housing (SCIH), working group of the Housing
Ministers’ Advisory Council (HMAC), which is
comprised of representatives of Australian, State
and Territory Government housing bodies. In
addition to the specific tasks given to the Standing
Committee, it is seen as a forum to increase
networking amongst all of the State and Territory
Indigenous housing bodies. The role of SCIH is to:
• provide advice on strategic Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander housing issues to the HMAC in
order to inform national policy directions
• manage the implementation of the Building a
Better Future: Indigenous Housing to 2010 and
implement recommendations in the report to
Ministers
• recommend priorities for the Indigenous Housing
Research Program to HMAC.
Building a Better Future
The Australian Government Department of Families,
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, on
behalf of the SCIH, initiated a mid-term review of
the Housing Ministers’ Strategic Directions, Building
a Better Future: Indigenous Housing to 2010 (BBF).
Our department participated in the consultation
and assisted in the coordination of other South
Australian stakeholders in this consultation. The
aim of the BBF mid-term review was to identify
enhancements to the BBF framework, by the
identification of programs/strategies, which
significantly contributed to furthering the BBF
objectives. The review further assessed programs
and best practice for portability to enable
information sharing across jurisdictions. The final
report was released in July 2006.

to support large not-for-profit affordable
housing providers
• enable the planning system to be supportive of
affordable housing provision
• investigate the subsidy streams to increase the
role of private and not-for-profit sector in the
delivery of affordable housing
• develop mechanism and policy initiatives that will
deliver increased affordable home ownership.
This work is part of efforts to develop a national
policy for Affordable Housing, which would
potentially feed into a National Affordable Housing
Agreement following the end of the current
Commonwealth State Housing Agreement.
Community and Disability Services Ministers’
Advisory Council Gambling Working Party
We manage the secretariat of the CDSMAC
Gambling Working Party, which supports the
response to the National Framework on Problem
Gambling 2004-2008, produced by the Ministerial
Council on Gambling. The National Framework
has a strong focus on the social impact and
treatment of problem gambling. This intersects
with the work of CDSMAC at a number of places
including domestic violence, family breakdown,
child protection and homelessness. The CDSMAC
Gambling Working Party is represented on
Gambling Research Australia and assists in
commissioning research into the community aspects
of gambling.

Housing Policy and Research Working Group
We are actively engaged in the Housing Policy and
Research Working Group’s national Sub-committee,
the Not-for-Profit Sector Working Group. This
group works on a program developed by national
Housing Ministers, aiming to:
• develop a legislative and regulatory environment
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Reconciliation statement
We recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people as the first Australians, with a unique culture
and spiritual relationship to the land and sea. We
are strongly committed to reconciliation initiatives
to improve family and community outcomes for
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in South
Australia.
Our commitment to reconciliation is reflected
in our Statement of Reconciliation which was
acknowledged and signed by senior South
Australian Aboriginal community leaders. We
continue to strive to meet the commitments
contained in the Statement of Reconciliation,
including developing a culturally competent
workforce, undertaking culturally inclusive
programs and service design, and by undertaking
culturally inclusive inter-agency collaboration.
The importance of an Indigenous voice in the
development of all our programs and policy settings
is recognised and sought.
Significant activities were undertaken to promote
reconciliation and to support both Reconciliation
Week and NAIDOC Week. This year was a
significant one for the reconciliation agenda, being
40 years since the 1967 referendum that recognised
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s rights
under the Australian Constitution. This year also
marks the enshrining in legislation of the Aboriginal
Child Placement Principle and this was celebrated
with a celebration event ‘Their Spirit Still Shines’.
Our Minister attended the event held at Pinky Flat,
which also promoted the Aboriginal Life Story
Book.
Work continued to improve employment outcomes
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers
located within our department and to improve
outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
customers of our services. Initiatives included a
range of actions across Families SA, Disability
SA and Housing SA to promote employment
opportunities for Aboriginal people and to deliver
services to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
customers in culturally appropriate ways.
All divisions and business units of our department
have assessed their business plans against the
Cultural Inclusion Framework. This will lead to
improved outcomes for clients, greater consultation,
service integration and customer satisfaction.
The implementation of a strategic framework for
the development and delivery of indigenous policy,
planning and program development will ensure
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responses are holistic and integrated, and will
further provide clear guidance to enable long term
sustainable outcomes for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people in South Australia. As part of
the updated South Australia’s Strategic Plan specific
targets relating to Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander well-being will provide a central focal point
which will have targets in each of the objective
areas.
The Indigenous Mentors Program was launched
in 2006 and two intakes of senior portfolio
executives have now been part of a short-term
mentoring experience with an Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islander worker. The program manager and
program coordinator were recognised with a DFC
Australia Day award for innovation.
Work has occurred to constitute a new
Reconciliation Committee with representation
from all key areas across our department. The
new committee arrangements should lead to
a more coordinated departmental response on
reconciliation initiatives and better coordinated
portfolio activities to support the SA Government’s
reconciliation agenda.

Disability action plan
The Promoting Independence: Disability Action
Plans for South Australia policy requires all
Government portfolios to report annually on the
implementation of Disability Action Plans. This
whole-of-government disability strategy is entering
its seventh year of reporting and now reports
against six Key Outcome Areas.
The Sixth Annual whole of Government Progress
Report was formally released by the Minister for
Disability on 11 April 2007. The Director of the
Office for Disability and Client Services, chairs the
Promoting Independence Reference Group, which
coordinates and monitors the strategy. This group
has responsibility for coordinating departmental
reports, overseeing the implementation of,
and producing the annual reports on strategic
Disability Action Plans and policy priorities across
government.
The DFC Disability Action Plan Implementation
Committee has undertaken significant work
in providing direction for our department in
developing strategies and actions to eliminate
practices which discriminate against people with
disabilities.
The DFC Disability Action Plan has recently been
reviewed and a new draft (2007-2009) will assist
us to meet the legislative requirements of the
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Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992
(DDA) and the reporting requirements of the South
Australian Government’s disability policy, Promoting
Independence: Disability Action Plans for South
Australia.
The Promoting Independence strategy received
commendation in the Prime Minister’s Awards for
Excellence in Public Administration. The Award
focussed on specific projects, initiatives or change
processes, and required that Agencies demonstrate
success against four demanding criteria. Agencies
had to demonstrate that they are able to devise
and implement innovative customer-focused
initiatives and demonstrate that their success was
due to a methodical approach to improving the
Agency’s practices in client satisfaction, leadership,
change management, planning, governance and
innovation. The Promoting Independence strategy
was among just five to win an Award.
The following is a summary of our progress
against the six key Outcomes of the Promoting
Independence strategy.
Outcome 1: Portfolios and their agencies
ensure accessibility to their services to people
with disabilities
The key strategy to achieve compliance for this
outcome is contained in the Disability Action Plan.
The plan sets directions for divisions and agencies
to audit and redesign policies, programs and
facilities to ensure that they are inclusive of people
with disabilities and eliminate practices that are
discriminatory to people with disabilities.
During this reporting period, DFC commissioned an
access assessment review for all DFC-owned and
leased buildings and was completed by 30 June
2007. It included an assessment of costs associated
with upgrades to buildings to ensure accessibility.
Outcome 2: Portfolios and their agencies
ensure information about their services and
programs is inclusive of people with disabilities
Corporate Services are responsible for the auditing
of information service provisions across our
department to ensure they incorporate appropriate
considerations of disability access requirements.
Outcome 3: Portfolios and their agencies
deliver advice or services to people with
disabilities with awareness and understanding
of issues affecting people with disabilities.
The development of a whole-of-government
Disability Awareness and Discrimination Training
Framework has been a key strategy to achieve

this outcome and we have had a lead role in this
project.
The Disability Awareness and Discrimination
Training Framework was endorsed with the aim
of 25% of all staff to be trained per year over four
years.
In collaboration with the Department of
Further Education, Employment, Science and
Technology, Digital Bridge Unit, we ran a forum
on E-Accessibility on 8 December 2006, and
6 March 2007, which offered the opportunity
for government Web Administrators/Designers;
Media and Communication staff; Information and
Technology Officers; and Senior Managers to learn
more about:
• the implications of the DDA (1992) for web
accessibility, and the legal ramifications for
government and service providers
• South Australian Government policies and
Disability Action Plan requirements
• South Australian Government accessible web
design requirements
• international web design standards (W3C Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines)
• accessible web site design and what it really is
• why accessible design is important and examples
of best practice
• the Do’s and Don’ts of Web Design – the launch
of a ten point accessible design checklist for all
staff
• launch of the accessible Web Design Community
of Practice for government and non-government
organisations web-workers and web-managers.
Outcome 4: Portfolios and their agencies
provide opportunities for consultation with
people with disabilities in decision-making
processes regarding service delivery and in the
implementation of complaints and grievance
mechanisms.
A key principle underpinned in the DFC Disability
Action Plan is the requirement for consultation
with people with disabilities on service delivery
and mechanisms. Key non-government advocacy
agencies and individuals with disabilities will
continue to be actively involved in all ongoing
communication and consultation in decisionmaking processes to ensure optimal levels of
services appropriate to the needs of people
with disabilities. A Disability Advisory Network
SA (DANSA) will be formed consisting of
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consumers represented under the former ‘options
coordination’ system, including Brain Injury Options,
Adult Physical and/or Neurological Options and the
Intellectual Disability Services Council. DANSA will
address issues of cultural and linguistic diversity and
unite people with disabilities as one strong voice
to address issues central to all services and unmet
needs.
Outcome 5: Each Portfolio Chief Executive
will ensure that their portfolio has met the
requirements of the Disability Discrimination
Act 1992 and the Equal Opportunity Act 1984.
There is commitment to the overall compliance to
the development; implementation and monitoring
of the DFC Action Plan, including its incorporation
into Business Plans. In this reporting period, we
have developed a Strategic Disability Statement that
is to be promoted via a poster and brochure.
Outcome 6: Portfolios report on how they are
increasing the rate of employment of people
with a disability in order to meet the SASP
Target 6.22 – to double the number of people
with disabilities employed in the public sector
by 2014.
The revised South Australia’s Strategic Plan includes
a target T6.22, to double the number of people
with disabilities employed in the public sector
by 2014. We have been designated as the lead
reporting agency for this target.
During this reporting period, disability awareness
and discrimination training has taken place for
our Managers to ensure recruitment strategies are
accessible and inclusive to people with disabilities.
This training was run in collaboration with the
South Australian Equal Opportunity Commission.
A ‘Think Tank’ was conducted in March with
experts from the employment, education and
training and disability areas with an outcome being
an ‘Activity Plan’ that highlighted strategies and
actions for our department to implement in order
to meet the SASP target.

GoGO Framework
Our involvement in attaining sustainability in its
operations is through the eight priority areas as
outlined in the Greening of Government Operations
(GoGO) Framework. Those priority areas are:
• energy usage
• water consumption
• waste management
• green buildings
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• travel and fleet management
• green procurement
• human resource management
• government policy and guidelines.
The above priority areas are linked to South
Australia’s Strategic Plan which provides a
commitment to making our state the best it can
be; prosperous, environmentally rich, culturally
stimulating, offering its citizens every opportunity
to live well and succeed.
Climate change and global warming are amongst
the greatest challenges faced by humanity today.
Greenhouse gas emissions from human activities
have increased concentration of greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere far beyond levels that are
acceptable.
Since the launch of the Greening DFC program in
May 2005, we have made significant achievements
in the sustainability and climate change arena. We
have been able to measure those achievements by
internal data and information gathering, external
environmental reporting, and score-carding.
The GoGO plan builds upon the Government
Energy Efficiency Action Plan and commits agencies
to achieve eight strategic milestones within
specified timeframes. This required lead agencies to
commit to achieving agreed whole-of-government
Strategic Milestones 1 to 8, by 30 June 2007. The
Milestones are:
• Milestone 1: Establish Chief Executive
‘Statement of Commitment’ to Greening of
Government Operations
• Milestone 2: Allocated resources to set up
governance and initiate internal review
• Milestone 3: Completed initial review of
environmental impacts and determined priorities
and allocated resources
• Milestone 4: Set performance goals/internal
targets (informed by South Australia’s Strategic
Plan targets and/or other targets agreed by
Government)
• Milestone 5: Approved Agency Implementation
Plan
• Milestone 6: Reported on status/progress in
reaching performance goals/targets
• Milestone 7: Initiated Agency Implementation
Plan
• Milestone 8: Undertaking ongoing measuring,
monitoring, reporting and, continuous
improvement of performance.
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By 30 June 2006, we had achieved Milestones
1 to 8, a full 12 months ahead of schedule. An
independent GoGO Scorecard was used to rate our
progress towards the implementation of the GoGO
Action Plan and the achievement of the Strategic
Milestones. This has allowed our department
to further explore the next steps to be taken in
achieving sustainability targets and goals, while
still maintaining our commitment to the GoGO
Framework.

Initiatives planned for implementation in 2007-08:

In accordance with the eight priority areas, the
following has been achieved.

• concentrating on the top five energy
consumers in our department to decrease their
consumption.

Energy Usage – GoGO Priority Area 1
Our current records system indicates that our
department has achieved a 6% reduction in the
baseline created in 2000-01. As we had difficulties
in collating accurate data and information we
have built our own system to track energy usage,
water consumption, waste management, and fuel
consumption. This system will ensure that data is
reported according to expected criteria.
Significant initiatives implemented in 2006-07:
• the development of the Data and Information
Management System will provide a consistent
process for the collection and monitoring of
energy usage and consumption. The new system
will enable our department to communicate and
provide feedback to all agencies on performance
regarding energy consumption, and the ability
to provide advice to under performing agencies.
We will now link the asset management list
to the new data system to ensure that energy
consumption and expenditure data to each asset
is reported. This will achieve a true picture of
energy consumption and expenditure across our
department
• Greening DFC has been working with the
Contract Services team to determine available
data and what needs to be achieved to source
data currently not available
• of the 656 vehicles available for Greening in DFC,
93 (14.2%) are Hybrid vehicles and 317 (48.3%)
have been converted to duel fuel, resulting in a
total of 410 (62.5%) alternative fuelled vehicles
• a green printers initiative pilot on Level 4,
Riverside Centre has been completed providing
positive results in environmental and economic
terms. This has been extended to the entire
Riverside Centre.

• energy conservation across our department
through a method of feedback, education and
incentives to motivate Managers to take action
• measuring, tracking and creating systems to
manage the energy use of computers in the
workplace
• implementing plans to decrease the use of
energy use by printers and copiers

Initiatives to achieving target T3.13 (Energy
efficiency – government buildings) of South
Australia’s Strategic Plan:
• gathering data from a large number of buildings
(300 plus)
• providing incentives for managers to initiate
energy conservation
• extending the printers and copiers initiative
across our department
• changing employees behaviour.
Water Consumption – GoGO Priority Area 2
Over a period of time we have been trialling the
Waterless Urinal System. The trial has indicated that
approximately up to 40% of water savings could be
achieved indicating that there may be a strong case
to implement the system in other worksites.
Waste Management – GoGO Priority Area 3
During 2005-06, we implemented a new waste
management system in the Riverside Centre
which relies on separating wet waste to landfill,
recycling bottles and cans, milk cartons, recycling
all photocopying paper, newspapers and cardboard.
The waste management system has been
consistently successful in reducing wet waste to
land fill by approximately 55% to 60% per annum.
The system recycles approximately 1 000 litres
of cartons, bottles and cans per week which are
picked up by the Scouts Australia (SA Branch).
Monitoring of the system is conducted by the
Waste Removal Company by environmental
reporting. Riverside Centre staff continue to be
encouraged to use the online phone books which
diverts approximately 3 500 kgs of paper from
landfill. It is planned to implement this innovation
throughout the whole of our department. Used
photocopier and printing cartridges and toners
have been recycled through Maxitech and Planet
Ark with the total diverted from landfill being
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approximately 1 400 kgs. Other offices and sites
have implemented similar waste management
systems.
Green Buildings – GoGO Priority Area 4
Subject to Cabinet approval the planned Mount
Gambier Connected Service Centre will be a 5 star
Green Building as outlined by the Green Building
Council of Australia’s (GBCA) Green Star suite of
rating tools, which addresses commercial offices at
all phases of development; design, construction,
and operations. Projects are evaluated against eight
environmental impact categories including:
• management
• indoor environmental quality
• energy
• transport
• water
• materials
• land use and ecology
• emissions.
The Mount Gambier Connected Service Centre,
subject to Cabinet approval, will have many
innovations attached to the project including
trombe walls, in-slab heating/cooling coils, solar
heating/cooling, geothermal, thermal storage, solar
flues, and underfloor displacement ventilation.
The Connected Service Centre will be amongst a
handful of 5 star Green Buildings in South Australia
and will put our department at the forefront of
attaining sustainability and climate change.
Travel and Fleet Management – GoGO Priority
Area 5
DFC Travel and Fleet Management have worked
hard to green our 656 passenger fleet vehicles to
one third Hybrid Prius electric vehicles (220) and
two thirds dual fuel (LPG) vehicles (436). The target
date for achieving this is the end of 2008. This
will result in a 25% reduction of CO2 emissions
in the passenger fleet, and green dollar savings
of between 8%-10% in the cost of running the
passenger fleet. The mix of the passenger fleet is
currently 93 (14.2%) Hybrid Prius 317 (48.3%) LPG,
resulting in a total alternative fuelled vehicles of 410
(62.5%).
The Greening DFC Public Transport Scheme
promotes sustainable travel options for customers
and staff through incentives including a 5%
discount on all tickets and the convenience of
tickets available locally through 17 participating
departmental offices. This has been the first
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complete financial year for the scheme marking
excellent progress, with growth over 300% for the
year. The scheme has achieved some significant
milestones in 2006-07 including:
• sold $76 650 (retail value) worth of tickets
• $5 400 saving for customers and staff
• 38 200 trips sold (approximately 764 000km
based on ABS average journey data)
• 11 000 concession trips (Disability SA customers
and student tickets)
• 3 800 multi-trip tickets sold (concession and
regular)
• consistent increases in concession and regular
ticket sales
• effective greenhouse gas offset/saving
200 000kg (based on 270g/km, 20km average
car trip) which is representative of private and
business trips
• public transport information available in most
locations.
The scheme encourages customers and staff to
become more independent for personal travel,
reduces greenhouse gas emissions through
increased use of public transport, and provides
a financial benefit to users at no cost to our
department. Strategic plans for cycling, business
travel and further expansion of the scheme are
under development.
Green Procurement – GoGO Priority Area 6
In support of our department’s Social Responsibility
in Procurement Policy, the Greening Team has
worked closely with the Procurement and Contract
Management Unit to identify opportunities to
improve environmental performance through
procurement.
Human Resource Management – GoGO Priority
Area 7
The Human Resource Unit is incorporating
a greening statement in the Job and Person
Specifications of all employees. The Unit is
considering the inclusion of a greening measure to
performance agreements.
Government Policy and Guidelines – GoGO
Priority Area 8
We formulated the Riverside Print Policy which
has enabled us to consolidate our printing devices
within the Riverside Centre. It is planned to
expand the Riverside Print Policy throughout our
department.
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Energy efficiency action plan
The Energy Management Plan is progressing well
with the Data and Information Management
System ready for use in 2007-08. This will facilitate
the collection and reporting of data for over
300 plus buildings across South Australia.
Table 2:

Performance against annual energy use targets
Energy Use (GJ)1
Base Year 2000/20013:



DFC Central and Families SA
Housing SA
Disability SA
Portfolio Total






Base Year 2000/20013:




24 604
7 063
30 664
62 331






Business
Measures6 (FTE)

6 664
1 913
8 305
16 881






1 509
766
1 781
4 056

Energy Efficiency (Mega Joules per FTE)

DFC Central and Families SA
Housing SA
Disability SA
Portfolio Total






Year Being Reported:



DFC Central and Families SA
Housing SA
Disability SA
Portfolio Total






Portfolio Target 4

GHG Emissions2

17 217
9 221
16 305
15 368



25 918
7 676
27 076
60 670






6 228
1 844
6 506
14 578






2 245
863
1 817
4 925

12 319 MJ per FTE (-19.8% from baseline)

(for Year Being Reported)

Final Portfolio Target5

11 525 MJ per FTE (-25% from baseline)

(for 2014)
Notes:
• 1 Energy use data will be expressed in gigajoules (GJ) and will be the sum of all fuel types used in each agency (i.e. electricity, natural
gas, bottled gas, etc.) for that period. This data will have been collected at a site level and aggregated up to agency level by the portfolio
Reference Group member.
• 2 Many portfolios are pursuing a ‘triple bottom line’ reporting approach. It is therefore an optional extra that portfolios may wish to
include Greenhouse Gas Emissions (in CO2) as a means of quantifying a significant aspect of environmental performance. Greenhouse
gas coefficients differ for fuel types. Please contact Energy Division, Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure to obtain these
coefficients for South Australia.
• 3 It is acknowledged that portfolio structures change over time. Therefore the Portfolio baseline will represent the structure of the portfolio in
the given reporting period.
• 4 The Portfolio target for the current year is based on an agreed methodology and can be obtained through the portfolio Reference Group
member.
• 5 The Portfolio target in 2014 should equal a 25% energy efficiency improvement from the base year 2000-01.
• 6 Business measures are also known as normalisation factors. A key performance indicator for energy efficiency is energy intensity, i.e. the
energy consumed per unit of a given business measure. Some typical business measures are the number of employees (FTEs) and the square
metres of floor area of a building. The energy intensity therefore becomes the energy used per unit defined by the business measure such as
MJ/m2 and MJ/FTE.
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Communication related to greening and energy
issues have increased. This was developed through
a newsletter, the screening of Al Gore’s An
Inconvenient Truth documentary and a Greening
Expo at the Riverside Centre.
A TravelSmart survey was conducted in the central
business district to understand the travel patterns
of staff. Results showed that more than 55% of
staff used sustainable travel solutions including
public transport, cycling, motorcycles and walking.
The Greening DFC Public Transport Scheme further
encourages public transport use.

Regional Impact Assessment
Statements
Under the Regional Impact Assessment Statements
Policy, agencies must prepare and publish
Regional Impact Assessment Statements prior
to implementing significant changes to existing
South Australian Government services to rural and
regional areas. We did not undertake any Regional
Impact Assessment Statements during 2006-07.

Freedom of Information
Information Statement
The Freedom of Information Act 1991 gives
members of the public a legally enforceable right
of access to information held by agencies, subject
to certain restrictions. Within this right of access,
the details contained in this section forms our
department’s Information Statement as required
under the provisions of the Act.
Structure and functions of the Department for
Families and Communities
Our department brings together a range of
services for those who are vulnerable and
socially disadvantaged. Our work is undertaken
in partnership with a range of community
organisations to make a real difference to the
wellbeing of South Australians.
Our department’s structure and reporting lines are
outlined on page 25 of this Annual Report. Many
services are provided at both a regional and local
basis at District Centres and offices around the
State.
The direction of our department is also influenced
by the input of advisory boards and committees
listed on page 12.

Functions of the Department for Families and
Communities affecting the public
The functions of our department directly impact
on the public in the areas of Ageing, Child
Protection and Alternative Care, Disability, Housing,
Indigenous Affairs, Accommodation and Support
Services and Volunteers. These integrated services
are provided state-wide to respond to those
families and individuals in need of assistance.
We work with individuals and families and
communities by creating opportunities for
connecting with their community and improving
their social inclusiveness and well being.
Public participation in agency policy
development
It is important for the public to contribute to policy
development enabling the community to have
direct input into service planning. Ways we engage
with the public include:
• seeking policy advice from statutory and nonstatutory advisory committees comprising peak
organisations and board representatives
• consulting with relevant communities in the
planning, development and implementation of
policy and services
• seeking input from major interest groups
particularly in relation to discussion papers,
submissions and public meetings.
These processes allow the community to have a
significant input on services they require, resulting
in our directing of resources to be allocated
accordingly.
Types of documents held
We hold various types of documents principally
divided into the categories of administrative, policy
and client files. We possess:
• internal administrative instructions for functions
associated in the areas of financial management,
human resources, property management and
practice procedures
• general publications including books, discussion
and background papers, reports, reviews,
serial publications, pamphlets, posters, surveys,
guidelines, policies, programs, strategies,
directories, evaluations, assessments and
proposals
• other documents such as administrative circulars
on general management and industrial circulars.
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Our library keeps information on where publications
are stored and whether they are free, for sale, or
accessible for inspection. Our library is located at:
Riverside Centre
North Terrace
Adelaide South Australia 5000
Telephone: 08 8413 9028
Departmental policy documents
Currently, we are working to standardise and
consolidate policies. This will ensure that all
policies will be located in a single place making it
easier for staff. They will contain a standard set
of information, and will have the same look and
feel, making them easier to read and understand
and minimise policy duplication, helping to remove
confusion or uncertainty regarding our position on
a policy issue.
Our Department maintains an index of policy
documents on our Internet site, at:
http://www.familiesandcommunities.sa.gov.au/
Default.aspx?tabid=747
While most departmental documents are available
in hard copy, it should be noted that some are
only available electronically. This does not mean all
documents are accessible in full or in part under the
Freedom of Information Act 1991.
Freedom of Information – Statistical Reporting
DPC Circular 13 references the requirements for
agencies to report freedom of information annual
statistics pursuant to section 54AA of the Freedom
of Information Act 1991. Section 54AA prescribes
that each agency must furnish to the Minister
administering the Freedom of Information Act
1991, such information as the Minister requires.
The Minister for Finance administers the Freedom of
Information Act 1991 and our department’s annual
statistics have been provided to State Records for
the compilation of a whole of government freedom
of information statistical report.

Access to documents
Applications for access to documents and policies
including purchase costs, or amendment of
personal records held by our department should be
addressed to:
Departmental Liaison Officer
(Freedom of Information)
Department for Families and Communities
GPO Box 292
Adelaide South Australia 5001
Telephone: 08 8413 9050
Applications for access should be made between
9.00am and 5.00pm.

Fraud management
There have been no new instances of confirmed
employee-related fraud during 2006-07. In relation
to outstanding employee-related fraud from
previous years, all cases have been referred to
the South Australia Police with investigations and
hearings continuing.
Improvements are being implemented to enhance
fraud management within our department,
including the establishment of a Fraud Control
Framework that outlines our approach to
prevention, detection and reporting of fraud.
A Fraud Risk Assessment Program and a Fraud
Training Program will be established enabling
managers and staff to assess potential fraud
risk, evaluate controls and determine areas for
improvement.
Correction: The Department for Families and
Communities Annual Report 2005-06, under the
title Fraud Management on page 86, stated: Three
instances of employee related fraud cases were
reported in 2005-06. One reported case resulted in
an investigation involving the Crown Solicitor which
has yet to be finalised while the other reported
cases have been resolved internally.
It has now been resolved that none of these cases
related to fraud and that the investigations were
mistakenly reported as employee related frauds.
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Asbestos management
The State Government has adopted guidelines for
asbestos management in government buildings,
which includes the requirement that agencies must
report on their asbestos risk reduction programs.
Our department, through the Department for
Transport, Energy and Infrastructure (DTEI),
undertakes an annual asbestos inspection of
its sites. Any works required as a result of the
inspections are carried out by relevant approved
providers through our department.

In regard to refurbishment and sustainment works
at the Magill Youth Training Centre, some asbestos
was found in the ceilings of the kitchen/school area
during renovations and was removed by Spotless
Facility Management.
There was asbestos removal involving ceiling
tiles, facia panels and window in-fills undertaken
by a specialist contractor in four buildings at the
Strathmont Centre Campus.
The increase in the number of sites is due to the
inclusion of assets of Disability SA, Strathmont
Centre and Highgate Campus into our department.

Table 3:

Asbestos management report
Number of Sites
Category

At start
of year

At end
of year

Category
Description

Interpretation
One or more items at these sites …

1

0

0

Remove

should be removed promptly.

2

4

1

Remove as soon as
practicable

should be scheduled for removal at a
practicable time.

3

2

5

Use care during
maintenance

may need removal during maintenance
works.

4

7

41

Monitor condition

has asbestos present - inspect according
to legislation and policy.

5

12

34

No asbestos
identified / identified
asbestos has been
removed

all asbestos identified as per OHS&W
4.2.10(1) has been removed.

6

4

25

Further information
required

these sites not yet categorised.

Asbestos risk reduction in properties owned by
the South Australian Housing Trust
The South Australian Housing Trust allocates
funds through the Responsive Maintenance
Program for the inspection, testing and, where
it is deemed necessary, removal of asbestos
products by the Department for Transport, Energy
and Infrastructure (DTEI). As a result of these
inspections, any identified work is carried out by
approved providers through DTEI.
The high needs housing programs, properties used
for non-residential purposes, or those used for
commercial residential purposes, such as group
homes and boarding houses, are required to have
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an Asbestos Register located on the property.
During 2006-07, the removal of asbestos in areas
comprising floor coverings replacement, roof eaves,
porches, external cladding, sleep outs, kitchens and
wet areas was addressed. These properties fall into
Categories 2, 5 and 6 below.
The following table (Table 4) also shows the total
number of Housing Trust owned residential sites,
with the number of locations within those sites
shown in brackets, which had asbestos removed.
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Table 4:

Asbestos management report
Category

Number of
Housing SA
sites

At start
of year

At end
of year

Category
Description

Interpretation
One or more items at
these sites …

1

399 (579)

NA

NA

Remove

should be removed promptly.

2

0

128

101

Remove as soon as
practicable

should be scheduled for
removal at a practicable time.

3

593 (682)

NA

NA

Use care during
maintenance

may need removal during
maintenance works.

4

336 (410)

NA

NA

Monitor condition

has asbestos present.
Inspect according to
legislation and policy.

No asbestos
identified / identified
asbestos has been
removed

all asbestos identified as per
OHS&W 4.2.10(1)
has been removed.

Further information
required

these sites not yet
categorised.

5

NA

58

85

6

NA

1 300

1 514

Definitions:
Category: The site performance score, determined by the lowest item performance score at each site.
Number of Sites in Category: A count of how many sites have the corresponding site performance score, with separate counts done at the
start and the end of each year.
Category Description: Indicates the recommended action corresponding to the lowest item performance score (recorded in the asbestos
register by a competent person, as per OHS & W Regulations (SA) 1995, 4.2.10).
Interpretation: A brief real-world example of what each category implies for a site.

Asbestos risk reduction in commercial nonresidential properties (eg offices) properties
owned by the South Australian Housing Trust
Our department undertakes annual asbestos
inspections of its non-residential property sites
through DTEI. As a result of these inspections, any
identified work is carried out by approved providers
through this department. No asbestos was removed
from South Australian Housing Trust offices in
2006-07.
Asbestos removal in non-residential or
commercial/residential properties
Under the high need housing programs, properties
used for non-residential purposes, or those used
for commercial residential purposes, such as group

homes and boarding houses, are required to have
an Asbestos Register located on the property.
During 2006 07, the removal of asbestos in areas
comprising floor coverings replacement, roof eaves,
porches, external cladding, sleep outs, kitchens and
wet areas was addressed.
Asbestos risk reduction in residential
properties
The South Australian Housing Trust allocates funds
through the Responsive Maintenance Program for
the inspection, testing and, where it is deemed
necessary, removal of asbestos products by DTEI in
its properties that are used for residential purposes.
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Urban Design Charter
The South Australian Housing Trust continues to
lead the way in promoting good urban design
outcomes. The Sustainable Housing and Liveable
Neighbourhoods design guides were reviewed to
accommodate Housing Reform initiatives. Urban
design principles applicable to social and affordable
housing are embedded throughout the design
guides.
These guidelines are used by the Housing SA Asset
Services Division for briefings for individual capital
projects and included in tendering and contract
documentation. All guidelines are available to the
public via the Housing SA internet site and may
be used by staff and external providers. A forum
was held to provide architects, engineers, project
managers and urban planners with information
about the guidelines.
In 2006-07, we received the following awards
relevant to urban design:
Westwood Urban Regeneration Project
• Urban Development Institute of Australia State
Award in the Affordable Development Category
• 2006 Civic Trust Award in the Human Category
• 2006 Civic Trust’s Sunday Mail People’s Choice
Award
Mitchell Park Urban Renewal Project
• Urban Development Institute of Australia State
Award in the Urban Renewal Category
• Urban Development Institute of Australia
National Awards for Excellence in the Urban
Renewal Category
Hawksbury Park
• 2006 Civic Trust Commendation Award in the
Material Category
Better Neighbourhoods Project
• 2006 Civic Trust Commendation Award in the
Material Category
Dr Kent’s Paddocks, Kent Town
• 2007 Royal Australian Institute of Architects
South Australia Awards ‘25 Year Award’

Carers being recognised through the SA Carers Charter.

Carers Charter
Carers Recognition Act 2005 Reporting
The Carers Recognition Act 2005 and the SA
Carers Charter aims to improve recognition of
carers, requiring carers to be recognised in their
own right, and in their involvement as a carer for
others. It is now required for carers to be involved
and consulted in the assessment, planning, delivery
and review of services which impact upon them
and their role as carers. The SA Carers Charter
comprises of seven Principles and acts to guide
government departments providing services to
carers or the people they care for.
As the lead department with responsibility to
implement this legislation, our primary focus
has been to raise the awareness of the Carers
Recognition Act 2005 and issues for carers. We aim
to develop an understanding of issues for carers
and to be informed of across Government activity.
Section 6 (1) of the Act requires that applicable
state government organisations and their
employees must have an awareness and
understanding of the Carers Charter and to
take action in the provision of relevant services
to carers to reflect those Principles.
In promoting the Carers Recognition Act 2005 we:
• addressed departmental staff in meetings and
forums
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• met with numerous and varied groups of carers
to inform of the legislation in the metropolitan
and regional areas
• disseminated more than 5 000 Supporting
Carers information packs to government and
non-government organisations and to carers
• discussed the Act and issues for carers within
staff meetings

• commence a regular bi-monthly e-newsletter
which will be widely disseminated to carers,
carer services, government and non-government
organisations.
Principle 2 - Carers Health and wellbeing are
critical to the community

In 2007-08, training will be offered to 168 HACC
funded agencies in South Australia.

In order to support the health and wellbeing of
carers their individual circumstances and needs
must be understood. Their needs may relate to
social and emotional support, for others it will
be assistance to manage a balance of work with
caring and other aspects of life, or development of
knowledge and skills to provide care. Provision of
culturally, age and circumstance appropriate respite
is generally what carers most need to reduce the
impact of caring.

Principle 1 - Carers have choices within their
caring role

Opportunities provided to assist Carers to sustain or
improve their health and wellbeing included:

Carers need access to accurate information about
options, services and supports in a timely way to
enable them to make choices for their caring role.

• flexible work practices

• provided funded agencies with information, with
reference to the Carers Recognition Act 2005
included in some service agreements
• promoted the Act in regular departmental
publications.

We provided to carers (including employees) to
assist them in their role:
• handouts/brochures

• funded respite services, mutual support and self
help groups which could be accessed by parents/
carers of people with a disability
• disseminated information and encouraged the
use of Carer Retreats

• referrals/links to carer organisations, including
reference to choice for carers in policies and
procedures

• provided information about Carer Respite
Centres.

• translated specific information

• support staff’s changing needs in relation
to their caring responsibilities by considering
workplace and workload management

• introduced the Informal Relative Caregiver’s
Statutory Declaration to help establish their care
giving status and access to supports and services.
In 2007-08 we will:
• review current workplace policies for staff who
are carers and improve access to relevant leave
policy information

In 2007-08 we will:

• identify carers
• survey the needs of employed carers regarding
training/development
• raise the awareness of rights/entitlements for
staff who are also carers

• develop a state-wide publication for
grandparents caring for grandchildren, providing
comprehensive information about services and
supports and include a section on the Carers
Recognition Act 2005

• consider our department as an employer of
choice for young carers.

• develop a customer service script in relation to
carers

Despite the intrinsic role carers play in the provision
of community care, their contribution remains
largely unrecognised and unacknowledged.
In a role which can be isolating and ‘hidden,’
acknowledgement can support the ability to cope,
maintaining good health and good self-esteem.
South Australian carers sought legislative change to
acknowledge the role of carer.

• make available information sheets on our
internet site to provide extra information to nongovernment organisations on the Act and their
obligations under the Act and the Master and
Service Agreements
• include the Carers Recognition Act 2005 as a
component of induction for all new staff

Principle 3 - Carers play a critical role in
maintaining the fabric of society

Our flexible workplace arrangements and family
friendly practices support and recognise employees
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who are also carers. Currently carers are entitled
to paid and unpaid leave according to DFC policy.
Flexible work practices are also in place, however,
none are specific to carers.
Policies will be reviewed to make specific reference
to carers. DFC policies and practices including
Flexible Work Practices Policy; Flexitime Policy and
Employees Assistance Program will be promoted to
employees, including those who are carers.
Principle 4 - Service providers work in
partnership with carers
The Act requires consultation with carers where
decisions about care or treatment options have
impact on the carer.
Section 6 (2) requires carers are consulted in
policy and program development, or strategic
or operational planning where there is
relevance to carers and the person they care
for.
We ensure carers are involved in decisions about
service arrangements affecting them by:
• conducting regular consultation with carers and
carer groups in relation to specific topics and
through the Carers Reference Group
• consulting in the development of training
• ensuring that HACC funded agencies meet
national standards in relation to service provision
including consulting with carers re service
planning, development and provision.
We received feedback from carers through forums
and committees including SA Carers Reference
Group, young carers’ and grandparents’ research
studies, Carer Advisory Committees, consultation
forums, carer advocacy groups, consultation with
HACC funded agencies (including carer support
services), Ministerial Advisory Board and peak
groups/bodies.
In 2007-08 we will:
• identify staff who are carers within our
department to enable thorough consultation
• explore the development of a procedure for
carers to register as a carer to assist in a range of
service delivery transactions
• improve our customer participation structures
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• ask specific questions in relation to carer
responsibilities in the DFC staff survey.
Principle 5 - Carers in Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander communities need specific
consideration
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander carers face the
same stresses and pressures in providing care and
are also likely to experience higher levels of poor
health, poverty and family disruption. Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander carers require culturally
appropriate and accessible services and support.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are
specifically considered in policies and practices
relating to Carers and are consulted regarding
service provision and development. The Carers
Reference Group is assisted by Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander carer representation.
A component of the training program to be offered
to HACC funded agencies focuses specifically on
the issues faced by Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander carers.
Disability SA has an Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander team working intensively with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander families caring for young
people with a disability. It consults with consumers
and their carers and maintains a priority focus on
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander carers and their
specific needs.
We are the lead State Government agency in
an Australian Research Council funded research
study on grandparents as primary carer of their
grandchildren, with a special focus on Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander grandparents.
It has been indicated that a review of practice
and policy to take specific issues and needs of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander carers into
account is required.
Principle 6 - All children and young people
have the right to enjoy life and reach their
potential
Young carers were included in our policies and
practices by:
• representatives of young carers on the Carers
Reference Group

• strengthen our non-government networks to
improve communication and information on a
range of issues

• representatives attended the Young Carers
Summit in Queensland which considered issues
faced by young carers and developed action
plans

• consider developing a process to identify carers
to allow targeted information and consultation

• conducted a forum with key stakeholders in
relation to issues for young carers in schools
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• launched the Carers Policy at the Young Carers
Expo in October 2006
• provided specific HACC funding to a Young
Carers project
• Community Benefit SA addressing the South
Australian Network of Services for Young Carers
• Young Carers Information and Advice Packs
being available for visitors and Disability SA staff
to access.
We are the lead State Government department in
an Australian Research Council funded three year
research study exploring issues for young carers.
The study will provide a knowledge base from
which to develop service response.

Non-Government Organisations reporting
We surveyed approximately half of our funded
organisations to discover their awareness of
the Carers legislation and what plans they have
to implement in 2007-08. 22% of surveyed
organisations provided information. Almost 50%
of the respondents were unfamiliar with the Act.
Those organisations familiar and those who were
unfamiliar with the Act, equally identified a range
of activities they plan to undertake in 2007-08. This
information will be useful in ongoing discussions
between our department and non-government
organisations and will be incorporated into the
Office for Carers training strategy.

In 2007-08, we will place a focus on identification
and support to young carers in relation to
education and respite needs, including reviewing
policies and practices to include young carers.
Principle 7 - Resources are available to provide
timely, appropriate and adequate assistance to
carers
Provision of appropriate and timely resources and
support to carers requires understanding about
what carers need, how they access information
and services and how to ensure information and
support is provided as needs change. The demand
on carers can change during various transition
stages of caring and as the personal circumstances
of the carer change.
A state-wide strategic plan to progress the agenda
for carers will be developed.
A review is being undertaken of HACC funded
carer services and service directions. An investment
of $325 000 has been made to research and
analyse carer support needs including culturally and
linguistically diverse carers and to consider specific
geographic areas where gaps exist.
In 2006-2007:
• 49 community projects totalling $703 540 which
support and/or benefit carers were funded
through Community Benefit SA grants
• family/carer support programs in Disability SA
have focussed on the needs of carers as well as
individuals with a disability
• approximately $2.6 million of HACC funding was
provided through the Office for the Ageing to
agencies for a range of carer support services.
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Employees’ overseas travel
Agencies are required to provide a summary of
overseas travel undertaken by employees during the
reporting period. This section of the Annual Report
satisfies that requirement.

states that ‘travel within Australasia (including visits
to New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and Australian
Territories) is not subject to the overseas travel
requirements of this determination, unless it forms
part of a more extensive itinerary encompassing
other overseas destinations’.

Overseas travel is defined in the Commissioner’s
Public Sector Management Determination 8, which

Please note that the information below does not
include data from Julia Farr Services.

Table 5
Employees’ overseas travel

Number of
employees

Destinations

Reasons for travel

1

Thailand

AusAID working to assist Thai Government

1

UK and
Switzerland

To attend a conference in Geneva on Bird Flu and
meet with a range of people in London to discuss
Disaster Recovery

1

UK and Hungary

Attend European Business Excellence Forum in
Budapest and site visits in London

$7 962

1

Malaysia

Visit Malaysia as Support Worker for an Interact
customer

$1 803

1

USA

Common Ground research

$3 237

1

USA

To attend meetings on Common Ground and
mental health

$9 004

1

USA

Research customer service strategies

2

USA

Attend conference to identify new or emerging
technologies and their potential application to
departmental service delivery models

$10 760

2

USA

Attend ESRI GIS World User Conference

$12 960

1

Solomon Islands,
Papua New
Guinea, Fiji

To participate in Leading Australia’s Future in Asia
(LAFIA) 2006 study tour. The fee to participate
in the study tour was $23 100 (including GST)
which included academic course work, a
program of meetings with high level government,
business and community leaders, briefings from
senior Australian and other diplomats, official
receptions and in-country transport

$30 983

1

USA

To provide a report on key findings from a recent
study tour to investigate the implementation
of Inclusionary Zoning and their application to
Australia

$2 200

NOTE:
• *costs to the agency exclude employee related expenses
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Total cost to
agency ($) *
$1 079
$10 255

Nil
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Contractual arrangements
In 2006-07, there were 14 contracts with a value
greater than $4 million which extended beyond a
single year.
Table 6:

Contractual arrangements
Organisation

Description

Duration of
arrangements

Anglicare SA
Incorporated

Alternative care, foster care services in the
metropolitan area to ensure children, young
people and families are safe, supported and
connected to the future.

1 July 2004 30 June 2007

4 933 880

Common Ground
Adelaide Ltd

Establishing social rental housing for South
Australian households whose incomes
are insufficient to afford them tenancy of
adequate housing accommodation found on
the open market.

15 April 2007 14 April 2008

5 000 000

Community
Accommodation
and Respite Agency
Incorporated

Disability services including accommodation
support, community access and respite
to enable people to take charge of their
lives and ensure community connection
opportunities are available to all.

1 July 2005 30 September 2006

13 010 055

Hendercare

Emergency carer services for children and
young people under the Guardianship of the
Minister.

1 July 2006 31 July 2007

4 600 000

Laura and Alfred
West Cottage
Homes Inc

July 2006 Partnership in housing project involving the
redevelopment of an existing 31 unit site into August 2007
26 new two-bedroom units at Campbelltown
to house elderly citizens.

4 450 000

Leveda
Incorporated

Disability services including accommodation
support, community access and respite
to enable people to take charge of their
lives and ensure community connection
opportunities are available to all.

1 July 2005 30 September 2006

4 971 172

Meals On Wheels
(SA) Incorporated

Home and Community Care Services
including meal services to enable people
to take charge of their lives and ensure
community connection opportunities are
available to all.

1 January 2005 30 June 2007

5 165 830

Minda Incorporated Disability services including accommodation
support, community access and respite
to enable people to take charge of their
lives and ensure community connection
opportunities are available to all.
Multi Agency
Community
Housing
Association Inc

Development in partnership with Multi
Agency Community Housing Association Inc
(MACHA) on Logan Street in Adelaide city to
provide 16 affordable housing outcomes.

1 July 2005 30 September 2006

30 Nov 2007 March 2008

Value ($)

34 600 965

4 060 000
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Organisation

Description

Duration of
arrangements

Value ($)

Nanny SA

Emergency carer services for children and
young people under the Guardianship of the
Minister.

1 July 2006 31 July 2007

Novita Children’s
Services
Incorporated

Disability services including accommodation
support, community access and respite
to enable people to take charge of their
lives and ensure community connection
opportunities are available to all.

1 July 2005 30 September 2006

12 557 965

Royal District
Nursing Service
of South Australia
Incorporated

Home and Community Care Services
including meal services to enable people
to take charge of their lives and ensure
community connection opportunities are
available to all.

1 July 2005 30 June 2008

43 571 400

Sarah Constructions Contractual agreement between the
Pty Ltd
South Australian Housing Trust and Sarah
Constructions to redevelop Afton House

June 2005 October 2008

13 000 000

Urban Pacific
Limited (UPL)

29 January 1999 2011

Total public
and private
investment
(estimated) at
340 000 000

6 400 000

Correction: the value of the contract with
the Royal District Nursing Service of South
Australia Incorporated was incorrectly
reported in our Annual Report for 2005-06.
The value reported in 2005-06 was for only
two years of the three year contract.

Contractual agreement between the South
Australian Housing Trust and UPL for the
Westwood Urban Renewal Project.

Future gender reporting
Across our department, a number of projects/
initiatives reflect the incorporation of gender
analysis, including:
• the Annual Report of the Child Death and
Serious Injury Review Committee reports on the
deaths of children with a view to identifying
any potential trends relating to gender and the
deaths of children
• Workforce Planning data considers the gender
profile of the agency
• all research and analytical projects undertaken by
the Research and Analysis Unit include analysis
by gender
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• the Volunteer Management software application,
currently in development, will allow volunteer
gender disaggregated data to be gathered across
our department
• the Volunteer Emergency Recovery Information
System, implemented in the recovery phase
following the Renmark Storms in January 2007,
allows gender analysis of volunteers involved in
the recovery effort
• the first joint count of homeless people in
unsheltered accommodation in the inner city
was conducted between our department and
the Social Inclusion Unit of the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet on 19 June 2007, with
disaggregated data to be available by gender.

Rewards and recognition
In 2006-07, the work of our department and
individual staff members was recognised through
the presentation of awards, including:

Australia Day Honours
Port Lincoln Housing SA Manager Martin Breuker
and Families SA Manager Martin Charman were
both acknowledged in the Australia Day Honours
list, receiving the Public Service medal for their
work during the Eyre Peninsula bushfires.
Martin Breuker was recognised for not only
overseeing the community’s long-term recovery
from the fires, but also for helping set the blueprint
for recovery efforts for future disasters, including
the Virginia floods and the recent Renmark Storm.
Martin is an Australian leader in managing response
recovery efforts following disaster and assisted
the Tasmanian Government in their recovery effort
following bushfires in early 2007.
Martin Charman was recognised for his initiative in
setting up an emergency recovery centre for victims
of the Eyre Peninsula fire only hours after the
disaster occurred.

Volunteer Emergency Recovery
Information System
The Volunteer Emergency Recovery Information
System (VERIS), developed by the State Recovery
Committee and Office for Volunteers, Department
of Justice, was honoured nationally in December
2006 with an Australian Safer Communities Award.
Developed as a result of the Eyre Peninsula bushfire
experiences, VERIS won the ‘Post-disaster’ category
at the Awards which were sponsored by Emergency
Management Australia.

IPAA’s 2006 Prime Minister’s Awards
for Excellence in Public Sector
Management
For leading the across government disability
strategy - Promoting Independence: Disability
Action Plans for South Australia, our department
received commendation in the IPAA’s 2006
Prime Minister’s Awards for Excellence in Public
Sector Management. The project, incorporating
strategic action plans and an associated reporting
framework, was one of just five to win an award.

Human Resources Achievement Award
In November 2006, Disability SA, through the
former Julia Farr Services, was presented with
a human resources achievement award from
the Office of Public Employment for the SMART
Recruitment Campaign. The aim of the SMART
Recruitment Campaign was to develop an overall
process that was timely, responsive, streamlined,
and provided effective on-the-job training, enabling
Disability SA to attract, recruit and retain staff.
The initiatives determined by the judging panel as
having the most merit, possessed qualities such as:
• direct business relevance
• well-defined and measurable outcomes
• innovative approaches
• the degree to which the initiative can be
implemented across the sector.
The SMART Recruitment approach continues to
provide quality applicants to Disability SA and will
be reviewed for wider application.

Australian Human Resources Institute
(AHRI) Awards
As previously stated, our department’s Youth
Challenge Program is a unique learning and
development experience that involves participating
staff under the age of 30 working offline for
one week to deliver solutions to real issues. In
October 2006, our department was an AHRI
Awards Innovation in HR Award National finalist in
recognition of the Youth Challenge.

IPAA Reporting Awards

Andrew Hamilton and Ronnie Faggotter receiving the
Australia Safer Communities Award from the Hon Philip
Ruddock MP for VERIS.

The annual reporting awards of the Institute
of Public Administration Australia (IPAA) were
announced on Thursday 3 May 2007. The awards
encourage and recognise excellence in annual
reporting, with the Department for Families and
Communities Annual Report 2005-06 awarded
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the winner of the Human Resource Management
Criteria and achieving high marks in the Strategic
and Performance Reporting and Sustainability
Reporting categories.
The SACHA Annual Report 2005-06 was awarded
the winner of the Financial Reporting category
and Design and Communication, with the judging
panel making special mention of the report in
the Overall Best Report category. The SAHT
Annual Report 2005-06 achieved high marks in
the Financial Reporting category and Design and
Communication.

Other award recipients in 2006-07:
Recognition and awards were also bestowed upon
the following staff members of our department in
2006-07:
• Julie Dini (Disability SA) – 2007 Churchill
Fellowship
• Aaron Osterby (Organisational Development)
- Scholarship to Carnegie Mellon’s Master of
Science in ICT program
• Helen Tepper (Disability SA) - Rotary Pride of
Workmanship Award
• Christine Wilson (Disability SA) - Irene Bell Award
Refer to page 126 for information on awards
received relevant to urban design.

A different perspective
“DFC’s Aaron Osterby was recently awarded
a scholarship to Carnegie Mellon’s Master
of Science in ICT programs. “Aaron said he
started the application process after reading
Sue’s encouragement for DFC staff to do so
in a Connect article. He is grateful for DFC
support and encourages other staff to apply
for future intakes.”
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Human resources reporting
Valued and well supported employees who know
what is expected of them are critical to business
success. The community benefits from the
contributions of our people as workers, leaders,
volunteers and carers. This section of our Annual
Report provides information about who we are and
our people management.

Human resources and consulting
Human resources and consulting provides a range
of services to achieve required business objectives
through effective human resource management
practices and principles. The key human resource
achievements in 2006-07 included:
Workforce Plan
Workforce planning has been occurring within our
department in a range of forms. In March 2007 the
Human Resources Unit began to analyse workforce
data and bring together a formal workforce plan for
our department. The workforce plan is an essential
tool to assist in sustaining the right mix of employee
skills, experience and abilities to deliver services and
meet future business needs. Workshops have been
conducted with each division to explore critical
roles, capabilities and priorities. Discussions with
Divisional representatives have also provided insight
to current and future workforce needs. Information
gathered from across our department and labour
force and industry change information is being
collated to establish an overarching Workforce
Plan. The Plan will set out priorities for critical roles,
development capabilities and a wide range of key
strategies.
Graduate recruitment
The 2007 Graduate Recruitment Program targeted
university students from across Australia, attracting
over 400 applications from a broad range of age
groups and disciplines. As a result, we recruited
41 graduates who commenced their employment
during the months of January and February 2007.
Graduates have attended the DFC College for
Learning and Development induction program
and will be accredited with the Certificate III in
Government upon completion of the required units
of competency. It is expected that a significant
proportion of graduates will be retained within the
South Australian Public Sector.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
employment
Initial research has been undertaken to prepare
and collate information to develop our Aboriginal
Employment Strategy. A draft strategy is under

development to commence consultation with
employees. The research for this strategy has
been contributed to by our department’s Youth
Challenge and the work of the Aboriginal
Recruitment Officer. The Aboriginal Recruitment
Officer and the Aboriginal Scholarship Officer
have also contributed to employee retention and
provided advice on policy approaches to ensure
that our department is inclusive.
The Aboriginal Scholarships program has
continued to be supported, with regular contact
with students. The Wiltja program has also been
supported through the Aboriginal Scholarships
Officer to encourage Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander students to continue with their studies and
engage in vocational education.
Housing recruitment pools
Human Resources has continued to provide
recruitment pools across Housing SA. These have
been used to successfully place applicants in
positions through the period of reform. The pools
have been a successful recruitment tool with all
original applicants recruited within one of the three
pools, being either employed in various placements
across Regional Offices or winning ongoing
positions within a Housing Division.
Career exhibitions
We continue to participate in a number of Career
Exhibitions and Fairs locally and interstate. These
opportunities have generated significant interest
from prospective job applicants and high school
students who have a particular career aspiration
to work in the public sector. Involvement in such
initiatives contributes to raising the profile of our
department and assists in our future workforce
planning. DFC has been specifically targeting skill
shortage areas including Psychology and Social
Work students.
Housing and disability reforms
Human resources has actively assisted the executive
teams within Housing SA and Disability SA achieve
the required objectives and targets arising from the
organisational reform. Human resources taskforces
have been in operation to actively manage the
transition and ensure consultation with staff and
employee associations. Structural charts have
been developed in consultation with Housing and
Disability divisions. Employees have been provided
with translation letters as positions are established
and regular communication has been supported
to keep all key parties informed and connected
with transition initiatives. A comprehensive
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Human Resources Transition Framework has been
established and a managers’ guide developed
to assist in consistent application of industrial
arrangements. Transitioning over 2 000 employees
is a complex task requiring consideration of a range
of industrial arrangements and comprehensive tools
to ensure appropriate employment conditions are
established.
Redeployment
We continued to decrease redeployment costs. As
of 30 June 2007, there were 11 active, declared
excess employees. During the year, four employees
were declared excess to requirement and six
redeployment cases were finalised.
We actively participated in a whole of government
requirement to relocate AGL employees within
Government as a result of the sale of electricity
businesses within the State. Human Resources
identified and secured ongoing work placements
for five employees. Feedback from these employees
on their appointment to our department has been
extremely positive.
Human resources policies
Human resources delegation workshops have been
held to assist managers to understand the decision
making processes required to exercise delegations.
The Leave Policy and procedures have been revised
and implemented, and a comprehensive review of
all human resources policies and procedures has
resulted in a set of flow charts being established,
revised procedures prepared for publication and the
publication of revised human resources forms. This
work has incorporated the transition of Disability
SA into our department’s policy framework.
Respectful treatment at work
The revised grievance policy and procedures,
Respectful Treatment at Work has been
released. This important policy and supporting
documentation provide a clear framework to
manage grievances within the agency. The
Respectful Treatment at Work approach highlights
the importance of preventative and responsive
actions before a complaint is put in writing. There
is a stronger focus on ‘early, local workplace
resolution’ and ‘facilitated interventions’ and a
stronger emphasis on ‘principled’ and ‘solutions
focussed’ approaches to resolving grievances and
disciplinary matters.
There are a range of tools available to staff and
managers including a Guide for Staff and one for
Managers. A new educational resource, HRM013-3
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Managers’ Educational Resources Kit: Good Practice
Guide to Dealing with Grievances, Performance
and Disciplinary Matters has also been developed
to support Managers in the effective resolution of
grievance and/or disciplinary matters.
All the documents contain summary Flow Charts
for handling grievances, unsatisfactory performance
and disciplinary matters for easy reference.
Feedback received to date indicates that the Flow
Charts are easy to follow and well received.
15 development sessions have been held to
workshop the Respectful Treatment at Work
approach. These sessions have involved a range of
worksites.
Payroll merger
Due to the establishment of Disability SA, payroll
services from Julia Farr Services and Intellectual
Disability Services Council Inc. were integrated
with our payroll services. The merger has required
extensive system reviews and merging of over
5 500 payroll records. Staff have been relocated
to Pirie Street and have worked hard to ensure
that our department continues to receive a quality
service despite the disruption to the technical
systems as part of the merger. Payroll services
continue to review processes to ensure consistency.
Advertising review
A review of the format and expenditure for
advertising external positions has been undertaken.
The aim was to streamline advertising processes
and reduce the significant amount spent on
external advertising of vacancies. As a result of
the review, a ‘pointer’ advertisement has been
developed for the external press with linkages to
an improved careers page on the DFC internet
site. The careers page provides full position details
including job descriptions, application guidelines
and other relevant information. The review has
reduced job advertising costs by up to 75%. An
evaluation of the success of recruitment campaigns
will be undertaken over the next six months.
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Workplace statistics
Table 7:

Employee numbers, gender and status
Persons

5 422

Full-time equivalent (FTE)

4 957.8

Number of persons separated from the agency during the 2006-07 financial year

755

Number of persons recruited to the agency during the 2006-07 financial year

1 035

Number of persons recruited to the agency and retained during the
2006-07 financial year

816

Number of persons on leave without pay at 30 June 2007

83

Table 8:

Number of employees by gender
Gender

% Persons

% FTEs

Male

32

33

Female

68

67

Table 9:

Number of employees by salary bracket
Salary bracket

Male

Female

Total

$0 – $43 999

750

1 736

2 486

$44 000 – $56 999

489

1 090

1 579

$57 000 – $72 999

353

675

1 028

$73 000 – $91 999

117

152

269

27

33

60

1 736

3 686

5 422

$92 000+
Total

Table 10:

Status of employees in current position - FTEs
Ongoing

Short-Term
Contract

Long-Term
Contract

Other
(Casual)

Total

Male

1 425.4

131.1

50

49.5

1 656.0

Female

2 737.8

390.6

70.5

120.9

3 301.8

Total

4 163.2

521.7

120.6

170.4

4 957.8
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Table 11:

Status of employees in current position - persons
Ongoing

Short-Term
Contract

Long-Term
Contract

Other
(Casual)

Total

Male

1 454

136

50

96

1 736

Female

2 981

436

72

197

3 686

Total

4 435

572

122

293

5 422

Table 12:

Executive contracts
Number of executives by status in current position, gender and classification
Ongoing
Classification

Contract
Tenured

Contract
Untenured

Other (Casual)

Total

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

EXEC A

0

0

1

3

12

13

0

0

13

16

EXEC B

0

0

0

0

5

4

0

0

5

4

EXEC C

0

0

0

0

1

4

0

0

1

4

EXEC D

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

EXEC E

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Total

0

0

1

3

20

22

0

0

21

25

Table 13:

Leave management
Total number of days leave taken
Leave Type

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

21 550

26 016

39 322

Family carer’s leave

1 325

1 754

3 384

Special leave with pay

2 397

2 430

3 352

Sick leave
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Table 14:

Workforce diversity
Number of employees by age bracket by gender
Age Bracket

Male

Female

Total

% of Total

South
Australian
Workforce
Benchmark*

15 – 19

6

30

36

0.7

6.7

20 – 24

74

234

308

5.7

10.5

25 – 29

144

404

548

10.1

10.2

30 – 34

182

401

583

10.7

9.9

35 – 39

201

413

614

11.3

11.2

40 – 44

206

452

658

12.1

11.9

45 – 49

268

569

837

15.4

12.3

50 – 54

318

553

871

16.1

11.3

55 – 59

218

400

618

11.4

8.6

60 – 64

91

184

275

5.1

5.0

65+

28

46

74

1.4

2.4

Total

1 736

3 686

5 422

100

100.0

Note:
*Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics Australian Demographic Statistics, Labour Force Status (ST LM8) by sex, age, state,
marital status – employed – total from Feb78 Supertable, South Australia at March 2007

Table 15:

Number of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander employees
Male

Female

Total

% of
Agency

Target*

66

138

204

3.7

2%

Aboriginal/Torres Strait
Islander People
Note:
* Target from South Australia’s Strategic Plan

Table 16:

Cultural and linguistic diversity
Male

Female

Total

% of
Agency

South
Australian
Community*

Number of employees born overseas

397

775

1 172

21.62

20.3%

Number of employees who speak
language(s) other than English at
home

130

227

357

6.58

15.5%

Note:
* Benchmarks from ABS Publication Basic Community Profile (South Australia) Cat No. 2001.0
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Table 17:

Number of employees with ongoing disabilities requiring workplace adaptation
Male

Female

Total

% of Agency

46

69

115

2.12

Table 18:

Voluntary flexible working arrangements
Number of employees using voluntary flexible working arrangements by gender
Leave Type

Male

Female

Total

13

26

39

1 157

2 492

3 649

Compressed weeks

9

38

47

Part-time job share

4

49

53

14

31

45

Purchased leave
Flexitime

Working from home

Table 19:

Training and development
Documented individual performance developmemt plan
Documented individual performance plan
with a plan negotiated within the past 12 months

Percentage
8.3

with a plan older than 12 months

32.5

no agreement

59.2

Table 20:

Leadership and management training expenditure
Training and development
Total training and development expenditure

$ 4.968 million

Total leadership and management development

$ 0.686 million

% of total expenditure
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Table 21:

Accredited training packages by classification

Classification

Number
Accredited
Training
Package

Number
Accredited
Training
Package

Classification

Administrative Services Officer - ASO1

29

Manager Administrative Services - MAS2

14

Administrative Services Officer - ASO2

92

Manager Administrative Services - MAS3

9

Administrative Services Officer - ASO3

29

Operational Services - OPS1

32

Administrative Services Officer - ASO4

26

Operational Services - OPS2

219

Administrative Services Officer - ASO5

62

Operational Services - OPS3

109

Administrative Services Officer - ASO6

67

Operational Services - OPS4

67

Administrative Services Officer - ASO7

35

Operational Services - OPS5

17

Administrative Services Officer - ASO8

20

Operational Services - OPS6

9

Dental Services Officer – DSO

2

Options Coordinators - OPS2

1

Disability Officer Domestic

7

Personal Support Worker

1

Disability Services Officer - DIS1

299

Professional Services Officer - PSO1

126

Disability Services Officer - DIS2

47

Professional Services Officer - PSO2

47

Enrolled Nurse - ENO1

2

Professional Services Officer - PSO3

23

Executive Officer - EXE

13

Professional Services Officer - PSO4

7

Health Ancillary Employee - WHA1

1

Registered Nurse - RN2.1

1

Health Ancillary Employee - WHA2

1

Registered Nurse - RN3A

1

Health Ancillary Employee - WHA3

15

Registered Nurse - RN3B

2

Health Ancillary Employee - WHA4

7

Registered Nurse - RN4.1

2

Manager Administrative Services - MAS1

1

Trainee - TRA1

14
Total

Commitment to customer service

Equal opportunity program

All new positions and those revised during reforms
or reclassification, include a customer service
requirement as part of the standard job and person
specification. Customer service provision is a focal
point of our department with schemes in place to
recognise and celebrate excellent customer service.
Our department does not collect data on positions
with customer service reflected in the job and
person specifications.

Our department:

1 455

• employs 19 trainees from the South Australian
Government Youth Training Scheme and the
Trainee Employment Register
• actively works with the South Australian Public
Sector Aboriginal Recruitment and Development
Strategy and the Aboriginal Employment
Register to seek applicants for specific positions.
Increased working relationships are being
established to be able to refer a higher number
of positions to the register
• employs a number of people with a disability.
The direct use of the Disability Employment
Register has not been high, however, applicants
have been referred by the register and have been
considered for positions.
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Vale
It is on a sad note that we acknowledge the passing
of staff members during 2006-07, including:
Mark Maxfield
Valerie McAuliffe
Joseph (Joe) Galek
William (Bill) Calder
Trevor Jones
Stefka Griffiths
All will be sadly missed by their many friends and
colleagues in our department and we express our
sincere sympathy to their families.

Occupational health, safety and
welfare
Our department is committed to the health and
wellbeing of all employees as reflected through the
following programs and initiatives:
Employee Assistance Program
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) delivers
a counselling and support services through the
service provider Cognition, to any employee or
an immediate family member seeking assistance
with a challenging issue or seeking to improve
their health and well being. The EAP provides
timely intervention to help employees deal
effectively with any difficulties, and assists them
with referral to other professionals or agencies if
longer-term assistance is needed. Employees and
their immediate families can access up to five free
sessions through the EAP.
Voluntary Influenza Immunisation Program
Influenza is a highly contagious virus that disrupts
the lives of millions of Australian workers each year.
During 2006-07, we offered a free flu vaccination
to all employees of our department through our
voluntary Influenza Immunisation Program.
10 Grand Steps
During 2006-07, the DFC Health and Wellbeing
Program completed program 2 of the 10 Grand
Steps Program, which encourages staff to become
more active and in so doing recognises and
advocates the importance of physical activity as
part of a healthy lifestyle. As part of the program,
participants wear a pedometer to record their
steps each day, with the project’s aim being to
increase the number of steps each day and to have
accumulated and maintained a level of 10 000 steps
a day by the end of the project’s cycle.
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Staff formed ‘Team Connect’ to participate in the Tour
Down Under Circuit.

Tour Down Under
During the 2007 Tour Down Under a group of
staff of our department participated in the Mutual
Community Challenge Tour. 23 riders from Team
Connect were part of a group of 2 700 recreational
cyclists who rode the stage three Tour Down Under
Circuit from Stirling (128km) or Ashbourne (84km)
through the Adelaide Hills to Victor Harbor.
Corporate Cup
To promote increased physical activity amongst
employees, staff are encouraged to form teams and
participate in the annual Corporate Cup. This not
only improves personal fitness and wellbeing but
can also act as a team building experience.
Gym membership
Through our department’s Health and Wellbeing
Program, staff are provided with the opportunity to
access corporate gym offers from Choice Fitness at
Hyatt Regency Adelaide, Next Generation Gym or
EFM Health Clubs.
Branch Out
To provide staff with the opportunity to try
something new, a week of ten fun sessions were
conducted during April 2007. The free sessions
included yoga, juggling, a greening expo, laughing
class, a presentation of ‘An Inconvenient Truth’, sign
language, Hyatt Gym tour, speed networking and
Sports Ability which is a program that encourages
people with disabilities to participate in sport and
physical activities.
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The following statistics provide information
about occupational health, safety and welfare
(OHS&W) issues for the whole of our department.
This is the first year that we have provided a
table summarising statistics for the whole of our

department. Individual tables for DFC Central
Office, South Australian Housing Trust Offices,
Families SA Offices and Disability SA will not be
reported commencing with the 2008-09
Annual Report.

Table 22:

2006-2007
OHS legislative requirements
Number of notifiable occurrences pursuant to OHS&W Regulations Division 6.6
Number of notifiable injuries pursuant to OHS&W Regulations Division 6.6
Number of notices served pursuant to OHS&W Act s35, s39 and s40

10
7
Nil

Injury Management legislative requirements
Total number of employees who participated in rehabilitation program

570

Total number of employees rehabilitated and reassigned to alternative duties
Total number of employees rehabilitated back to their original work

34
270

WorkCover Action Limits
Number of open claims as at 30 June

469

Percentage of workers compensation expenditure over gross annual
remuneration

5.09%

Number of claims
Number of new workers compensation claims in the financial year

350

Number of fatalities

Nil

Number of lost time injuries

102

Number of injuries requiring medical treatment only

248

Total number of whole working days lost (new claims)

2 505

Total number of whole working days lost (all claims)

13 528

Cost of workers compensation
Cost of new claims for financial year

$ 1 011 779

Cost of all claims excluding lump sum payments

$ 6 119 100

Amount paid for lump sum payments
(under sections s42, s43, s44 of the Act)
Total amount recovered from external sources (s54)
Budget allocation for workers compensation

s42

$ 360 000

s43

$ 498 779

s44

$ 301 761
$ 4 332 900

Trends
Injury frequency rate for new lost-time injury/disease for each 100 FTEs

19.37

Most frequent cause (mechanism) of injury

Sprain/Strain
Client Behaviour

Most expensive cause (mechanism) of injury

Mental stress
Muscular stress
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Table 23:

DFC Central Office
2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-2005

Number of notifiable occurrences pursuant to OHS&W
Regulations Division 6.6

Nil

Nil

Nil

Number of notifiable injuries pursuant to OHS&W
Regulations Division 6.6

Nil

Nil

Nil

Number of notices served pursuant to OHS&W Act s35,
s39 and s40

Nil

Nil

Nil

20

11

6

2

Nil

1

11

5

3

OHS legislative requirements

Injury Management legislative requirements
Total number of employees who participated in
rehabilitation program
Total number of employees rehabilitated and reassigned
to alternative duties
Total number of employees rehabilitated back to their
original work
WorkCover Action Limits
Number of open claims as at 30 June

17

10

7

N/A

N/A

N/A

Number of new workers compensation claims in the
financial year

14

10

6

Number of fatalities

Nil

Nil

Nil

4

3

1

Number of lost time injuries

10

7

5

Total number of whole working days lost (new claims)

20

7

98

285

537

351

$ 36 556

$ 37 210

$ 46 660

$ 164 691

$ 134 134

$ 68 537

Percentage of workers compensation expenditure over
gross annual remuneration
Number of claims

Number of injuries requiring medical treatment only

Total number of whole working days lost (all claims)
Cost of workers compensation
Cost of new claims for financial year
Cost of all claims excluding lump sum payments
Amount paid for lump sum payments
(under sections s42, s43, s44 of the Act)

s42

-

$ 27 940

-

s43

-

$ 11 510

$ 74 147

s44

-

-

-

Total amount recovered from external sources (s54)

Nil

Nil

Nil

Budget allocation for workers compensation

NA

N/A

N/A

1.7

2

3.2

Most frequent cause (mechanism) of injury

Sprain/
Strain

Sprain/
Strain

Mental
Stress

Most expensive cause (mechanism) of injury

Mental
Stress

Mental
Stress

Mental
Stress

Trends
Injury frequency rate for new lost-time injury/disease for
each 100 FTEs
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Table 24:

South Australian Housing Trust Offices
2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-2005

Number of notifiable occurrences pursuant to OHS&W
Regulations Division 6.6

Nil

Nil

Nil

Number of notifiable injuries pursuant to OHS&W
Regulations Division 6.6

Nil

Nil

Nil

Number of notices served pursuant to OHS&W Act s35,
s39 and s40

Nil

Nil

Nil

51

19

9

4

2

1

35

5

8

OHS legislative requirements

Injury Management legislative requirements
Total number of employees who participated in
rehabilitation program
Total number of employees rehabilitated and reassigned
to alternative duties
Total number of employees rehabilitated back to their
original work
WorkCover Action Limits
Number of open claims as at 30 June

42

28

25

0.01%

0.01%

0.01%

Number of new workers compensation claims in the
financial year

31

23

23

Number of fatalities

Nil

Nil

Nil

9

7

8

Number of lost time injuries

22

16

15

Total number of whole working days lost (new claims)

79

95

717

855

1 278

1 542

$ 82 663

$ 46 854

$ 244 819

$ 487 283

$ 355 977

$ 486 353

Percentage of workers compensation expenditure over
gross annual remuneration
Number of claims

Number of injuries requiring medical treatment only

Total number of whole working days lost (all claims)
Cost of workers compensation
Cost of new claims for financial year
Cost of all claims excluding lump sum payments
Amount paid for lump sum payments
(under sections s42, s43, s44 of the Act)

s42

-

$ 92 069

$ 160 000

s43

-

$ 61 439

$ 47 688

s44

-

-

-

Total amount recovered from external sources (s54)
Budget allocation for workers compensation

Nil

$27 492

Nil

$750 000

$750 000

$750 000

2.55

3.83

3.38

Sprain/Strain

Sprain/Strain

Sprain/Strain

Mental
Stress

Mental
Stress

Mental
Stress

Trends
Injury frequency rate for new lost-time injury/disease for
each 100 FTEs
Most frequent cause (mechanism) of injury
Most expensive cause (mechanism) of injury
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Table 25:

Families SA Offices
2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-2005

Number of notifiable occurrences pursuant to OHS&W
Regulations Division 6.6

4

3

Nil

Number of notifiable injuries pursuant to OHS&W
Regulations Division 6.6

5

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

276

132

52

Total number of employees rehabilitated and reassigned
to alternative duties

19

15

5

Total number of employees rehabilitated back to their
original work

76

34

33

233

197

151

-

-

-

159

135

133

OHS legislative requirements

Number of notices served pursuant to OHS&W Act s35,
s39 and s40
Injury Management legislative requirements
Total number of employees who participated in
rehabilitation program

WorkCover Action Limits
Number of open claims as at 30 June
Percentage of workers compensation expenditure over
gross annual remuneration
Number of claims
Number of new workers compensation claims in the
financial year
Number of fatalities

Nil

Nil

Nil

Number of injuries requiring medical treatment only

57

40

35

102

95

98

Total number of whole working days lost (new claims)

1 349

1 628

2 248

Total number of whole working days lost (all claims)

6 215

8 401

12 597

$ 452 455

$ 530 769

$ 507 656

$ 2 912 345

$ 2 055 749

$ 2 117 161

Number of lost time injuries

Cost of workers compensation
Cost of new claims for financial year
Cost of all claims excluding lump sum payments
Amount paid for lump sum payments
(under sections s42, s43, s44 of the Act)

s42

$ 340 000

$ 365 000

$ 160 000

s43

$ 132 371

$ 98 995

$ 148 178

s44

-

-

-

Total amount recovered from external sources (s54)
Budget allocation for workers compensation

$ 260 144

$ 120 903

$ 67 915

$ 1 932 900

$ 2 046 209

$ 2 156 162

6.15

7.5

11.05

Sprain/Strain

Sprain/Strain

Sprain/Strain

Mental
Stress

Mental
Stress

Mental
Stress

Trends
Injury frequency rate for new lost-time injury/disease for
each 100 FTEs
Most frequent cause (mechanism) of injury
Most expensive cause (mechanism) of injury
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Table 26:

Disability SA
2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-2005

Number of notifiable occurrences pursuant to OHS&W
Regulations Division 6.6

6

-

-

Number of notifiable injuries pursuant to OHS&W
Regulations Division 6.6

2

-

-

Number of notices served pursuant to OHS&W Act
s35, s39 and s40

0

-

-

223

-

-

9

-

-

148

-

-

OHS legislative requirements

Injury Management legislative requirements
Total number of employees who participated in
rehabilitation program
Total number of employees rehabilitated and
reassigned to alternative duties
Total number of employees rehabilitated back to their
original work
WorkCover Action Limits
Number of open claims as at 30 June

177

-

-

5.08%

-

-

146

-

-

Number of fatalities

Nil

-

-

Number of injuries requiring medical treatment only

32

-

-

114

-

-

Total number of whole working days lost (new claims)

1 057

-

-

Total number of whole working days lost (all claims)

6 173

-

-

$ 440 105

-

-

$ 2 554 781

-

-

Percentage of workers compensation expenditure over
gross annual remuneration
Number of claims
Number of new workers compensation claims in the
financial year

Number of lost time injuries

Cost of workers compensation
Cost of new claims for financial year
Cost of all claims excluding lump sum payments
Amount paid for lump sum payments
(under sections s42, s43, s44 of the Act)

s42

$ 20 000

-

-

s43

$ 366 408

-

-

s44

-

-

-

Total amount recovered from external sources (s54)
Budget allocation for workers compensation

$ 41 617

-

-

$ 1 650 000

-

-

8.97

-

-

Client
behaviour

-

-

MucularStress

-

-

Trends
Injury frequency rate for new lost-time injury/disease
for each 100 FTEs
Most frequent cause (mechanism) of injury
Most expensive cause (mechanism) of injury

2006-07 was the first year of operation for Disability SA, therefore no data is available for previous
financial years.
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External consultancies
The Department of Treasury and Finance’s Accounting Policy Statement 13 defines a consultant as ‘a person
who is engaged by an entity for a specified period to carry out a task that requires specialist skills and
knowledge not available in the entity. The objectives of the task will be achieved by the consultant free from
direction by the entity as to the way it is performed and in circumstances in which the engagement of a
person under normal conditions is not a feasible alternative’.
29 consultants were engaged during 2006-07, with expenditure on consultancies by our department
totalling $602 358.
Consultancies below $10 000
There were 11 consultancies in 2006-07 that cost below $10 000, with a total expenditure of $27 291.
Consultancies between $10 000 and $50 000
There were 14 consultancies in 2006-07 that cost between $10 000 and $50 000, with a total expenditure
of $313 749. The consultancies and the project on which each worked are outlined below.
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Consultancy

Project

Annexus Pty Ltd

Review and assessment of the use of the Schumacher and
Alexander Value Framework by the South Australian Government

University of South Australia

Development of an Elder Abuse Prevention Plan

Strategic Matters

Consumer Consultation Complaints and Feedback: To develop
structures, processes and mechanisms for the client to seek both
targeted and ongoing feedback from consumers, partners and
stakeholders

Liz Durward & Associates Pty Ltd

The Parks Plan – develop the draft plan and advise on issues
relating to the plan in the future

Liz Durward & Associates Pty Ltd

Develop and research DFC Environmental Charter, Volunteer
Charter and Policy

Julie Sloan Management

Consultancy Services for Work and Lifestyle Retirement
Information

CPD BIZ Consulting Pty Ltd

Strong Families Safe Babies Evaluation Project

Paul Aylward

Evaluation of: "The Development of Alcohol and Other Drugs
Service Pathways for High Risk Young People" project

Health Outcomes International Pty Ltd

Evaluation of community-based projects auspiced by Mental
Health Services for Older Persons

Sharon McCallum

Working Together - Ceduna and Port Augusta: This study will
provide an assessment of international practice of collaboration
between statutory child protection agencies and health services,
and consideration of this in relation to South Australia's child
protection system. It will consist of a review of international
literature which will seek to answer a number of questions

Health Outcomes International Pty Ltd

Evaluation of two mental health for older people projects

Wayne Mitchell Consultancy

Writing/delivering the business case for the E-reference project

Galpin, Engler, Bruins & Dempsey

Domiciliary Care Resource and Effort Project

CPD BIZ Consulting Pty Ltd

One-off evaluation of a training service funded through the Office
for Problem Gambling

Financial reporting

Consultancies above $50 000
There were 4 consultancies in 2006-07 that cost over $50 000, with a total expenditure of
$261 318. The consultancies and the project on which each worked are outlined below.
Consultancy

Project

Trevor Peter Armstrong

Governance Training for HACC agencies

Quality Management Services

Service Standards for Gambling Help Services

Liz Durward and Associates Pty Ltd

Develop and produce policy document Keeping Them Safe-In Our
Care

The Law Society of South Australia

Develop the booklet South Australian Seniors and the Law – An
Information Guide

Account payment performance
Number of
accounts
paid

% of accounts
paid (by
number)

Value of $A of
accounts paid

% of accounts
paid by value

Paid by due date *

94 171

86.29%

$976 756 289.85

96.94%

Paid late, but within 30
days of due date

10 459

9.58%

$19 796 761.88

1.96%

Paid more than 30 days
from due date

4 501

4.12%

$11 053 510.92

1.10%

Note:
* The due date is defined under section 11.7 of Treasurer’s Instruction 11 Payment of Creditors’ Accounts. Generally, unless there is a discount
or a written agreement between the public authority and the creditor, payment should be within thirty days of the date of the invoice or
claim. Some agencies receive invoices significantly later than the invoice date, due to supplier invoicing processes. Agencies may choose to
report against the date the invoice is first received rather the than date of invoice
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Financial statements
Certified statements by the Chief Executive and principal finance officer

Certification of the Financial Report

We certify that:
•

The attached general financial report for the Department for Families and Communities
presents fairly, in accordance with the Treasurers Instructions promulgated under the
provisions of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1987, applicable Australian Accounting
Standards and other mandatory professional reporting requirements in Australia, the financial
position of the Department for Families and Communities as at 30 June 2007, the results of
its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended;

•

The attached financial statements are in accordance with the accounts and records of the
Department for Families and Communities and give an accurate indication of the financial
transactions of the Department for Families and Communities for the year then ended; and

•

Internal controls over financial reporting have been effective throughout the reporting period.

Sue Vardon
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
Department for Families and Communities
September 2007

Joe Ullianich
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL SERVICES
Department for Families and Communities
September 2007
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Audit certificate

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

9th Floor
State Administration Centre
200 Victoria Square
Adelaide SA 5000
DX 56208
Victoria Square
Tel
Fax

+618 8226 9640
+618 8226 9688

ABN 53 327 061 410

TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENT FOR FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES

audgensa@audit.sa.gov.au
www.audit.sa.gov.au

As required by 31 of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1987, I have audited the accompanying financial
report of the Department for Families and Communities for the financial year ended 30 June 2007. The
financial report comprises:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An Income Statement;
A Balance Sheet;
A Cash Flow Statement;
A Statement of Changes in Equity;
A Program Schedule of Expenses and Income;
A Summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes;
An Administered Items Income Statement;
A Statement to Administered Assets and Liabilities;
A Statement of Administered Cash Flows;
An Administered Items Statement of Changes in Equity;
A Summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes for Administered Items;
and
A Certificate by the Chief Executive and the Executive Director, Financial Services.

The Responsibility of the Chief Executive for the Financial Report
The Chief Executive is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in
accordance with the Treasurer’s Instructions promulgated under the provisions of the Public Finance
and Audit Act 1987 and the Australian Accounting Standards (including the Australian Accounting
interpretations). This responsibility includes establishing and maintaining internal controls relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of the financial report that is free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting
estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s Responsibility
My responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on the audit. The audit was
conducted in accordance with the requirements of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1987 and Australian
Auditing Standards. The Auditing Standards require that the auditor complies with relevant ethical
requirements to audit engagements and plans and performs the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
whether the financial report is free form material misstatement.
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An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of
the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, the auditor considers internal controls relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation
of the financial report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances. An
audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of the accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by the Chief executive, as well as the overall presentation of the financial report.
I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit
opinion.
Auditor’s Opinion
In my opinion, the financial report presents fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Department for Families and Communities as at 30 June 2007, and its financial performance and its cash
flows for the year then ended in accordance with the Treasurer’s Instructions promulgated under the
provisions of the Public Finance and Audit Act 1987 and Australian Accounting Standards (including the
Australian Accounting Interpretations).

S O’Neill
AUDITOR-GENERAL
28 September 2007
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Income statement
for the year ended 30 June 2007

Note

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Employee benefits expenses

6

290 905

196 525

Supplies and services

7

99 657

71 184

Depreciation and amortisation

8

3 045

2 146

Grants, subsidies and client payments

9

647 675

687 984

10

4

2 350

1 041 286

960 189

Expenses

Other expenses
Total Expenses
Income
Rent, fees and charges
Dividends - HomeStart Finance
Commonwealth revenues

11

98 260

86 246

2.8

5 000

5 000

12

247 862

236 681

Interest revenue

13

12

1 227

Net gain from the disposal of assets

14

90

-

Other revenue

15

3 481

1 381

354 705

330 535

686 581

629 654

651 336

594 325

Total Income
Net cost of providing services
Revenues from SA Government
Revenues from South Australian Government

16.1

Grants from South Australian Government Agencies

16.2

Total revenue from SA Government
Net Result before Restructure
Net revenue from an administrative restructure

31

Net result after Restructure

27 473

30 646

678 809

624 971

(7 772)

(4 683)

39 708

335

31 936

(4 348)

The Net result after Restructure is attributable to the SA Government as owner
The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes
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Balance sheet
as at 30 June 2007

Note

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

18

18 496

23 939

Receivables

19

31 630

30 457

Inventories

20

285

35

50 411

54 431

19

449

338

Property, plant and equipment

21

163 080

103 902

Capital works in progress

22

6 080

3 741

169 609

107 981

220 020

162 412

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

Total current assets
Non-current assets
Receivables

Total non-current assets
Total assets
Current liabilities
Payables

23

18 132

22 548

Employee benefits

24

37 657

23 255

Provisions

26

4 716

2 567

Other liabilities

27

388

89

60 893

48 459

23

4 792

5 749

Total current liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Payables
Employee benefits

24

33 456

25 826

Borrowings

25

285

285

Provisions

26

12 666

6 722

51 199

38 582

Total liabilities

112 092

87 041

Net assets

107 928

75 371

Total non-current liabilities

Equity
Contributed capital

28

19 474

10 763

Asset revaluation reserve

28

13 433

13 433

Retained earnings

28

75 021

51 175

107 928

75 371

Total equity
The Total equity is attributable to the SA Government as owner
Unexpended funding commitments

17

Commitments

30

Contingent assets and liabilities

32

The above Balance Sheet should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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Statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 30 June 2007

Note

Contributed
capital
$’000

Asset
revaluation
reserve
$’000

Retained
earnings
$’000

Total
$’000

Balance at 30 June 2005

-

15 730

55 688

71 418

Changes in accounting policy

-

-

( 165)

( 165)

Error correction

-

-

-

-

Restated balance as at 30 June 2005

-

15 730

55 523

71 253

Gain / loss on revaluation of property, plant and
equipment during 2005-06

-

(2 297)

-

(2 297)

Net income/expense recognised directly in
equity for 2005-06

-

(2 297)

-

(2 297)

Net result after restructure for 2005-06

-

-

(4 348)

(4 348)

Total recognised income and expenses for 2005-06

-

(2 297)

(4 348)

(6 645)

Equity contributions from SA Government

10 763

-

-

10 763

10 763

13 433

51 175

75 371

-

-

(8 090)

(8 090)

10 763

13 433

43 085

67 281

Gain / loss on revaluation of property, plant and
equipment during 2006-07

-

-

-

-

Net income/expense recognised directly in
equity for 2006-07

-

-

-

-

Net result after restructure for 2006-07

-

-

31 936

31 936

Total recognised income and expenses for 2006-07

-

-

31 936

31 936

Balance at 30 June 2006

28

Changes in accounting policy
Adjusted balance at 30 June 2006

Equity contributions from the SA Government
Balance at 30 June 2007

28

8 711

-

-

8 711

19 474

13 433

75 021

107 928

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

The Total Equity is attributable to the SA Government as owner
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Cash flow statement
for the year ended 30 June 2007
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Employee payments

(285 400)

(190 122)

Supplies and services

(109 914)

(59 383)

Grants and subsidies

(646 060)

(698 252)

(43 583)

(35 214)

(2 018)

( 995)

Note
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash outflows

GST payments on purchases
GST remitted to ATO
Other payments
Cash used in operations

( 4)

( 703)

(1 086 979)

(984 669)

Cash inflows
Fees and charges
Receipts from Commonwealth
Interest received
Dividends received
GST receipts on receivables
GST refund from ATO
Other receipts
Cash generated from operations

96 095

80 093

240 542

236 681

279

1 346

5 000

5 000

2 125

307

49 074

32 475

3 364

609

396 479

356 511

651 336

594 325

Cash Flows from SA Government
Receipts from SA Government
Grants from SA Government agencies
Cash generated from SA Government
Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities

27 473

30 646

678 809

624 971

(11 691)

(3 187)

Cash flows from investing activities
Cash outflows
Purchase of property, plant and equipment (including WIP)
Cash used in investing activities

(4 057)

(2 312)

(4 057)

(2 312)

Cash inflows
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment
Cash generated from investing activities
Net cash provided by/(used in) investing activities

235

-

235

-

(3 822)

(2 312)

Cash flows from financing activities
Cash outflows
Distributions to government
Cash used in financing activities

-

-

-

-

10 763

Cash inflows
Capital contributions from government

8 711

Proceeds from restructuring activities

1 359

-

Cash generated from financing activities

10 070

10 763

Net Cash provided by/(used in) financing activities

10 070

10 763

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

(5 443)

5 264

23 939

18 675

18 496

23 939

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the financial year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the financial year

18

The above Cash flow statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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-

Other revenue/income

Net Cost of providing services

(60 101)

43 668

-

Total Income

-

Net gain from the disposal of assets

21 395

Commonwealth revenues

Interest revenue

1 600

20 673

Dividends - HomeStart Finance

Rent, fees and charges

Income

(58 771)

47 208

79

-

-

24 306

1 600

21 223

-

105 979

-

83 447

80 949

103 769

1

2

Other expenses

177 559

284

(110 115)

106 910

-

-

-

68 265

3 400

35 245

217 025

3

1 238

22 247

38 221

2007
$’000

335

2006
$’000

22 483

F1

Total Expenses

Grants, subsidies and client payments

Depreciation and amortisation

Supplies and services

Employee benefit expenses

Expenses

2007
$’000

Affordable
Housing Choices
and Communities
that Prosper
F2

(123 303)

105 006

372

-

-

64 483

3 400

36 751

228 309

( 13)

188 724

7

944

38 647

2006
$’000

High Need
Housing

174 422

2 986

-

12

157 194

-

14 230

441 050

-

314 378

990

32 699

92 983

2007
$’000

F3

(241 835)

149 429

407

-

-

147 156

-

1 866

391 264

2 348

372 980

948

6 216

8 772

2006
$’000

Independence
and Community
Connection

(266 628)

for the year ended 30 June 2007

Program schedule of expenses

(196 443)

2 690

249

90

-

1 008

-

1 343

199 133

-

60 477

1 348

27 533

109 775

2007
$’000

F4

(163 734)

3 132

286

-

-

736

-

2 110

166 866

( 72)

38 460

1 155

27 885

99 438

2006
$’000

Keeping Them Safe
and Connected

(51 705)

26 966

246

-

-

-

-

26 720

78 671

-

14 283

702

37 411

26 275

2007
$’000

F5

(37 438)

25 562

205

-

1 227

-

-

24 130

63 000

87

3 788

28

34 475

24 622

2006
$’000

Effective and
Sustainable
Business Practices

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2007
$’000

F6

(2 415)

32

32

-

-

-

-

-

2 447

-

542

7

543

1 355

2006
$’000

Office for Youth

(1 589)

49

-

-

-

-

-

49

1 638

-

29

-

441

1 168

2007
$’000

F7

(2 158)

166

-

-

-

-

-

166

2 324

-

43

-

837

1 444

2006
$’000

Office for Women

(686 581)

354 705

3 481

90

12

247 862

5 000

98 260

1 041 286

4

647 675

3 045

99 657

290 905

2007
$’000

(629 654)

330 535

1 381

-

1 227

236 681

5 000

86 246

960 189

2 350

687 984

2 146

71 184

196 525

2006
$’000

Total
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Notes to and forming part of the
financial statements
for the year ended 30 June 2007

Authority (AHA), HomeStart Finance and various
other non-government organisations. Similarly, the
financial affairs of these organisations do not form
part of the Department’s financial report.

1. Objectives and Functions of the Department

1.1 Administrative Restructures

The Department for Families and Communities (the
Department) was established on 5 March 2004 and
commenced operating on 1 July 2004, to provide a
clear focus for the South Australian Government’s
goals for the protection of our children and young
people and to help build the resilience and wellbeing of families and communities. The vision of
the Department is to be an innovative, effective
and responsive leader in improving the quality of
family and community life in South Australia. The
Department has a broad mandate to work with
those in need who, through circumstance, may be
poor, vulnerable, at risk of harm or isolated and
disconnected.
To achieve this vision, the Department will actively
work towards a community where:
• enhanced wellbeing is a fundamental right
• everybody shares the responsibility for
building and supporting stronger families and
communities
• everybody benefits from improved wellbeing.
The Department serves the Minister for Families and
Communities, Housing, Ageing and Disability. For
the period from 1 July 2006 to 31 March 2007, the
Department also served the Minister for the Status
of Women (refer to Note 1.1). The Department has
the responsibility for delivery of specific programs
to the public with respect to activities assigned to
the Department under various Acts as delegated,
by the respective Ministers, to the Chief Executive
of the Department.
In addition, the Minister of Health has delegated to
the Minister for Disability and the Chief Executive
certain powers under the South Australian Health
Commission Act, 1976 for the incorporated
disability health service, namely Julia Farr Services.
The financial affairs of Julia Farr Services do not
form part of the Department’s financial report, as
Julia Farr Services is required to maintain separate
accounts of its financial affairs and to have the
financial statements separately audited by the
Auditor-General or an auditor approved by the
Auditor-General.
The Department also functions as a service provider
to the South Australian Housing Trust (SAHT),
South Australian Community Housing Authority
(SACHA), South Australian Aboriginal Housing

2006-07
The Intellectual Disability Services Council (IDSC)
and the Independent Living Centre (ILC) were
incorporated under the South Australian Health
Commission Act 1976. Effective 1 July 2004,
the Minister of Health delegated responsibility
for IDSC and ILC to the Minister for Disability.
On 29 June 2006, the Governor proclaimed
to dissolve IDSC and ILC in accordance with
reforms to the governance arrangements for
the management of the provision of disability
services. Effective 1 July 2006, the Boards of
IDSC and ILC dissolved and the assets and
liabilities of IDSC and ILC were transferred,
assigned or vested in the Minister for Disability.
(refer Note 31)
On 22 March 2007, the Governor proclaimed
the transfer of the employees of the Office
for Women (OFW) from the Department
for Families and Communities (DFC) to the
Attorney-General’s Department. It is taken
that the proclamation also means the transfer
of assets and liabilities of OFW to AttorneyGeneral’s Department. In accordance with
APF II General Purpose Financial Reporting
Framework, for financial accounting and
reporting purposes the transfer is taken to
occur 1 April 2007.

2005-06
Effective 1 April 2006, the Government
proclaimed the transfer of employees of the
Office for Youth (OFY) to the Department of
Further Education, Employment, Science and
Technology (DFEEST). It was taken that the
proclamation meant the transfer of assets and
liabilities of the OFY to DFEEST. The liabilities
were primarily employee liabilities.
1.2 Funding for the Department
Funding for the Department comes mainly
from appropriation funding from State and
Commonwealth Government sources. These
funds are applied to both controlled and
administered activities.
The Department also receives amounts from
other sources including rent, fees, and charges,
and dividends from portfolio housing agencies.
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2

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

2.1 Basis of Accounting
The financial report is a general purpose
financial report. The accounts have been
prepared in accordance with:
• applicable Australian Accounting Standards
• Treasurer’s Instructions (TIs) and Accounting
Policy Statements (APS) promulgated under
the provision of the Public Finance and Audit
Act, 1987
• other mandatory professional reporting
requirements in Australia.

Statement of Compliance
Australian Accounting Standards include
Australian equivalents to International Financial
Reporting Standards and AAS 29, Financial
Reporting by Government Departments. The
Department has early adopted the amendments
to AASB101, Presentation of Financial
Statements, refer to Note 4.
The Income Statement, Balance Sheet and
Statement of Changes in Equity have been
prepared on an accrual basis and are in
accordance with the historic cost convention,
except for certain assets that were valued in
accordance with the valuation policy applicable.
The Cash Flow Statement has been prepared on
a cash basis.
The financial report has been prepared based
on a twelve month operating cycle and
presented in Australian currency.
The existence of the Department and the
ongoing delivery of current programs and
services is dependent on Government policy
and on continuing appropriations by Parliament.
2.2 Reporting Entity
The Department’s financial statements
include both departmental and administered
items. The Department’s financial statements
include assets, liabilities, income and expenses
controlled or incurred by the Department
in its own right. The Administered financial
statements included assets, liabilities,
income and expenses which the Department
administers on behalf of the SA Government,
but does not control. A separate set of financial
statements is produced as these administered
items are regarded as significant in respect to
the Department’s operations.
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2.3 Comparative Figures
The presentation and classification of items in
the financial report are consistent with prior
periods except where a specific Accounting
Policy Statement or an Australian Accounting
Standard have required a change.
Where presentation and classification of items
in the financial report have been amended,
comparative amounts have been reclassified
unless reclassification is impracticable. Any
restated comparative amounts do not replace
the original financial report for the preceding
period.
2.4 Rounding
All amounts in the financial statements have
been rounded to the nearest thousand dollars
($’000).
2.5 Taxation
The Department is not subject to income tax.
The Department is liable for payroll tax, fringe
benefits tax, goods and services tax (GST) and
the emergency services levy. Income, expenses
and assets are recognised net of the amount of
GST except:
• where the amount of GST incurred by the
Department as a purchaser is not recoverable
from the Australian Taxation Office, GST is
recognised as part of the cost of acquisition
of an asset or is part of an item of expenses
• where appropriate, receivables and payables
are stated with the amount of GST included.
The net amount of GST recoverable from,
or payable to, Australian Taxation Office is
included as part of receivables or payables in
the Balance Sheet.
Cash flows are included in the Cash Flow
Statement on a gross basis. The GST
component of cash flows arising from investing
and financing activities, which is recoverable
from, or payable to, the Australian Taxation
Office is classified as part of operating cash
flows.
Commitments and contingencies include the
amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to
the Australian Tax Office.
2.6 Income and Expenses
Income and Expenses are recognised in the
Department’s Income Statement when and only
when the flow or consumption or loss of future

Financial statements
economic benefits has occurred and can be
reliably measured.
Income and Expenses have been classified
according to their nature and have not been
offset unless required or permitted by a specific
accounting standard or where offsetting
reflects the substance of the transaction.
The notes to the financial statements disclose
revenues, expenses, financial assets and
financial liabilities where the counterparty/
transaction is with an entity within the SA
Government as at the reporting date.

Fees and Charges
Revenues from fees and charges are derived
from the provision of goods and services to
other SA government agencies and to the
public. This revenue is recognised upon delivery
of the service to the clients or by reference to
the stage of completion.

Disposal of non-current assets
Income from the disposal of non-current
assets is recognised when control of the asset
has passed to the buyer and determined by
comparing proceeds with carrying amount.
When revalued assets are sold, the revaluation
increments are transferred to retained earnings.

Resources received/provided free of charge
Resources received/provided free of charge are
recorded as revenue and expenditure in the
Income Statement at their fair value. Resources
provided free of charge are recorded in the
expense line items to which they relate.

Grant Contributions Received
Grants that are received from other entities
by the Department for general assistance
or a particular purpose may be for capital
or recurrent purposes and the name of
the category reflects the use of the grant.
These entities may be other SA Government
agencies or the Commonwealth Government.
The grants given are usually subject to
terms and conditions set out in the contract,
correspondence, or by legislation. The
contribution is recognised as an asset and
income when the Department obtains control
of the contributions or the right to receive the
contribution.

Grants Paid
Grants that are paid to other entities by
the Department for general assistance or

a particular purpose may be for capital
or recurrent purposes and the name of
the category reflects the use of the grant.
These entities may be other SA Government
agencies, Non Government Organisations
or the public. The grants given are usually
subject to terms and conditions set out in the
contract, correspondence, or by legislation.
For contributions payable, the contribution will
be recognised as a liability and expense when
the entity has a present obligation to pay the
contribution.
2.7 Revenues from SA Government
Appropriations are recognised as revenues
when the Department obtains control over the
funding. Control over appropriations is normally
obtained upon their receipt.
Where money has been appropriated in the
form of an equity contribution, the Treasurer
has acquired a financial interest in the net
assets of the Department and the contribution
is recorded as contributed equity.
2.8 Dividends
Dividends are received by the Department from
HomeStart Finance, in compliance with Section
26(8) of the Housing and Urban Development
(Administrative Arrangements) Act, 1995 and
redistributed to portfolio housing entities
consistent with Departmental strategic plans.
2.9 Current and Non Current Items
Assets and liabilities are characterised as
either current or non-current in nature. The
Department has a clearly identifiable operating
cycle of 12 months. Therefore assets and
liabilities that will be realised as part of the
normal operating cycle will be classified as
current assets or current liabilities. All other
assets and liabilities are classified as noncurrent.
2.10 Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents as reported in the
Balance Sheet includes cash on hand, deposits
held at call and other short-term, highly liquid
investments with maturities of three months
or less that are readily converted to cash
and which are subject to insignificant risk of
changes in value. Cash and cash equivalents in
the Cash Flow Statement comprise cash and
cash equivalents as defined above. Cash is
measured at nominal value.
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In October 2003 the Government introduced
a policy with respect to aligning agency
cash balances with the appropriation and
expenditure authority. During the financial
year the Department was not required to
transfer any of its cash balance relating to
controlled items to the Consolidated Account.
In 2005-06 an amount of $13.997 million was
transferred to Consolidated Account in respect
of Administered Items (Refer to Note 3 in
Administered Items).
2.11 Receivables
Receivables include amounts receivable from
trade, prepayments, and other accruals.
Trade receivables arise in the normal course of
selling goods and services to other agencies and
to the public. Trade receivables are receivable
within 30 days after the issue of an invoice
or otherwise in accordance with relevant
contractual arrangements.
Other debtors arise outside the normal course
of selling goods and services to other agencies
and to the public.
Collectibility of trade receivables is reviewed on
an ongoing basis. Debts that are known to be
uncollectible, after all reasonable attempts have
been made to collect the debt, are written off
when identified. A provision for doubtful debts
is raised when there is objective evidence that
the Department will not be able to collect the
debts.
2.12 Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and
their net realisable value. Inventories held for
use by the Department are measured at cost,
with cost being allocated in accordance with
the first-in, first-out method.
2.13 Non Current Asset Acquisition and
Recognition
Assets are initially recorded at cost plus any
incidental cost involved with the acquisition.
Where assets are acquired at no value, or
minimal value, they are recorded at their fair
value in the Balance Sheet. Where the assets
are acquired at no or nominal value as part of
a restructuring of administrative arrangements
then the assets are recorded at the value
recorded by the transferor prior to transfer.
The Department capitalises all non-current
physical assets with a value of $10 000 or
greater.
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Assets held for sale are separately disclosed and
measured at the lower of carrying amount and
fair value less cost to sell.
Works in progress are projects physically
incomplete as at reporting date.
2.14 Revaluation of Non-Current Assets
In accordance with APF III, Asset Accounting
Framework:
• All non-current physical assets are valued at
written down current cost (a proxy for fair
value), and
• Revaluation of non-current assets or group
of assets is performed when its fair value
at the time of acquisition is greater than $1
million and estimated useful life is greater
than 3 years.

Land and Buildings at Fair Value
The Department revalues its land and buildings
every three years. However, if at any time
management considers that the carrying
amount of the asset materially differs from
the fair value, then the asset will be revalued
regardless of when the last valuation took
place. Non-current physical assets that are
acquired between revaluations are held at
cost until the next valuation, where they are
revalued to fair value.
The Department’s land and buildings were
revalued using the fair value methodology, as at
30 June 2006, based on independent valuations
performed by:
• Martin Burns - M.B.A., B.App.Sc. Property
Resource Management, Associate Australian
Property Institute (AAPI), Certified Practising
Valuer (CPV), Liquid Pacific Limited
• Wayne Smith B.Bus (Property) AAPI, Certified
Practicing Valuer (CPV), Liquid Pacific Limited
Land and Buildings transferred from IDSC on
1 July 2006, were transferred at the value
recorded by IDSC prior to the transfer.

Assets Deemed to be at Fair Value
For those classes of non-current assets where
an independent revaluation has not been
undertaken, the criteria within APF III Asset
Accounting Framework have not been met.
These classes of non-current assets are deemed
to be at fair value as determined by APF III
Asset Accounting Framework as issued by the
Department of Treasury and Finance.
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Asset classes that did not satisfy the criteria and
are therefore deemed to be at fair value include:
• Leasehold Improvements
• Buildings and Improvements in Progress
(WIP)
• Computing Equipment
• Motor Vehicles
• Other Plant and Equipment
2.15 Impairment
All non-current assets are tested for an
indication of impairment at each reporting date.
Where there is an indication of impairment,
the recoverable amount is estimated. An
amount by which the asset’s carrying amount
exceeds the recoverable amount is recorded
as an impairment loss. An impairment loss
is recognised immediately in the Income
Statement, unless the asset has been revalued.
For revalued assets an impairment loss is
offset against the revaluation reserve for that
same class of assets, to the extent that the

impairment loss does not exceed the amount
in the asset revaluation reserve for that class of
asset.
2.16 Depreciation and Amortisation of Non
Current Assets
All non-current assets, having a limited useful
life, are systematically depreciated/amortised
over their useful lives in a manner that reflects
the consumption of their service potential.
Amortisation is used in relation to intangible
assets, while depreciation is applied to physical
assets such as property plant and equipment.
The useful lives of all major assets held by the
Department are reassessed on an annual basis.
The value of leasehold improvements is
amortised over the estimated useful life of each
improvement, or the unexpired period of the
relevant lease, whichever is shorter.
Land and assets held for sale are not
depreciated.
Depreciation/amortisation for non-current
assets is determined as table below:

Class of asset

Depreciation method

• Buildings and Improvements

Straight Line

• Leasehold Improvements

Straight Line

• Computing Equipment

Straight Line

• Motor Vehicles

Straight Line

• Other Plant and Equipment

Straight Line

2.17 Intangibles

benefits) and the asset recognition criteria
(probability of future economic benefit and
cost can be reliably measured) and when the
amount of expenditure is greater than or equal
to $10 000.

An intangible asset is an identifiable nonmonetary asset without physical substance.
Intangible assets are measured at cost.
Following initial recognition, intangible assets
are carried at cost less any accumulated
amortisation and any accumulated impairment
losses.

All research and development costs that do not
meet the capitalisation criteria outlined in AASB
138 Intangible Assets are expensed.

At 30 June 2007, the Department did not have
The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed
any intangible assets.
to be either finite or indefinite. The Department
only has intangible assets with finite lives.
2.18 Payables
The amortisation period and the amortisation
Payables include creditors, accrued expenses
method for intangible assets is reviewed on an
and employment on-costs.
annual basis.
The acquisition or internal development of
software is capitalised when the expenditure
meets the asset definition criteria (identifiability,
control, and the existence of future economic

Creditors represent the amounts owing for
goods and services received prior to the end
of the reporting period that are unpaid at the
end of the reporting period. Creditors include
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all unpaid invoices received relating to normal
operations of the Department.

months, the liability will be measured at present
value.

Accrued expenses represents goods and
services provided by other parties during
the period that are unpaid at the end of the
reporting period and where an invoice has not
been processed or received.

Long Service Leave

All payables are measured at their nominal
amount and are unsecured. Invoices are
normally settled within 30 days after the
Department receives an invoice.
Employment on-costs include superannuation
contributions and payroll tax with respect to the
outstanding liabilities for salaries and wages,
long service leave and annual leave.
The Department makes contributions to several
superannuation schemes operated by the State
Government. These contributions are treated as
an expense when they occur. There is no liability
for payments to beneficiaries as the South
Australian Superannuation Board (SASB) has
assumed these. The only liability outstanding at
balance date relates to any contributions due
but not yet paid to the SASB.
2.19 Employee Benefits
These benefits accrue for employees as a result
of services provided up to the reporting date,
that remain unpaid. Long term employee
benefits are measured at the present value and
short-term employee benefits are measured at
nominal amounts.

Accrued Salaries and Wages
The liability for accrued salaries and wages
is measured as the amount unpaid at the
reporting date at remuneration rates current at
reporting date.

Sick Leave
A provision has not been made for sick leave as
all sick leave is non-vesting and the average sick
leave taken in future years is estimated to be
less than the annual entitlement of sick leave.

Annual Leave
The liability for annual leave is measured as
the amount unpaid at the reporting date at
remuneration rates expected to be paid at
reporting date. The annual leave liability is
expected to be paid within twelve months
and is measured at the undiscounted nominal
amount. In the unusual event where annual
leave is expected to be paid later than 12
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The liability for long service leave was
determined through an actuarial assessment
undertaken by William M Mercer Pty Ltd, in
accordance with AASB 119 Employee Benefits.
The following assumptions were made by the
actuary when performing the assessment:
• Salary increases of 3.5% per annum based
on the current enterprise bargaining
agreement and short-term forecasts.
• Discounting of 6.25% per annum based
on the pre-tax yield on the 10 year
Commonwealth Government bonds at the
valuation date.
2.20 Provisions

Insurance
The Department is a participant in the
State Government’s Insurance Program.
The Department pays a premium to South
Australian Government Financing Authority,
SAICORP Division (SAICORP) for professional
indemnity insurance and general public liability
insurance and is responsible for the payment
of claim amounts up to an agreed amount (the
deductible). SAICORP provides the balance of
funding for claims in excess of the deductible.
The provision for Public Liability and
Professional Indemnity Insurance represents
liabilities for outstanding claims in respect of
incidents that have occurred. The liabilities
include claims incurred and reported but not
paid, claims incurred but not reported (IBNR),
claims incurred but not enough reported
(IBNER) and the anticipated costs of settling
those claims. The claims liabilities are measured
as the present values of the expected future
payments. Claims incurred but not paid and
claim settlement costs that can be directly
attributed to particular claims are assessed by
reviewing individual claim files.
In respect of IBNR and IBNER claims, an
amount of $50 000 has been set aside for
both the Public Liability Claims and Professional
Indemnity Claims. These amounts are
based upon historical claims activity and
with allowance for prudential margins and
is reviewed annually. Public Liability and
Professional Indemnity Claims relating to
periods prior to the restructuring of the former
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compensation, lump sum settlements and for
redemption payments.

Department of Human Services, effective 1 July
2004, are the responsibility of the Department
of Health.

Accordingly, the Department recognises
a payable to the Disability Health Service
equivalent to the liability for these specifically
funded items which the Disability Health Service
recognises as a provision in their financial
statements. The value of the liability at 30 June
2007 is $1.28 million (2006 $3.61 million) (Refer
to Note 23).

The provision for Property claims represents
outstanding payments for incurred damage
to property. An allowance is also included for
(IBNER) claims. This provision is based upon
historical claims activity and with allowance for
prudential margins and is reviewed annually.

Workers Compensation
The Department is an exempt employer under
the Workers Rehabilitation and Compensation
Act, 1986. Under a scheme arrangement the
Department and the participating exempt
Disability Health Service, Julia Farr Services are
responsible for the management of workers
rehabilitation and compensation.
The workers compensation liability recognised
for the employees of the Department is
based on an apportionment of an actuarial
assessment of the whole-of-government
workers compensation liability conducted by
Taylor Fry Consulting Actuaries based on 30
April 2007 data. Taylor Fry Consulting Actuaries
extrapolate this data to 30 June 2007. For the
2006-07 financial year the Department has
reflected a workers compensation provision of
$16.55 million (2006 $8.47 million),
(Refer Note 26.2).
The actuarial assessment conducted by Taylor
Fry Consulting Actuaries is based on the
Payment Per Claim Incurred (PPCI) valuation
method. The assessment has been conducted
in accordance with AASB 137 Provisions,
Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
and the Work Cover Guidelines for Actuarial
Assessments. The liability covers claims
incurred but not yet paid, incurred but not
reported and the anticipated direct and indirect
costs of settling those claims. The liability
for outstanding claims is measured as the
present value of the expected future payments
reflecting the fact that all the claims do not
have to be paid out in the immediate future.
The Disability Health Service, Julia Farr Services
participating in the scheme, continues to be
directly responsible for the cost of workers
compensation claims and the implementation
and funding of preventative programs.
Julia Farr Services is a non safety net funded
Health Service . This means the Department
funds Julia Farr Services for workers

2.21 Leases
The Department has not entered into any
finance leases. The Department has entered
into some operating leases.

Operating Leases
In respect of operating leases, the lessor retains
substantially the entire risks and benefits
incidental to the ownership of the leased items.
Operating lease payments are recognised as an
expense on a basis which is representative of
the pattern of benefits derived from the leased
assets.
2.22 Government/Non-Government
Disclosures
The Department has adopted the requirements
of APF II General Purpose Financial Reporting
Framework where Department must disclose
by way of note whether transactions are with
entities that are within or external to the South
Australian Government. These transactions
are classified by their nature and relate to
income, expenses, financial assets and financial
liabilities.
3

Financial Risk Management
The Department has non-interest bearing assets
in the form of cash on hand and receivables,
and non-interest bearing liabilities in the form
of payables. The Department’s exposure to
market risk is minimal and cash flow interest
risk is minimal. From 1 July 2006, as a result of
policy changes, the Department did not receive
interest on cash balances in the Departmental
operating account. This balance comprises the
majority of the Department’s controlled cash.
The Department has no significant
concentration of credit risk. The Department
has policies and procedures in place to ensure
that transactions occur with customers with
appropriate credit history.
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In relation to liquidity/funding risk, the
continued existence of the Department in its
present form and with its present programs,
is dependent on Government policy and on
continuing appropriations by Parliament for the
Department’s administration and programs.
4

Change in Accounting Policy

Change in Asset Threshold
Effective 1 July 2006, the asset capitalisation
threshold for the Department was increased
to $10 000. The previous asset capitalisation
threshold was $5 000. The increase in the
asset capitalisation threshold will ensure that
there is consistency in the asset capitalisation
threshold across various entities within the
portfolio. The increase is in accordance
with Accounting Policy Framework III
Asset Accounting Framework issued by the
Department of Treasury and Finance where
assets with a fair value at the time of acquisition
of less than $10 000 need not be recognised
(capitalised) as an asset.
The change in accounting policy is accounted
for by adjusting the balance of retained
earnings for 2006 by $0.165m for DFC, and
by an adjustment of $8.090m directly to
equity in 2006-07 for the former ILC and IDSC
(ILC $7.955m, and IDSC $0.135m). Where
practicable comparative information has been
restated.

Early Adoption of Accounting Standards
Except for the amendments to AASB101,
Presentation of Financial Statements, which the
Department has early adopted, the Australian
Accounting Standards and Interpretations that
have been recently issued or amended but are
not yet effective, have not been adopted for
the reporting period ending 30 June 2007. The
Department has assessed the impact of new
and amended standards and interpretations and
considers that there will be no impact on the
accounting policies or financial report of the
Department.
5

Programs of the Department
In achieving its objective the Department
provides a range of services classified into the
following programs:

Program 1: Affordable Housing Choices and
Communities that Prosper
To work with others to expand and improve
affordable housing choices across the State and
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help build communities that prosper.
This program encompasses the management
of grants for housing services to low-income
households. This includes grants for the
provision of public housing, urban and
community renewal and private rental services
by the South Australian Housing Trust, the
provision of public and community managed
housing by the Aboriginal Housing Authority,
the funding and regulation of community
housing by the South Australian Community
Housing Authority and activities funded by
the Commonwealth State Housing Agreement
(CSHA).

Program 2: High Need Housing
To develop and implement better high need
housing and service responses for people at risk
or in need.
This program encompasses the management
of grants for housing services and supported
accommodation assistance to people in crisis as
well as providing other services and programs
related to high need housing.

Program 3: Independence and Community
Connection
To enable people to take charge of their
lives and ensure community connection
opportunities are available to all.
The program encompasses the provision of
services related to supporting people with
disabilities to live in the community, managing
grants and providing advice to the Minister for
the promotion of health, social well-being and
quality of life of the community, implementing
strategies and programs to promote the
participation and support of older people in the
community.

Program 4: Keeping Them Safe and
Connected
To ensure children, young people and families
are safe, supported and connected to the
future.
This program encompasses the following
services; child protection, alternative care for
those children and young people not able
to be cared for by their own families, case
management and support for young people
under the Guardianship of the Minister,
adoption and post adoption services, youth
justice services as directed by the Youth Court
(eg remand, bail orders, community service
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orders, supervision and home detention),
provision of training centres for young people
who are detained, emergency financial
assistance, funeral assistance, domestic violence
assistance, anti-poverty preventative programs,
and recovery services for victims of disasters.

Program 5: Effective and Sustainable
Business Practices
To establish and maintain efficient, effective
and accountable business practices to underpin
delivery of the Connecting to the Future
strategic agenda.
This program delivers strategic and overarching
support services such as policy development
and advice, strategic planning and evaluation,
continuous improvement, risk management
plans and quality management, research,
financial services, information management,
workforce and infrastructure development, for
the entire Portfolio.
6

Program 6: Office for Youth
The Office for Youth initiated, advocated and
facilitated policies and strategies that created
opportunities for positive outcomes for young
people in South Australia. This program was
transferred from the Department to DFEEST
effective 1 April 2006.

Program 7: Office for Women
Pursuit of the full and equal participation of
women in the social and economic life of the
State by providing innovative and balanced
public policy advice to government. Providing
high quality state-wide information, support
and referral services through the Women’s
Information Service. For financial accounting
and reporting purposes this program was
transferred to the Attorney-General’s
Department on 1 April 2007.

Employee benefit expenses
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

212 553

142 694

-

1 265

5 924

6 873

Annual Leave

20 725

14 808

Superannuation

24 472

15 602

7 272

3 141

14 903

9 969

5 056

2 173

290 905

196 525

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

TVSPs

-

1 265

Annual Leave and Long Service Leave paid
during the reporting period

-

333

Recovery from the Department of Treasury and Finance

-

1 265

Salaries and Wages
TVSPs

6.1

Long Service Leave

Workers Compensation
Payroll Tax
Other employee related expenses
Total employee benefit expenses

6.1

Targeted voluntary separation expenses (TVSPs)

Amount paid to these employees:

Number of employees who were paid TVSPs
during the reporting period

12
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6.2

Renumeration of employees
2007

2006

$100 000 - 109 999

50

27

$110 000 - 119 999

25

6

$120 000 - 129 999

8

8

$130 000 - 139 999

14

4

$140 000 - 149 999

5

6

$150 000 - 159 999

7

5

$160 000 - 169 999

4

2

$170 000 - 179 999

3

-

$180 000 - 189 999

4

6

$190 000 - 199 999

3

1

$200 000 - 209 999

2

-

$210 000 - 219 999

1

-

$240 000 - 249 999

1

2

$250 000 - 259 999

-

-

$260 000 - 269 999

-

-

$270 000 - 279 999

-

-

$280 000 - 289 999

1

-

$290 000 - 299 999

-

-

$300 000 - 309 999

-

-

$310 000 - 319 999

-

1

The number of employees whose remuneration received or receivable
falls within the following bands:

$320 000 - 329 999
Total number of employees

1

-

129

68

The table includes all employees who received remuneration of $100 000 or more during the year.
Remuneration of employees reflects all costs of employment including salaries and wages, superannuation
contributions, fringe benefits tax and any other salary sacrifice benefits. The total remuneration received by
these employees for the year was $16.7 million (2006 $9.1 million)
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7

Supplies and services

Accommodation and property related
Administration
Advertising and promotions

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

20 987

18 858

7 590

6 037

539

745

89

( 366)

Brokerage fees

8 403

-

Client related expenses

4 265

3 037

16 917

16 836

Bad and doubtful debts

Communication and computing
Contractors and agency staff

8 563

8 976

Consultants

508

496

Drug supplies

467

24

Electricity, gas and fuel

604

-

Food supplies

877

-

Housekeeping

1 201

-

857

794

21

67

2 716

2 831

Insurance
Interpreter and translation fees
Managed payments
Medical, surgical and laboratory supplies

495

-

Minor equipment

5 130

1 314

Motor vehicle expenses

7 109

4 275

70

-

Patient transport
Printing and stationery

3 025

2 696

Repairs and maintenance

4 355

-

Seminars, courses and training

1 350

2 463

Travel and accommodation

2 118

1 835

Other supplies and services

1 124

-

99 380

70 918

Audit fees - auditing financial report*

277

266

Total audit fees

277

266

99 657

71 184

Total supplies and services (excluding audit fees)

Total supplies and services (including audit fees)
Note:
* There were no other services provided by the Auditor-General
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Supplies and services provided by entities within SA Government

Accommodation and property related
Administration

2006
$’000

15 491

15 076

2 210

80

Advertising and promotions

47

21

Bad and doubtful debts

84

(366)

Client related expenses

287

356

Communication and computing

8 036

10 941

Contractors and agency staff

2 635

3 169

16

52

852

573

2 466

2 529

Consultants
Insurance
Managed payments
Minor equipment

260

102

6 661

3 996

Printing and stationery

128

78

Repairs and maintenance

457

-

90

189

Motor vehicle expenses

Seminars, courses and training
Travel and accommodation

12

23

39 732

36 819

Audit fees - auditing financial report

277

266

Total audit fees - SA Government

277

266

40 009

37 085

Total supplies and services - SA Government
(excluding audit fees)

Total supplies and services - SA Government
(including audit fees)
The number and dollar amount of consultancies paid/payable
(included in supplies and services expense) that fell within the
following bands:

No.

2007
$’000

No.

2006
$’000

Below $10 000

11

29

19

92

Between $10 000 and $50 000

13

299

6

143

Above $50 000
Total paid / payable to consultants engaged
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2007
$’000

3

180

3

261

27

508

28

496
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8

Depreciation and amortisation

Depreciation

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Buildings and Improvements

1 733

1 595

52

18

5

-

682

88

2 472

1 701

Leasehold improvements

573

445

Total amortisation

573

445

3 045

2 146

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Computing Equipment
Motor Vehicles
Other Plant and Equipment
Total depreciation
Amortisation

Total depreciation and amortisation

9

Grants, subsidies and client payments

Grants, subsidies and client payments paid/payable
Recurrent funding to Disability Health Services

9.1

55 666

133 742

Capital grant to Incorporated Health Services

9.2

31

2 063

Funding to Non Government Organisations

9.3

248 683

222 146

Housing assistance

104 180

109 961

SAHT-Tax Equivalent Regime

123 062

119 021

1 048

1 061

Supported Accommodation Assistance Program - SA Government Entities
Home and Community Care - SA Government Entities

49 575

44 927

GST Compensation

-

3 030

Family and Community Development - SA Government Entities

-

55

Alternative Care - SA Government Entities

-

566

Emergency Financial Assistance

3 085

2 306

Funds for Seniors

6 081

5 544

Public Trustee - Disability

-

2 000

Strathmont Centre

-

4 480

1 921

1 886

40 046

20 945

Parks Community Centre (Local Government Grant)
Children's payments
Concessions
Other
Total grants, subsidies and client payments

1 027

431

13 270

13 820

647 675

687 984
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Grants and subsidies paid/payable within SA Government

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Recurrent funding to Disability Health Services

9.1

55 666

133 742

Capital grant

9.2

31

2 063

Housing assistance

102 791

108 137

SAHT-Tax Equivalent Regime

123 062

119 021

1 048

1 061

49 575

44 927

GST Compensation

-

3 030

Family and Community Development

-

55

Alternative Care

-

566

Emergency Financial Assistance

1 029

1 129

Funds for Seniors

5 367

4 824

Public Trustee - Disability

-

2 000

Strathmont Centre

-

4 480

Children's payments

1 169

388

Concessions

1 027

431

12 576

10 498

353 341

436 352

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Supported Accommodation Assistance Program
Home and Community Care

Other
Total grants, subsidies and client payments - SA Government

9.1

Recurrent funding to incoporated Disability Health Services*

Julia Farr Services

55 666

51 838

Intellectual Disability Services Council**

-

74 416

Independent Living Centre**

-

7 488

55 666

133 742

Total recurrent funding to Incorporated Disability Health Services

NOTE:
* Effective 1 July 2004, the Minister of Health delegated to the Minister of Disability responsibility for the Incorporated Disability Health
Service.
** Effective 1 July 2006, the Boards of IDSC and ILC dissolved and the assets and liabilities of IDSC and ILC were transferred, assigned or
vested in the Minister for Disability.

9.2

Recurrent funding to incoporated Health Services*
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

31

253

Intellectual Disability Services Council**

-

1 796

Independent Living Centre**

-

14

31

2 063

Julia Farr Services

Total capital funding to Incorporated Health Services

NOTE:
* Effective 1 July 2004, the Minister of Health delegated to the Minister of Disability responsibility for the Incorporated Disability Health
Services.
** Effective 1 July 2006, the Boards of IDSC and ILC dissolved and the assets and liabilities of IDSC and ILC were transferred, assigned or
vested in the Minister for Disability.
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9.3

Funding to non Government Organisations

Grants and subsidies paid/payable external to SA Government

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Minda Inc

30 669

27 681

Royal District Nursing

16 161

15 233

Uniting Care Wesley

13 162

11 909

NOVITA

11 898

10 471

Community Accommodation & Respite Agency Inc

10 966

11 001

Anglicare SA

8 984

7 419

Centacare

6 266

6 004

Community Access Services of SA Inc

4 749

3 101

Leveda Incorporated

4 245

3 981

The Salvation Army (SA)

3 989

3 719

Community Support Network Inc

3 806

7 234

Aged Care & Housing Group Inc

3 322

2 150

Baptist Community Services

3 315

2 620

Aboriginal Family Support

3 210

1 818

Southern Junction Community

3 208

1 201

Life Without Barriers

3 191

1 132

Anglican Community Care Inc

3 135

2 004

Julia Farr Association Inc

2 920

8 000

Life's for Living

2 298

2 000

Resthaven Inc

2 249

2 076

Royal Society for the Blind

2 158

2 321

Autism Association of SA Inc

2 086

2 033

Orana

2 057

1 759

Guide Dogs Association

1 943

1 102

Meals on Wheels Inc

1 838

1 462

Community Support Inc

1 734

1 448

Helping Hand Aged Care

1 612

-

Community Lifestyles Inc

1 524

1 478

St Johns Youth Services Inc
Other
Total funding to Non Government Organisations

1 518

2 150

90 470

77 639

248 683

222 146

NOTE:
* Payments to Non SA Government Organisations, where total payments to an organisation are greater than $1.5m are individually disclosed
above. Payments less than $1.5m are in Other. This includes payments for major programs, such as SAAP, HACC, Family and
Community Development, and Alternative Care.
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10 Other expenses
Other expenses paid/payable

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Loss on revaluation of Non Current Assets

-

2 281

Other

4

69

Total other expenses

4

2 350

Other

-

68

Total other expenses - SA Government

-

68

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

55 543

57 427

808

1 018

Business services

15 699

16 979

Recoveries

Other expenses paid/payable within SA Government

11 Rent, fees and charges
Rent, fees and charges received/receivable
Employee services*
Insurance recoveries

11 606

9 200

Fines, fees and penalties

742

1 038

Rent

609

584

Patient and client fees

5 447

-

Other user charges and fees

7 806

-

98 260

86 246

55 543

56 879

Total rent, fees and charges
Rent, fees and charges received/receivable from entities
within SA Government
Employee services *
Insurance recoveries

190

1 018

15 235

16 945

9 064

7 548

Fines, fees and penalties

163

240

Rent

460

465

Business services
Recoveries

Other user charges and fees
Total fees and charges - SA Government
NOTE:
* Represents the recovery of costs for the provision of employee related services to SAHT, SACHA and AHA.
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-
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83 095
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12 Commonwealth revenues
Commonwealth revenues received/receivable

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Housing assistance

72 539

72 029

Commonwealth State Disability Agreement

68 506

67 429

Home and Community Care

78 952

73 111

Supported Accommodation Assistance Program

17 121

16 760

Aged Care Assessment Program

7 522

5 232

Other

3 222

2 120

247 862

236 681

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Total Commonwealth revenues

13 Interest revenue

-

1 227

Other

Interest from entities within the SA Government

12

-

Total interest revenue

12

1 227

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Proceeds from disposal

235

-

Less net book value of assets disposed

145

-

90

-

Proceeds from disposal

-

-

Less net book value of assets disposed

-

-

Net gain from disposal of plant and equipment

-

-

Total proceeds from disposal

235

-

Less total value of assets disposed

145

-

90

-

14 Net gain from disposal of assets
Land and buildings

Net gain from disposal of land and buildings
Plant and equipment

Total assets

Total net gain from disposal of assets
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15 Other revenue
Other revenue received/receivable
Assets received for nil consideration
Net revenue resulting from a correction of an error

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

181

579

-

194

Other

3 300

608

Total other revenue

3 481

1 381

181

579

Other revenue received/receivable from entities within SA Government
Assets received for nil consideration

-

194

Other

1 281

52

Total other revenue – SA Government

1 462

825

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

General appropriation

499 809

438 320

Tax equivalent regime reimbursement

124 847

120 379

26 680

35 626

651 336

594 325

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Community development fund

3 489

3 400

Department of Treasury and Finance - contingency funds

4 892

9 396

TVSP recoveries

-

1 265

Social inclusion

5 923

5 304

Net revenue resulting from a correction of an error

16 Revenues from SA Government
16.1

Revenues from SA Government

State housing assistance funds
Total revenues from SA Government

16.2
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Grants from SA Government agencies

Other

13 169

11 281

Total grants from SA Government agencies

27 473

30 646
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17 Unexpended funding commitments
The Department is engaged in a variety of funding programs involving State and Commonwealth sources
who provide monies to the Department on the premise that these funds are expended in a manner
consistent with the terms of the program. As at 30 June 2007, the Department had outstanding funding
commitments to the following programs:

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Home and Community Care program

2 876

716

CSHA projects

6 071

7 487

Supported Accommodation Assistance program

449

173

-

2 229

123

60

Positive Ageing Grants

-

200

Financial counselling - gamblers rehabilitation

-

194

Community Care Innovation fund
Aged Care Assessment program

-

134

1 452

-

Metropolitan Domiciliary Care - Home and Community Care (HACC)

692

-

Metropolitan Domiciliary Care - Aged Care Assessment Team (ACAT)

228

-

Social Inclusion - homelessness grants

196

-

WECAN Aboriginal Schools program

59

-

Families SA Commonwealth programs

386

-

National Child Protection and Support service

40

-

Maria Daysh - Bequest

10

-

12 582

11 193

Strathmont Centre

145

971

Youth Training Centre Sustainment

607

452

2 614

-

Child Protection Review - Staff Accommodation

341

-

SACOSS Children Facility

310

-

Families SA Accommodation

1 151

-

Total capital

5 168

1 423

17 750

12 616

Unspent APY Lands funding from external agencies
SRF Fire Safety program

Total operating

Case Management System

Total unexpended funding commitments
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18 Cash and cash equivalents
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

17 397

23 632

Other Cash at Bank or On Hand (Non-Government Financial Institutions)

795

3

Advance Accounts and Other

304

304

18 496

23 939

Special Deposit Account with the Treasurer

Total cash and cash equivalents

Cash deposits are recognised at their nominal amounts. Interest on cash held in the Special Deposit
Account with the Treasurer does not accrue to the Department. Interest accruing on Other Cash at Bank is
credited to revenue as it accrues.
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19 Receivables
Current

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Debtors

6 922

6 996

614

-

Patient/client fees
Disability Health Services budget-over run

-

3 242

11 709

11 178

-

267

Overpaid salaries

118

108

Grant receivables

7 320

-

Employee related services recoverable
Interest income receivable

Sundry receivables
Subtotal current receivables

Less provision for doubtful debts
Prepayments
GST receivable

2 613

58

29 296

21 849

(399)

(101)

179

488

2 554

8 221

31 630

30 457

449

181

-

157

449

338

32 079

30 795

Government receivables
Receivables from SA Government entities

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Debtors

4 433

5 047

-

3 242

11 709

11 178

-

267

Total current receivables
Non current
Sundry receivables
Prepayments
Total non-current receivables
Total receivables

Disability Health Services budget-over run
Employee related services recoverable
Interest income receivable
Sundry receivables

546

-

16 688

19 734

Less provision for doubtful debts

(70)

(79)

Prepayments

157

645

2 554

8 221

19 329

28 521

Subtotal receivables

GST receivable
Total receivables - SA Government
Interest rate and credit risk

Receivables are raised for goods and services provided for which payment has not been received.
Receivables are normally settled within 30 days. Trade receivables, prepayments and accrued revenues are
non-interest bearing. Other than recognised in the provision for doubtful debts, it is not anticipated that
counterparties will fail to discharge their obligations. The carrying amount of receivables approximates net
fair value due to being receivable on demand. In addition, there is no concentration of credit risk.
Bad and doubtful debts
The Department has recognised a bad and doubtful debt expense of $0.089m in the income statement.
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20 Inventories
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Stores

74

35

Drug supplies

61

-

Medical, Surgical and Laboratory Supplies

14

-

Food and Hotel Supplies

58

-

Other

78

-

285

35

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Current

Total current inventories

21 Property, plant and equipment
Land and buildings
Vacant land (fair value)

4 360

4 360

109 051

65 916

58 106

43 316

Accumulated depreciation - buildings and improvements

(12 856)

(11 402)

Total land and buildings

158 661

102 190

Leasehold improvements at cost (deemed fair value)

7 980

6 634

Accumulated amortisation - leasehold improvements

(6 300)

(5 550)

1 680

1 084

160 341

103 274

Site land (fair value)
Buildings and improvements (fair value)

Leasehold improvements

Total leasehold improvements
Total land, buildings and leasehold improvements
Plant and equipment
Computing equipment at cost (deemed fair value)

418

155

Accumulated depreciation - computing equipment

(133)

(97)

Motor vehicles at cost (deemed fair value)

138

-

Accumulated depreciation - motor vehicles

(114)

-

4 818

1 444

(2 388)

(874)

2 739

628

163 080

103 902

Other plant and equipment at cost (deemed fair value)
Accumulated depreciation - other plant and equipment
Total plant and equipment
Total property, plant and equipment
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21.1

Reconciliation of Land, Buildings and Leasehold Improvements

The following table shows the movement of Land, Buildings and Improvements, and Leasehold
Improvements during 2006-07.
Vacant
Land

Site
Land

Buildings and
improvements

Leasehold
improvements

Total land,
buildings and
leasehold
improvements

$’000

$'000

$'000

$'000

$'000

4 360

65 916

31 914

1 084

103 274

Purchases

-

-

-

-

-

Assets received for nil
consideration

-

-

-

166

166

Disposals

-

(40)

(105)

-

(145)

Revaluation
increment/
(decrement)

-

-

-

-

-

Depreciation and
amortisation for the
year

-

-

(1 733)

( 573)

(2 306)

Acquisition/
(disposal) through
administrative
restructure

-

43 180

15 067

83

58 330

Transfers to or from
other classes

-

-

-

-

-

Transfers from works
in progress

-

-

107

920

1 027

Other movements

-

(5)

-

-

(5)

Carrying amount
at 30 June 2007

4 360

109 051

45 250

1 680

160 341

Carrying amount at
the beginning of the
year
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21.2

Reconciliation of Plant and Equipment

The following table shows the movement of Plant and Equipment during 2006-07.
Computing
Equipment

Motor
Vehicles

Other
Plant and
Equipment

Total Plant and
Equipment

$’000

$'000

$'000

$'000

58

-

570

628

Purchases

-

-

415

415

Assets received for nil
consideration

-

-

15

15

Disposals

-

-

-

-

Revaluation increment/
(decrement)

-

-

-

-

(52)

(5)

(682)

(739)

14

29

2 097

2 140

-

-

-

-

265

-

15

280

Carrying amount at the
beginning of the year

Depreciation and
amortisation for the year
Acquisition/(disposal) through
administrative restructure
Transfers to or from other
classes
Transfers from works in
progress
Other movements
Carrying amount at
30 June 2007

-

-

-

-

285

24

2 430

2 739

22 Capital works in progress
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2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Buildings and improvements in progress at cost (deemed fair value)

6 080

3 741

Total capital works in progress

6 080

3 741
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23 Payables
Current

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Creditors

7 238

16 895

Disability Health Service workers compensation

381

1 067

Disability Health Service budget under-runs

891

-

34

72

Accrued expenses

3 170

1 239

Employment on-costs

5 395

3 036

Other payables

1 023

239

18 132

22 548

Disability Health Service workers compensation

902

2 543

Grants to non government organisations

743

797

Employment on-costs

3 147

2 409

Total non-current payables

4 792

5 749

22 924

28 297

Payables to SA Government entities

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Creditors

2 666

7 137

Disability Health Services workers compensation

1 283

3 610

34

72

729

388

8 542

5 445

891

-

14 145

16 652

Grants to SAHT - tax equivalent regime

Total current payables
Non current

Total payables

Grants to SAHT - tax equivalent regime
Accrued expenses
Employment on-costs
Disability Health Service budget under-runs
Total payables - SA Government
Interest rate and credit risk

Creditors and accruals are raised for all amounts billed but unpaid. Sundry creditors are normally settled
within 30 days. Employment on-costs are settled when the respective employee benefit that they relate to
is discharged. All payables are non-interest bearing. The carrying amount of payables approximates net fair
value due to the amounts being payable on demand.
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24 Employee benefits
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Annual leave

20 660

13 096

Long service leave

10 527

6 684

Accrued salaries and wages

5 456

3 140

Other

1 014

335

37 657

23 255

33 426

25 769

30

57

Total non-current employees benefits

33 456

25 826

Total employee benefits

71 113

49 081

Current

Total current employee benefits
Non current
Long service leave
Other

The total current and non-current employee expenses (i.e. aggregate employee benefit plus related on costs)
for 2007 is $43.052m (2006: $26.291m) and $35.603m (2006: $28.235m) respectively.

25 Borrowings
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Advance-treasury imprest account

285

285

Total non-current borrowings - SA Government

285

285

Total Borrowings

285

285

Non current

The Department of Treasury and Finance has advanced the Department funds for the purpose of an Imprest
Account. The Department has not entered into any other borrowing arrangements.
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26 Provisions
Current

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Insurance

26.1

251

272

Workers compensation

26.2

4 465

2 295

4 716

2 567

Total current provisions
Non current
Insurance

26.1

577

551

Workers compensation

26.2

12 089

6 171

Total non-current provisions

12 666

6 722

Total provisions

17 382

9 289

A liability has been reported to reflect unsettled workers compensation claims. The workers compensation
provision is based on an actuarial assessment performed by the Public Sector Workforce Wellbeing group
within the Public Sector Workforce Division of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet.

26.1 Reconciliation of insurance
The following table shows the movement of insurance during 2006-07
Public
Liability
$’000

Property
$’000

Total
$’000

Carrying amount at beginning of financial year

780

43

823

Increase to provision due to revision of estimates

103

-

103

Reduction due to payments

(50)

(20)

(70)

Net revision of estimates

(28)

-

(28)

Carrying amount at 30 June 2007

805

23

828

Public
Liability
$’000

Property
$’000

Total
$’000

Transfers in at 1 July 2005

740

104

844

Increase to provision due to revision of estimates

341

11

352

Reduction due to payments

(73)

(265)

(338)

(228)

193

(35)

780

43

823

The following table shows the movement of insurance during 2005-06

Net revision of estimates
Carrying amount at 30 June 2006
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26.2

Reconciliation of workers compensation
The following table shows the movement of workers compensation
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Carrying amount at beginning of financial year

8 466

-

Transfers in 1 July

9 770

9 077

Increase to provision due to revision of estimates

5 122

3 179

Reduction due to payments

(6 804)

(3 790)

Carrying amount at 30 June

16 554

8 466

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Unclaimed monies

69

5

Unearned revenue

42

84

Other

277

-

Total current other liabilities

388

89

Total other liabilities

388

89

Other

277

-

Total other liabilities - SA Government

277

-

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

27 Other liabilities
Current

Other liabilities with SA Government entities

28 Equity

Contributed capital

19 474

10 763

Asset revaluation reserve

13 433

13 433

Retained earnings

75 021

51 175

107 928

75 371

Total equity

The asset revaluation reserve is used to record increments and decrements on the revaluation of noncurrent assets.
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29 Financial instruments
29.1 Financial instruments
The Department has not entered into arrangements where loans have been provided.
29.2 Interest Rate Risk Exposure
Trade receivables, prepayments and accrued revenues are non-interest bearing. The carrying amount of
receivables approximates fair value due to being received on demand.
All payables are non-interest bearing. The carrying amount of payables approximates net fair value due
to the amounts being payable on demand.
29.3 Foreign Exchange Risk
In accordance with Treasurer’s Instruction 23 Management of Foreign Currency Exposures the
Department is required to manage any foreign exchange exposures which are greater than $100 000
through the South Australian Government Financing Authority. The Department has not entered into
any such contracts and is not exposed to any movements in foreign exchange.
29.4 Credit Risk
Credit risk represents the loss that would be recognised if counter parties failed to perform as contracted.
The credit risk on the Department’s financial assets excluding investments which have been recognised
in the Balance Sheet, is the carrying amount, net of any provision for doubtful debts. There is no
concentration of credit risk.
30 Commitments
30.1 Capital commitments
Capital expenditure contracted for at the reporting date are not recognised as
liabilities in the financial report, are payable as follows:
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

164

555

Later than one year but not longer than five years

-

-

Later than five years

-

-

164

555

Within one year

Total capital commitments

Included in Capital expenditure commitments above is $13 000 (2006: $50 000) which is the GST
component of the Capital expenditure commitments.

30.2 Other commitments
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

334

2 416

Later than one year but not longer than five years

-

-

Later than five years

-

-

334

2 416

Within one year

Total other commitments

Included in Other Commitments expenditure above is $18 000 (2006: $220 000) which is the GST
component of the Other expenditure commitments.
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30.3 Operating lease commitments
Commitments in relation to operating leases contracted for at the reporting date but
not recognised as liabilities, are payable as follows:
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Within one year

14 317

12 799

Later than one year but not longer than five years

27 401

38 506

-

-

41 718

51 305

Later than five years
Total operating lease commitments

Included in the operating lease commitments above is $3.700 million (2006: $4.664 million) which is the
GST component of the operating lease payments.
The Department has many lease agreements. These leases are for administrative purposes and vary in
length. Lease payments are monthly and predominantly paid in advance. Each lease agreement has
renewal options for a determined period, exercisable by both the lessor and lessee.

31 Net Revenues From Restructure
31.1 Net Revenues From Restructure for 2006-07

Transfers into the Department
The Intellectual Disability Services Council (IDSC) and the Independent Living Centre (ILC) were
incorporated under the South Australian Health Commission Act 1976. Effective 1 July 2004, the
Minister of Health delegated responsibility for IDSC and ILC to the Minister for Disability.
On 29 June 2006 the Governor proclaimed to dissolve IDSC and ILC in association with reforms to the
governance arrangements within the South Australian Government with respect to the management
of the provision of disability services. Effective 1 July 2006, the Boards of IDSC and ILC dissolved and
the assets and liabilities of IDSC and ILC were transferred, assigned or were vested in the Minister for
Disability.
2006-07

IDSC
$’000

ILC
$’000

Total
$’000

Assets

63 355

10 551

73 906

Liabilities

32 641

1 565

34 206

Net Assets

30 714

8 986

39 700

Increase in Net Assets due to transfers into the Department
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Transfers out of the Department
On 22 March 2007, the Governor proclaimed the transfer of the employees of the Office for Women
(OFW) from the Department for Families and Communities (DFC) to the Attorney-General’s Department.
It is taken that the proclamation also means the transfer of assets and liabilities of OFW to AttorneyGeneral’s Department. In accordance with APF II General Purpose Financial Reporting Framework, for
financial accounting and reporting purposes the transfer is taken to occur 1 April 2007.
2006-07

OFW
$’000

Total
$’000

Assets

246

246

Liabilities

254

254

(8)

(8)

Net Assets
Increase in Net Assets due to transfers into the Department

8

Increase in Net assets due to administrative restructure in 2006-2007

Net revenues from restructure

IDSC
$’000

ILC
$’000

OFW
$’000

Total
$’000

30 714

8 986

8

39 708

31.2 Net Revenues From Restructure for 2005-06
On 23 March 2006, the Governor proclaimed the transfer of the employees of the Office for Youth
(OFY) from the Department for Families and Communities (DFC) to the Department of Further
Education, Employment, Science and Technology (DFEEST). It is taken that the proclamation also means
the transfer of assets and liabilities of the OFY to DFEEST. In accordance with APF II General Purpose
Financial Reporting Framework, for financial accounting and reporting purposes the transfer is taken to
occur 1 April 2006.
2005-06

Office for Youth
$’000
19

19

354

354

(335)

(335)

Assets
Liabilities
Net Assets

Total
$’000

Increase in Net assets due to administrative restructure in 2005-2006
2006

Office for Youth
$’000

Total
$’000

335

335

Net revenues from restructure

32 Contingent assets and liabilities
The department does not have any contingent assets and liabilities.
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33 Cash flow reconciliation
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Cash flow statement

18 496

23 939

Balance sheet

18 496

23 939

(11 691)

(3 187)

(651 336)

(594 325)

Reconciliation of cash - cash at year end as per:

Reconciliation of net cash provided by operating activities to
net cost of providing services:
Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities
Less revenues from SA government
Less grants from SA government agencies

(27 473)

(30 646)

(690 500)

(628 158)

Depreciation

(2 472)

(1 701)

Amortisation

(573)

(445)

-

(3)

181
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Add/less non cash items

Assets transferred
Assets received for NIL consideration
Net gain from disposal of assets

90

-

Revaluation increments/decrements

-

(2 281)

Bad and doubtful debts

-

367

Prior period adjustment - TER

-

194

Increase (decrease) in receivables

2 256

12 163

Increase (decrease) in inventories

59

138

(3 536)

(7 186)

(Increase) decrease in payables and provisions

8 214

(3 893)

(Increase) decrease in other liabilities

(300)

857

-

(285)

(686 581)

(629 654)

Changes in assets / liabilities

(Increase) decrease in employee benefits

Decrease/(increase) in borrowings
Net cost of providing services
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34 Remuneration of Directors and Related Party Disclosure
There are various committees, forums within the Department that assist the Department in meeting its
objectives. Where the members are renumerated, certain disclosures are provided.
Members of the Board/Committees during the financial year were:

Adoption Board
Meerilyn C Asquith
Helen Kay

Jay Tolhurst - Chair
John Walker

Community Benefits SA Program (formerly Charitable and Social Welfare Board)
Harold Allison
Declan Andrews
Letitia Ashworth

Collen Fitzpatrick
Mark Henley - Chair
Elizabeth Kosmala

Child Death and Serious Injury Review Committee
George Beltchev
Brian Butler
Roger Byard
Linda Dore
Dymphna Eszenyi - Chair
William Timothy Goodes
Dianne Gursansky
Diana Hetzel

Samantha Laubsch
Christopher Shakes
Nigel Stewart
Alison Tucker
Fiona Ward
Richenda Webb
Helen Wighton
Peter Woite

Community Housing Appeal Panel
Margaret Castles
Gaybrielle Cotton Kenny
Ursula Dahl
Nicola Ferencz
Chris Finn

Georgina Hone
Kathleen McEvoy - Chair
Frances Meredith
Kathryn Millar
Kathryn Warren

Council for the Care of Children
Jan Andrews
Fiona Arney
Peter Bicknell - Chair
Jim Birch
Jane Chapman
Rosemary Crowley - Chair to 21/1/07
Jadynne Harvey
Juliet Haslam
Diana Hetzel

Mellita Kimber
Jayne Lehmann
Joslene Mazel
Cody Morris
Chris Robinson
Simon Schrapel
Dorothy Scott
Anthony Sherbon
Suzanne Vardon
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Public Housing Appeal Panel
Margaret Castles
Gaybrielle Cotton Kenny
Ursula Dahl
Nicola Ferencz
Chris Finn
Peter Anderson

Georgina Hone
Kathleen McEvoy - Chair
Frances Meredith
Kathryn Millar
Kathryn Warren

Disability Advisory Council of South Australia
Susan Andrews
Monika Baker
David Caudrey
Maurice Corcoran
Tony Doyle
Miriam High - A/Chair
Sharon Holmes

Jayne Lehmann
Neil Lillecrapp
Jane Mussared
Robyn Nicol
Zofia Nowack
Tony Starkey
Michael Wilson

Housing Council - Community Sector (formerly HACC) – terminated 30 September 2006
Betty Alberton
Patrick Bayley
Paul Bennetts
Michael Butler
Helen Connolly
Jane Fletcher
Karen Grogan
Mark Groote
Lana Johnson
Vicki Lachlan

Kathleen McEvoy
Natasha Miliotis
Julie Patterson
Graham Ross
Jenny Stock
Ciaran Synnott - Chair
Ron Tan
Theresa Walker
Jo Wickes
Gary Wilson

Ministerial Advisory Board on Ageing
Sue Balde
Brian Butler
Janice Cass
Julianne Cheek
Rosemary Crowley - Chair
Leonard A Faulkner
James Giles
Patricia Greethead

Graeme Hugo
Gerard McEwen
Theadora Papadopoulos
J D Rigney
Joan Stone
Neill F Wallman
Marjory A Tripp*

*is not a member but is an external adviser for the assessment of Grants for Seniors
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Minister’s Strategic Housing Advisory Committee (replaced Housing Council - Community Sector)
Andrew Beer
Helen Connolly
Leigh Garrett
Christine Halsey - Chair
Sally Langton
Wendy Malycha
Nadia Zivkovic

Alistair Matheson
Ross Graham
Barry Seeger
Peter Smith
Rosney Snell
Matthew Woodward

Premiers Council for Women (to 31 March 2007; now with the Attorney-General’s Department)
Diat Alferink
Rosa Colanero
Judith Cross
Ingrid Day
Janet Giles
Danielle Grant-Cross
Elizabeth Haebich
Anne-Marie Hayes
Sue Lamshed
Kerryanne Liddle

Sarah Macdonald
Suzanne Magarey
Pat Mickan
Eleanor Ramsay
Ivana Rapajic-Moran
Suzanne Roux - Chair
Nerida Saunders
Eugenia Tsoulis
Kim Tolotta

Risk Management and Audit Committee
Peter Bull
David Caudrey
Jamie Dreckow - Chair
Elizabeth Durward
Michael J B Evans
Phil Fagan-Schmidt

Leeanne Head
Geoff Lamshed
Mary Patetsos
Suzanne Vardon
Joseph Ullianich

State Emergency Relief Fund
Suzanne Carman
Veronica Faggotter
Barry Grear - Chair
Neil Martinson
Raina Nechvoglod
Rodney Schutz
Philip Sims
Joseph Ullianich
Triada Vesotsky
Marilyn Baker

Martin Carney
Jan Crawford
Helena Dawkins
Henk Fernee
Ian Harslett
Robert Kerin
Paul McInerney
Rhonda Pech
Alan Thomson
Terry Tysoe
Barry Windle
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Supported Residential Facilities Advisory Committee (includes Deputy Members)
Maxine Ashton
Phillip Beddall
Jane Chapman - Chair
Dianne Chapple
Deidre Cope
Marilyn Crabtree
Michael Livori
Keith Moorman
Paul Pledger
Peter Smith
Sue Whitington

Christopher Wurm
Dennis Chamberlain
Alison Creaser
Kevin Duke
Elizabeth Evans
Lloyd Evans
Kathryn Farr
Val Hall
Jeanette Linn
Suzanne Marshall
Neville Stephens

Transitional Advisory Group - Disability Services Office (terminated 3 October 2006)
Elizabeth Clare
Michael J B Evans
Glenda Lee
Connie Love

Ian Shephard - Chair
Dell Stagg
Robert Tinker

Total income received, or due and receivable by Board/Committee members was $190 000.
The number of Members whose income from the entity falls within the following bands is:

2007
$0 - $9 999

Number of
Members
183

$10 000 - $19 999

1

$20 000 - $29 999

1

Total

185

In accordance with Department of the Premier and Cabinet Circular No.16, government employees did not
receive any remuneration for board, committee or forum duties during the financial year.
Benefits given by the Department to superannuation funds or otherwise in connection with the retirement
of members were $14 000.
During the financial year, no loans were made to members. At the reporting date, no outstanding loans
exist with Members.
Transactions between related parties are on conditions no more favourable than those which it is reasonable
to expect the entity would have adopted if dealing with the related party at arm’s length in the same
circumstances.
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35 Events After Balance Date
Metropolitan Domiciliary Care
Effective 1 July 2007, the Governor proclaimed the dissolution of Metropolitan Domiciliary Care (MDC). This
is in accordance with the reforms to the governance arrangements within the South Australian Government
with respect to the management of the provision of health services. All assets and liabilities vested in or held
by Metropolitan Domiciliary Care were transferred or assigned to or vested in, the Minister for Disability.
Julia Farr Services (JFS)
Effective 1 July 2007, the Governor proclaimed the dissolution of Julia Farr Services (JFS). This is in
accordance with reforms to the governance arrangements within the South Australian Government with
respect to the management of the provision of disability services. All assets and liabilities vested in or held
by Julia Farr Services were transferred or assigned to or vested in, the Minister for Disability.
36 Administered Items
The Revenues, Expenditures, Assets and Liabilities that were administered but not controlled by the
Department have not been included in the financial statements. These administered transactions and
balances are regarded as significant in relation to the Department’s overall financial performance and in
accordance the APF II, General Purpose Financial Reporting Framework, separate consolidated administered
financial statements and notes the accounts have been prepared.
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Administered items income statement
for the year ended 30 June 2007

Note

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

5

9 645

9 732

Administered income
Grants and contributions

43

123

Interest

Rent, fees and charges

154

146

Other income

152

284

9 994

10 285

106 415

119 909

Total
Revenues from/ payments to SA Government
Revenues from SA Government
Payment to SA Government under Cash Alignment Policy

6.1
3, 6.2

Total revenues from/ payments to SA Government

Total administered income

-

(13 997)

106 415

105 912

116 409

116 197

238

264

Administered expenses
Employees benefit costs
Supplies and services

8

1 424

1 580

Grants, subsidies and client payments

7

128 057

124 306

129 719

126 150

(13 310)

(9 953)

Total administered expenses
Operating (deficit)/ surplus

The accompanying notes form part of these statements
The Operating (deficit)/ surplus is attributable to the SA Government as owner
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Statement of administered assets and liabilities
Balance sheet
as at 30 June 2007

Note

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

9

8 872

21 194

19

18

Current Assets
Cash
Receivables
Other
Total Current Assets
Total Assets

2 264

1 810

11 155

23 022

11 155

23 022

2 863

1 558

19

18

9

4

Current Liabilities
Payables
Overdraft
Employee Benefits
Provisions

2

2

2 893

1 582

Total Liabilities

2 893

1 582

Net Assets

8 262

21 440

8 262

21 440

8 262

21 440

Total Current Liabilities

Equity
Retained Earnings

Total Equity

The accompanying notes form part of these statements
Total Equity is attributable to the SA Government as owner
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Administered items
Statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 30 June 2007

Note

Balance at 1 July 2005
Restructure-transfer from Department
Operating (Deficit)/Surplus for 2005-06
Balance at 30 June 2006

Total
$’000

31 446

31 446

( 53)

( 53)

(9 953)

(9 953)

21 440

21 440

Restructure-transfer into Department

137

137

Adjustment to Equity

( 5)

( 5)

Operating (Deficit)/Surplus for 2006-07

(13 310)

(13 310)

Total recognised income and expense for 2006-07

(13 178)

(13 178)

8 262

8 262

Balance at 30 June 2007

The accompanying notes form part of these statements
Total Equity is attributable to the SA Government as owner
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earnings
$’000

Financial statements
Statement of administered cash flows
for the year ended 30 June 2007

Note

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash Outflows
Payments to SA Government under Cash Alignment Policy
Employee Benefit Payments
Concessions
Other Grants, Subsidies and Client Payments
Supplies and Services
Total Cash Outflows

-

(13 997)

( 238)

( 262)

(106 922)

(135 825)

(20 144)

(16 476)

(1 555)

(1 385)

(128 859)

(167 945)

106 415

119 909

2

78

9 746

9 747

154

146

83

499

116 400

130 379

(12 459)

(37 566)

137

( 53)

-

( 185)

137

( 238)

(12 322)

(37 804)

21 194

58 998

8 872

21 194

Cash Inflows
Receipts from SA Government
Taxes, Fees and charges
Grants and Contributions
Interest Received
Other Receipts
Total Cash Inflows
Net cash inflows/(outflows) operating activities

9

Cash flows from financing activities
Restructuring Activities
Cash Overdraft
Net cash inflows/(outflows) financing activities

Net (Decrease)/Increase in Cash Held
Cash at the beginning of the Financial Year
Cash at the end of the Financial Year

The accompanying notes form part of these statements
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Notes to administered items financial statement
for the year ended 30 June 2007
1

Background

The Revenues, Expenditures, Assets and Liabilities that were administered but not controlled by the
Department have not been included in the financial statements of the Department. These administered
transactions and balances are regarded as significant in relation to the Department’s overall financial
performance and in accordance the APF II, General Purpose Financial Reporting Framework, separate
consolidated administered financial statements and notes the accounts have been prepared.
2

Accounting Policies

The accounting policies pertaining to the administered items for the Department are contained in Note 2
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies for the Department.
3. Cash Alignment Policy
In 2006-07, there were no transfers from Administered Items to consolidated account under the Cash
Alignment Policy.
In 2005-06, an amount of $13 997 million was returned to consolidated account under the Cash Alignment
Policy. Of the amount transferred, $13.407 million related to Concessions and $0.590 million related to the
Alternative Care Fund.
4

Programs of Administered Items

• Concessions
• Minister’s Salary
• Supported Residential Facility Indemnity Fund
• Gamblers Rehabilitation
• Charitable and Social Welfare
• Duke of Edinburgh *
• CRC Trust
• Family Maintenance Orders
• Alternative Care Fund
• Community Service Obligations
• State Emergency Relief Fund**

* Effective 1 April 2006, the Duke of Edinburgh was transferred to Department of Further Education,
Employment, Science and Technology (DFEEST). Net Assets of $53 000 were transferred from the
Department to DFEEST.
** Effective February 2007, the State Emergency Relief Fund was transferred from the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet (DPC) to the Department. Net assets of $137 000 were transferred from DPC into
the Department.
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Client Trust Accounts
The Department for Families and Communities has control of client trust accounts, in its capacity as a
trustee of trusts, relating to clients of the former Intellectual Disability Services Council Incorporated (IDSC).
The balance of the client trust accounts at 30 June 2007 was $6.84 million (2006 $6.03 million). These
amounts cannot be used by the Department for Families and Communities to achieve its own objectives,
and accordingly are not included in the financial statements.
2007
$’000
Opening Balance 30 June 2006

6 065

Add Receipts

8 048

Less Expenses

(7 269)

Closing Balance
5

6 844

Grants and contributions

Gamblers Rehabilitation
Concessions
Minister's Salary

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

5 345

5 345

73

171

227

213

4 000

4 000

-

3

9 645

9 732

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Concessions

96 211

110 892

Community Service Obligations

10 204

9 017

106 415

119 909

2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Concessions

-

(13 407)

Alternative Care Fund (Cash Alignment Policy transfer)

-

(590)

Total Payments to SA Government

-

(13 997)

Charitable & Social Welfare
Duke of Edinburgh Trust
Total Grants and Contributions

6
6.1

Revenue from/ payments to SA Government
Revenue from SA Government

Total Revenue from SA Government

6.2

Payments to SA Government
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7

Grants, subsidies and client payments
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

4 512

3 501

107 913

107 830

9 801

9 017

-

7

5 743

3 951

88

-

128 057

124 306

Gamblers Rehabilitation
Concessions
Community Service Obligations
Duke of Edinburgh
Charitable & Social Welfare
State Emergency Relief Fund
Total Grants, Subsidies and Client Payments

8

Consultancies

The number and dollar amount of consultancies paid/payable (included in supplies and services) that fell
within the following band:
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No

2007
$’000

No

2006
$’000

Below $10 000

-

-

1

5

Between $10 000 and $50 000

1

14

-

-

Above $50 000

1

82

-

-

Total Paid/Payable to Consultants Engaged

2

96

1

5
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9

Cash flow reconciliations
2007
$’000

2006
$’000

Statement of cash flows

8 872

21 194

Balance sheet

8 872

21 194

-

-

(12 459)

(37 566)

Depreciation and Amortisation

-

-

Correction of Prior Period Error

4

-

Assets Received for Nil Consideration

-

-

First Time Recognition

-

-

Gain on Sale of Assets

-

-

1

(187)

454

45

(1 305)

27 759

(5)

(4)

Reconciliation of cash - cash at year end as per:

Reconciliation of net cash used in operating activities to
operating (deficit)/ surplus
Net Cash Inflows/ (Outflows) from Operating Activities
Add/less non cash items

Changes in Assets and Liabilities
Increase/(Decrease) in Receivables
Increase/(Decrease) in Other Assets
Decrease/(Increase) in Payables
Decrease/(Increase) in Employee Benefits
Decrease/(Increase) in Other Liabilities
Operating (deficit)/ surplus

-

-

(13 310)

(9 953)
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AFIS

Adoption and Family Information Service

AHA

Aboriginal Housing Authority

AHIF

Affordable Housing Innovations Fund

AHRI

Australian Human Resources Institute

AHURI

Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute

APU

Accredited Procurement Unit

APY Lands

Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands

ARHP

Aboriginal Rental Housing Program

AYAC

Aboriginal Youth Action Committee

BBF

Building a Better Future: Indigenous Housing to 2010

BCM

Business Continuity Management

BCP

Business Continuity Plan

CAP

Crisis Accommodation Program

CBSA

Community Benefit SA

CDSMAC

Community and Disability Services Ministers’ Advisory Council

CDSMC

Community and Disability Services Ministers’ Conference

CHIP

Community Housing and Infrastructure Program

CHOs

Community Housing Organisations

CHP

Community Housing Program

CMS

Community Management System

COAG

Council of Australian Governments

CSHA

Commonwealth State Housing Agreement

CSTDA

Commonwealth State Territory Disability Agreement

DANSA

Disability Advisory Network SA

DDA

Disability Discrimination Act 1992

DFC

Department for Families and Communities

DFEEST

Department of Further Education, Employment, Science and Technology

DPC

Department of the Premier and Cabinet

DPRWG

Disability Policy and Research Working Group

DTEI

Department for Transport, Energy and Infrastructure

EAP

Employee Assistance Program

FGMS

Funding and Grants Management System

FOI

Freedom of Information

FTE

Full-time equivalent

GMU

Grants Management Unit

GoGO

Greening of Government Operations

GST

Goods and Services Tax

Glossary
HACC

Home and Community Care

HASSA

Housing Advice and Support SA

HCSCC

Health and Community Services Complaints Commissioner

HMAC

Housing Ministers’ Advisory Council

HUDAC

Housing and Urban Development Advisory Committee

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

IDSC

Intellectual Disability Services Council

IHCIA

Indigenous Housing and Community Infrastructure Agreement

ILC

Independent Living Centre

IPAA

Institute of Public Administration Australia

JFS

Julia Farr Services

MACHA

Multi Agency Community Housing Association Inc

MDS

Minimum Data Set

NDCA

National Data Collection Agency

NFP

Not-for-Profit

NMDS

National Minimum Data Set

OFW

Office for Women

OHS&W

Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare

PCMU

Procurement and Contract Management Unit

PORT

Performance and Organisational Reporting Tool

PPP

Public, Private Partnership

SAAHT

South Australian Affordable Housing Trust

SAAP

Supported Accommodation Assistance Program

SACHA

South Australian Community Housing Authority

SAHT

South Australian Housing Trust

SAICORP

South Australian Captive Insurance Corporation

SASB

South Australian Superannuation Board

SASP

South Australia’s Strategic Plan

SATG

Supported Accommodation Task Group

SCIH

Standing Committee for Indigenous Housing

SOMIH

State Owned and Managed Indigenous Housing

TIAS

Tenants Information and Advocacy Service

UPL

Urban Pacific Limited

VERIS

Volunteer Emergency Recovery Information System

WIS

Women’s Information Service

WSS

Women’s Safety Strategy

YPIRAC

Young People in Residential Aged Care
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Feedback
The Department for Families and Communities Annual Report 2006-07 is the third Annual Report prepared
by our department since its establishment in July 2004. To ensure that we satisfy the requirements and
expectations of our stakeholders and members of the public in future Annual Reports, feedback on this
report would be appreciated.
Feedback can be submitted via email to annualreport@dfc.sa.gov.au.
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